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General Summary of Division of Molecular Biology
The division has been dedicated to basic researches on Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) and Hepatitis
C Virus (HCV), the two predominant causes of chronic hepatitis and eventual hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) among the world. We focused two molecular targets of the viruses; HBV X
protein (HBx) that has been long-suspected but not approved to be oncogenic, and HCV NS5B
that is RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) responsible for HCV replication. Also we
have opened the researches on telomere and telomerase in yeast and human, that are tightly
regulated in normal cells but deregulated in cancer cells. The outcomes of these projects in the
last three years have been much contributed to understanding new aspects of the regulatory
processes and the putative molecular partners of these target molecules. Unfortunately, the
division will be closed by the end of March 2006 since the chief has to retire.
A) HBx and related targets.
To elucidate the molecular role of HBx in transcriptional modulation, we further analyzed the
nuclear target of HBx, RNA polymerase II subunit 5 (RPB5) by a two or three-step alanine
scanning strategy. Among the identified residues critical for the bindings to HBx and RAP30,
T111 and S113 are close to DNA and critical for both TFIIF- and HBx-binding. We found the
double-strand DNA-binding ability of RPB5 and identified the critical and important residues
including T111 and S113 for the DNA-binding. These results may imply that HBx interferes
with DNA-binding of RPB5 to modulate transcription initiation or initiation to elongation.
We tried to evaluate biological roles of HBx in two aspects. Firstly the roles of HBx in HBV
transcription and replication using a HBV replicon system were examined. The results
demonstrate that HBx augments HBV transcription and replication though the coactivation
ability since the HBx sequences critical for the coactivation and for the augmentation of HBV
replication are the same, and HBV 3.5 kb RNA and DNA are affected at the similar extent by the
ectopic expressed HBx. Secondly we evaluated whether HBx retains ability to immortalize
human primary cells and/or to transform human immortalized primary cells in vitro since the
oncogenic property of HBx has been all addressed with rodent systems, and it remains strongly
controversial during last decades. We found that HBx overcomes active RAS-induced
senescence and affords ability to the immortalized cells expressing RAS and HBx to make
colonies in soft agar assay and tumors in nude mice. Such overcoming ability of HBx requires
full-length HBx, indicating that the coactivation domain is not enough and that the N-terminal
domain has some critical role(s) for the ability.
B) HCV NS5B, replicase, and HCV replication.
We previously identified the novel 5 residues of NS5B critical for RdRP activity and the
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interaction between NS5B and NS5A, the HCV non-structural regulatory protein, using bacterial
recombinant proteins in vitro. On the way to elucidate subcellular localization of NS5B, we
found the tight interaction of NS5B and nucleolin, a RNA chaperon. In last several years, we
concentrated to evaluate whether the findings obtained in vitro have biological relevance in
HCV replication in vivo by introducing HCV RNA subreplicon system (provided by Dr.
Shimotohno, Kyoto Univ.) and by establishing an improved system. We confirmed that the 5
residues of NS5B defined in vitro are also critical for HCV replication in vivo. By scanning with
clustered alanine substitution libraries of NS5A in HCV replicon, the critical nature of the
interaction of NS5A and NS5B was found to be crucial in HCV replication. We are now going to
characterize the important role of nucleolin in HCV replication through the direct binding to
NS5B.
C) Telomere and telomerase in yeast and human.
We characterize regulatory steps of telomere and telomerase in yeast and human.
In order to investigate relationships between life span and telomere function and to identify
signal-transmitting pathway, which responds to ageing stress, we screened telomere length and
silencing in the knock-out series of protein phosphatase (PPase) genes in budding yeast. Only
the sit4 mutant encoding the type 2A of PPase (PP2A) was selected. The mutant cells
accumulated highly phosphorylated Sir3 and decreased amount of Sir3 on subtelomere region.
Moreover, shortened life span comparable to sgs1 cells, which lost RecQ type helicase, was
observed in sit4 cells. These suggest that PP2A regulates phosphorylation state of Sir3
responding to ageing stress.
In human system, we have tried to purify insect-expressed recombinant hTERT. During
purification, we found the highly purified protein failed to exhibit reconstituted telomerase
activity in vitro. Then, we established an insect coexpression system of the two-components, and
are trying to purify the recombinant telomerase. We collaborated with Drs. Hahn and Weinberg
to raise anti-hTERT mAbs that enabled to characterize telomerase in human primary fibroblasts.
The results together with knock-down experiments of hTERT indicate that telomerase activity is
important for cell proliferation and cell lifespan. We also found the interaction between hTERT
and nucleolin that is important in regulating subcellular localization of telomerase.
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The transcriptional transactivation function of HBx protein is
important for its augmentation role in hepatitis B virus replication1.
Tang H*, Delgermaa L, Huang F*, Oishi N, Liu L*, He L*, Zhao L*, Murakami S.
The roles of HBx in regulating HBV transcription and replication were examined with a
transient transfection system in HepG2 using wild-type or HBx-minus HBV genome constructs,
and a series of mutation HBx expression plasmids. HBx has augmentation effects on HBV
transcription and replication as HBV mutant genome with defective X gene led to decreased
levels of 3.5-Kb HBV RNA and HBV replication intermediates, and these decreases can be
complemented in trans by ectopic expression of HBx. The truncation mutant HBx-D1 (aa.
51-154) containing the coactivation domain is enough for this function. By alanine scan
mutagenesis strategy, the regions between aa 52 - 65 and aa 88 -154 are important for the
augmentation function of HBx in HBV replication. With reporter gene analysis, the
transactivation and coactivation activities of HBx are well coincide with its augmentation
function in HBV transcription and replication. Therefore HBx has important role in stimulating
HBV transcription and replication, and the coactivation function of HBx may be critical for the
augmentation effect on HBV replication. (*The project is based on the international
collaboration between Sichuan Univ. and Kanazawa Univ,)
Reference 1: Tang H, et al., (2005) J. Virol., 79: 5548-5556.
Figure

illustrates

quantitative

analysis of the 3.5-kb HBV RNA and
HBV DNA replication intermediates
of 1.2 genome-unit of wild and
defective in X-ORF in the absence or
in the presence of varying amount of
the HBx-expression plasmid.
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HBx contributes to the oncogenic conversion of human immortalized
cells with active RAS by overcoming oncogene-induced senescence1.
Oishi T, Masutomi K, Khurts S, Nakamoto T, Kaneko S, Murakami S.
HBx has been long suspected to be oncogenic although it remains still controversial.
Pathological roles of HBx in the carcinogenic process have been previously examined only with
rodent systems. Therefore we addressed effect of HBx on the immortalization and
transformation abilities in human primary cells.
As HBx alone failed to immortalize human primary cells, BJ and TIG3 cells, nor to transform
the hTERT-introduced immortalized BJ cells, we next examined HBx overcomes active
RAS-induced cellular as oncogene-induced senescence (OIS) has been recently regarded as one
of the antitumor processes of cells. The immortalized BJ cells expressing active RAS and HBx
proliferate more than 80 population doublings and could form colonies in soft agar and tumors
in nude mice (Figure) although RAS alone actually induced senescence of the immortalized BJ
cells. A truncated mutant, HBx-D1 (aa 51-154), had the ability to overcome OIS in a population
doubling analysis, but failed to exhibit colonigenic and tumorigenic abilities. These observations
indicate that HBx-D1, which harbors the coactivation domain is not equivalent to full-length
HBx in the ability to overcome active RAS-induced senescence, strongly suggesting that HBx
can contribute to carcinogenesis by overcoming OIS in human cells.
Reference 1: Oishi N, et al., (2005) International Meeting on the Molecular Biology of Hepatitis
B Viruses, Heidelberg, Germany, Sep. 18-21, 2005
Figure illustrates tumor formation in nude
mice. Each point on the graph represents
the average volume of tumors. SV40
LT+ST+RAS is a positive control.
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Mutational analysis of the central part of human RNA polymerase II
subunit 5 (RPB5) by two-step alanine scanning: the residues critical
for interactions with TFIIF subunit RAP30 and Hepatitis B Virus X
protein and those for DNA-binding ability.
Le TTT, Zhang S, Hayashi N, Yasukawa M, Delgermaa L, Murakami S.
RPB5 is close to DNA downstream of initiation site and interacts with several regulators.
HBx binds the central part of RPB5 to modulate activated transcription, and TFIIF subunit
RAP30 interacts with the same part of RPB5 that is critical for the association between TFIIF
and RNAPII. By introducing systematic mutagenesis of the central part of RPB5 using two-step
alanine scanning libraries to pinpoint critical residues for its binding to RAP30 in the TFIIF
complex and/or to HBx, and identified these residues in both mammalian cells and in an in vitro
binding assay. Four residues, F76, I104, T111 and S113, are critical for both TFIIF- and
HBx-binding, indicating the overlapping nature of the sites of interaction. In addition, V74 and
N98 are required for HBx-binding, and T56 and L58 are needed for RAP30-binding.
Interestingly the residues exposed to solvent, T111 and S113, are very close to the DNA,
implying that two factors may modulate the interaction between DNA and RPB51.
Reference 1: Le TTT, Zhang S, Hayashi N, Yasukawa M, Delgermaa L, Murakami S. (2005) J.
Biochem (Tokyo), 138(3): 215-224.
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DNA-binding ability of RNA polymerase II subunit 5 (RPB5)
Zhang S, Le TTT, Tang H, Wei W, Hayashi N, Murakami S.
We found that RPB5 retains DNA-binding ability trapped by double-stranded DNA cellulose.
The 6 residues critical for binding DNA were identified within the middle part of RPB5, by a
three-step alanine scanning with clustered and point substitution libraries. Among them, T111 is
solvent-exposed and the nearest neighbor of P112 that is the residue predicted to be closest to
DNA. Three residues are important for the structural integrity of the mixed ß-sheet that may
indirectly affect DNA-binding ability. We evaluated these residues conserved among human and
yeast by introducing a point mutant in yeast in place of its wild-type counterpart. T117A, T117G
(hT111) and the glycine substitution of the three residues in the ß-sheet affected cell growth at
suboptimal temperatures. Interestingly, most of these residues are also indispensable for RPB5
to bind HBx and/or RAP30. Actually these factors inhibited DNA-binding of RPB5, strongly
supporting the notion that these regulators may modulate transcription by inhibiting RPB5 from
interacting with DNA.
Zhang S, Le TTT, Tang H, Wei W, Hayashi N, Murakami S. 2005 International Meeting on
Molecular Biology of HBV viruses. Sept. 20 at Heidelberg Univ.
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Subcellular Localization of RPB5-Mediating Protein, RMP, and its
putative functional partner1.
Delgermaa L, Hayashi N, Dorjsuren D, Nomura T, Thuy LT, Murakami S.
We previously identified a novel cellular protein RMP that retains corepressor activity and
functionally antagonizes transcriptional modulation by Hepatitis B virus X protein (Dorjsuren D.
et al., Mol. Cell. Biol., 18: 7546-7555, 1998). Here, subcellular localization of RMP was
examined with GFP-fused forms. We found that a nuclear localization signal (NLS) and a
coiled-coil (CC) domain functioning as a cytoplasmic localization signal (CLS), are both
important for the subcellular localization of RMP. The CLS apparently acts dominantly since
RMP is mostly localized in cytoplasm with weak and diffuse signals in nuclei, and the NLS is
indispensable for the nuclear localization of RMP only in the absence of the CLS. Using a yeast
two-hybrid method, we isolated a putative corepressor, DNA methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1)
associating protein, DMAP1, which was demonstrated to bind the CC domain of RMP. DMAP1
facilitates nuclear localization of RMP and the corepressor activity of RMP in a dose-dependent
manner through the interacting with the CC domain of RMP. The results were discussed in light
of the recent paper showing a novel evolutionary conserved role of RMP/URI in TOR signaling
(Gstaiger, M. et al., Science, 302: 1208-1212, 2003).
Reference 1: Delgermaa L, Hayashi N, Dorjsuren D, Nomura T, Thuy LT, Murakami S. (2004)
Mol. Cell. Biol., 24(19):8556-8566.
Figure illustrates the summary of the DMAP1-binding
region of RMP that is within the coiled-coil domain by
GST pull-down in vitro using the partially purified
proteins. The result is consistent with that using extracts
of cells transiently expressing two differentially tagged
proteins1.
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Direct Interaction between nucleolin and HCV NS5B1.
M. Hirano, S. Kaneko, T. Yamashita, H. Luo, W. Qin, Y. Shirota, T. Nomura, K.
Kobayashi, S. Murakami.
HCV NS5B is an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP), a central catalytic enzyme in
HCV replication. While studying the subcellular localization of a NS5B mutant lacking the
C-terminal membrane-anchoring domain, NS5Bt, we found that expression of the GFP-fused
form was exclusively nucleolar. Interestingly, the distribution of endogenous nucleolin changed
greatly in the cells expressing GFP-NS5B, with nucleolin colocalized with GFP-NS5B in
perinuclear regions in addition to the nucleolus. The interaction between nucleolin and NS5B
was demonstrated by GST pull-down assay. The results indicated that C-terminal region of
nucleolin was important for its binding to NS5B. Scanning a clustered- alanine substitution
mutant library of NS5B revealed that two sequences of NS5B, aa 208-214 and aa 500-506, were
both found to be indispensable for the nucleolin binding. We reported that the latter sequence is
essential for oligomerization of NS5B which is a prerequisite for the RdRP activity. C-terminal
nucleolin inhibited the NS5B RdRP activity in a dose dependent manner. Taken together, the
binding ability of nucleolin may be involved in NS5B functions.
Reference 1: M. Hirano, S. Kaneko, T. Yamashita, H. Luo, W. Qin, Y. Shirota, T. Nomura, K.
Kobayashi, S. Murakami. (2003) J. Biol. Chem., 278: 5109-5115.

The critical sequences of NS5B shown at the
top

of

NS5Bt

which

were

clustered

alanine-substituted as shown at the bottom
constructs1.
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Effect of Interaction between Hepatitis C Virus NS5A and NS5B on the
Hepatitis C Virus Replicon1.
Shimakami T, Hijikata M*. Luo H, Ma Y, Kaneko S, Shimotohno K*, Murakami S.
*Virus Research Inst. Kyoto Univ.
HCV NS5A is important for the establishment of replication by adaptive mutations or
localization, although its role in viral replication remains unclear. It was previously reported that
NS5A interacts with NS5B via two regions of NS5A in the isolate JK-1 and modulates the
activity of NS5B RdRp (Y. Shirota et al., J. Biol. Chem., 277:11149–11155, 2002), but the
biological significance of this interaction has not been determined. We examined the effect of
this interaction on HCV RNA replication with an HCV replicon system derived from the isolate
M1LE (H. Kishine et al., Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun., 293:993–999, 2002). We
constructed three internal deletion mutants, M1LE/5Adel-1 and M1LE/5Adel-2, each encoding
NS5A which cannot bind NS5B, and M1LE/5Adel-3, encoding NS5A that can bind NS5B. After
transfection into Huh-7 cells, M1LE/5Adel-3 was replication competent, but both
M1LE/5Adel-1 and M1LE/5Adel-2 were not. By scanning with 20 alanine-substituted clustered
mutants within both NS5B-binding regions, only 5 of the 20 mutants were replication competent.
Subsequently, we established more efficient replicon system by introducing a point mutation,
S232I, into NS5A using cured Huh-7 cells as recipient cells. In this system, only the same five
mutants were replication competent. These results strongly suggest that the interaction between
NS5A and NS5B is critical for HCV RNA replication in the HCV replicon system. This
improved system was applied to examine whether the 5 residues of NS5B indispensable for
RdRP activity in vitro are critical in HCV replication. An alanine-substitution mutant of one of
the 5 residues was replication incompetent in the HCV replicon system2.
Reference 1: Shimakami, T., Hijikata, M. Luo, H., Ma, Y., Kaneko, S., Shimotohno, K.,
Murakami, S. (2004) J. Virol., 78: 2738-2748.
Reference 2: Ma Y, Shimakami T, Luo H, Hayashi N, Murakami S.
279(24):25474-25482.
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(2004) J Biol Chem,

Genetic studies of signal transduction pathway, responding to ageing
stress and regulating telomere function.
N. Hayashi, S. Murakami
Cellular senescence is irreversible arrest of cell cycle.

The probability to be into the

senescence increases with the passage of cell division. Accumulation of many kinds of stress,
such as ROS (reactive oxygen species), DNA lesion, shortened telomere, loss of
heterochromatin structure and so on, would cause senescence.
work for the maintenance of its cellular life span.

So, many signal pathways may

Budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae,

has 32 protein phosphatases (PPase), and 30 in them are nonessential.

We screened yeast

knock-out series of PPases to investigate the regulatory pathway of cellular senescence.

We

examined telomere length of them by Southern blot analysis, and isolated the sit4 cell that had
slightly short telomere. SIT4 gene encodes one of type 2A PPases (PP2A), and involved in cell
cycle control.

Silencing ability at telomere region in the sit4 cells was also deficient, and

phosphorylated Sir3 protein was accumulated. Life span in the sit4 cells was as short as in the
sgs1 cells. Furthermore, we found altered structure of nucleoli and frequent recombination at
rDNA region in them.

These suggest that PP2A regulates phosphorylation of the Sir3 protein

to maintain heterochromatin structure at telomere, and also these may suggest that formation of
heterochromatin structure affects cellular life span.
Reference: Hayashi et al. The SIT4 gene, which encodes protein phosphatase 2A, is required for
telomere function in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Curr Genet 47:359-367. 2005.

Figure.

Model

of

regulatory

system

of

heterochromatin status via Sir3 phosphorylation
by PPase and MAP kinase.
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Telomerase maintains telomere structure in normal human cells.
Masutomi K, Yu EY, Khurts S, Ben-Porath I, Currier JL, Metz GB, Brooks MW, Kaneko S,
Murakami S, DeCaprio JA, Weinberg RA, Stewart SA, Hahn WC.
In normal human cells, telomeres shorten with successive rounds of cell division, and
immortalization correlates with stabilization of telomere length. These observations suggest that
human cancer cells achieve immortalization in large part through the illegitimate activation of
telomerase expression.
We found that the rate-limiting telomerase catalytic subunit hTERT is expressed in cycling
primary presenescent human fibroblasts, previously believed to lack hTERT expression and
telomerase activity. Disruption of telomerase activity in normal human cells by knock-down
hTERT slows cell proliferation, restricts cell lifespan, and alters the maintenance of the 3'
single-stranded telomeric overhang without changing the rate of overall telomere shortening.
Together, these observations support the view that telomerase and telomere structure are
dynamically regulated in normal human cells and that telomere length alone is unlikely to
trigger entry into replicative senescence.
(This project was carried out by an international collaboration with Dr. Hahn WC, Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute, Harvard Medical School, and Dr. Weinberg RA, Whitehead Inst. MIT.)
Reference 1: Masutomi K, Yu EY, Khurts S, Ben-Porath I, Currier JL, Metz GB, Brooks MW,
Kaneko S, Murakami S, DeCaprio JA, Weinberg RA, Stewart SA, Hahn WC. (2003)
114(2):241-253.
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Cell,

Nucleolin interacts with telomerase1.
Khurts S, Masutomi K, Delgermaa L, Arai K, Oishi N, Mizuno H, Hayashi N, Hahn W,
Murakami S.
Telomerase is a specialized reverse transcriptase composed of core RNA and protein subunits
that plays essential roles in maintaining telomeres in actively dividing cells. Recent work
indicates that telomerase shuttles between subcellular compartments during assembly and in
response to specific stimuli. In particular, telomerase co-localizes with nucleoli in normal human
fibroblasts. Here, we show that nucleolin, a major nucleolar phosphoprotein, interacts with
telomerase and alters its subcellular localization. Nucleolin binds hTERT through interactions
with its RNA-binding domain 4 and carboxyterminal RGG domain, and this binding also
involves the telomerase RNA subunit hTERC. The protein-protein interaction between nucleolin
and hTERT is critical for the nucleolar localization of hTERT. These findings indicate that
interaction of hTERT and nucleolin participates in the dynamic intracellular localization of
telomerase complex.
Reference 1: Khurts S, Masutomi K, Delgermaa L, Arai K, Oishi N, Mizuno H, Hayashi N,
Hahn W,Murakami S. (2004) J Biol Chem, 279: 51508-51515.
Figure

illustrates

hTERT-binding

the
region

delineated by in vivo and in
vitro with GST pull-down
experiments1.
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Other achievements
Murakami S. Hokkoku Bunka Prize by Hokkoku Shinbun. Nov. 3, 2004
Murakami S. Invited professor of Soochaw University, Souzhou, China
From April, 2005~
Murakami S. Head of Collaboration Research Center of Kanazawa University.
From April, 2004~March 2006.
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Division
of
Molecular
Virology and Oncology

General Summary of Division of Molecular Virology and Oncology
Degradation of extracellular matrix (ECM) is one of the first steps for tumor invasion and
metastasis. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) have been strongly implicated in this step.
Membrane-type MMP-1 (MT1-MMP) was identified in this laboratory as an activator of
MMP-2 expressed on the surface of tumor cells (Nature, 370, 61-65, 1994), and later not only
ECM macromolecules but also various biologically important molecules were shown to serve as
substrates for MT1-MMP. Accumulating evidences have demonstrated that MT1-MMP
expression level is closely associated with invasiveness and malignancy of tumors, suggesting
that MT1-MMP is one of the most critical factors for tumor invasion and metastasis. Despite
enthusiasm for MMP inhibitors, phase III trials have not yet demonstrated significance in
overall survival and side effects remain an issue. We believe that understanding of the functions
of MT1-MMP could supply clues to develop novel therapeutic strategies targeting MT1-MMP.
The goal of study in Molecular Virology and Oncology Division is to elucidate the molecular
mechanism of tumor invasion and metastasis, and identify the molecular targets for diagnosis
and therapy of malignant tumors.
A) Novel Functions of MT1-MMP:
MT1-MMP was first identified as an activator of pro-MMP-2, and later MT1-MMP was
shown to degrade a various ECM components including collagens. While degradation of ECM
is an important aspect of MMP biology, growing evidence has demonstrated specific
processing/activation or degradation of cell surface receptors and ligands. To identify molecules
which interact with MT1-MMP including its substrates, we have developed an expression
cloning strategy and been screening cDNA libraries of human placenta, fetal brain and fetal
kidney in which ECM turnover is active. So far we have identified claudin-5 and N-Tes
(Testican-3), which regulates MT1-MMP activity. We also identified Kiss-1/metastin,
syndecan-1 and lumican as substrates for MT1-MMP, and demonstrated that degradation of
these substrates contributes to invasive growth of tumor cells.
B) Stimulation of Cell Migration by MT1-MMP:
Cell migration is a complex process that can be regulated by multiple mechanisms, including
MAPK/ERK, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase and ECM degrading proteinases such as MMPs.
Adhesion-mediated ERK activation is dependent on integrin engagement. ERK activity has been
implicated in ECM-dependent cell spreading and migration, concomitant with a role for ERK in
the regulation of integrin-dependent adhesion/cytoskeletal organization. Although MMPs were
known to be involved in cell migration, the molecular mechanism had remained elucidated. We
examined the effect of MT1-MMP expression on ERK activation, and found that MT1-MMP
positively regulates cell-collagen interactions which generate a sustained signal through the
MEK/ERK pathway, and this sustained ERK activation in turn up-regulates MT1-MMP
expression. Thus, MT1-MMP functions in a positive feedback loop to induce sustained ERK
activation, which consequently stimulates cell migration on type I collagen.
C) JSAP1 Cooperates with FAK to Regulate JNK and Cell Migration
Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) plays a central role in adhesion, spreading and migration of cells.
Previously we found that c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK)/stress activated protein
kinase-associated protein 1 (JSAP1), a scaffold factor in the MAPK cascades forms a complex
with FAK. Our recent finding showed that the JSAP1/FAK complex functions cooperatively as
a scaffold for the JNK signaling pathway and regulator of cell migration on fibronectin, and that
JSAP1 is also associated with malignancy in brain tumors.
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Testican 2 Abrogates Inhibition of Membrane-Type
Metalloproteinases by Other Testican Family Proteins.

Matrix

M. Nakada*, H. Miyamori, J. Yamashita* and H. Sato. (*Dept. Neurosurgery, Med. Sch.,
Kanazawa Univ.)
Testican family protein are putative extracellular heparan/chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans of
unknown function. Recently we identified N-Tes, which is a product of testican 3 splicing
variant gene, as an inhibitor of membrane-type matrix metalloproteinases (MT-MMPs). The
inhibitory function is common among testican family members except for testican 2, which was
shown to uniquely abolish inhibition of MT1-MMP- or MT3-MMP-mediated pro-matrix
metalloproteinase-2 activation by other testican family members. Testican 2 inactivates N-Tes
by binding to the C-terminal extracellular calcium-binding (EC) domain of N-Tes through its
N-terminal unique domain as demonstrated by co-immunoprecipitation analysis, and thus
testican 2 was unable to inactivate an N-Tes deletion mutant lacking the EC domain
(N-Tes-∆122). Migration of U251 cells on collagen which was dependent on MT1-MMP
activity under serum-free condition, was inhibited by N-Tes or N-Tes-∆122 deposited on
collagen. Testican 2 was not incorporated into collagen by itself, and was deposited only in the
presence of N-Tes, suggesting that testican 2 bounds to N-Tes deposited on collagen. Binding of
testican 2 to N-Tes deposited on collagen allowed migration of cells expressing MT1-MMP.
Unlike wild-type N-Tes, N-Tes-∆122 did not bind to testican 2, and thus expression of testican 2
did not recover cell migration blocked by N-Tes-∆122. In situ hybridization showed that
neurons are major source of all testican family members in the normal brain. The quantitative
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction analysis demonstrated that all testican family
members are expressed prominently in normal brain, and their expression levels decrease as
tumor grade increases. The expression level of testican 2 was the highest among testican family
members regardless of histological grade of astrocytic tumors. These results suggest that
abundant distribution of testican 2 may contribute to glioma invasion by inactivating other
testican family members including N-Tes, which all inhibit MT-MMPs. We propose that
N-Tes-∆122, which is resistant to testican 2, may have therapeutic potential as a barrier against
glioma invasion.
Fig. 1 Effects of testican on migration of
U251

glioma

cells

expressing

MT1-MMP. U251 cells transfected with
MT1-MMP and indicated plasmids were
subjected to wound-induced migration
assay on plates coated with collagen.
Refference: Nakada, M., Miyamori, H., Yamashita, J. and Sato, H. (2003) Testican 2
abrogates inhibition of membrane-type matrix metalloproteinases by other testican family
proteins. Cancer Res., 63, 3364-3369.
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Cleavage
of
Syndecan-1
by
Membrane-Type
Metalloproteinase-1 Stimulates Cell Migration.

Matrix

K. Endo*, T. Takino, H. Miyamori, H. Kinsen*, T. Yoshizaki*, M. Furukawa* and H. Sato
(*Dept. Otolaryngology, Med. Sch., Kanazawa Univ.)
The transmembrane heparan sulfate proteoglycan syndecan-1 was identified from a human
placenta cDNA library by the expression cloning method as a gene product which interacts with
membrane-type matrix metalloproteinase-1 (MT1-MMP). Co-expression of MT1-MMP with
syndecan-1 in HEK293T cells promoted syndecan-1 shedding, and concentration of
cell-associated syndecan-1 was reduced. Treatment of cells with MMP inhibitor BB-94 or tissue
inhibitor of MMP (TIMP)-2 but not TIMP-1 interfered with the syndecan-1 shedding promoted
by

MT1-MMP

expression.

In

contrast,

syndecan-1

shedding

induced

by

12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) treatment was inhibited by BB-94 but not by either
TIMP-1 or TIMP-2. Shedding of syndecan-1 was also induced by MT3-MMP, but not by other
MT-MMPs. Recombinant syndecan-1 core protein was shown to be cleaved by recombinant
MT1-MMP or MT3-MMP at G82-L83 and G245-L246 peptide bonds. HT1080 fibrosarcoma cells
stably transfected with the syndecan-1 cDNA (HT1080/SDC), which express endogenous
MT1-MMP

spontaneously,

shed

syndecan-1.

Migration

of

HT1080/SDC

cells

on

collagen-coated dishes was significantly slow compared with that of control HT1080 cells.
Treatment of HT1080/SDC cells with BB-94 or TIMP-2 induced accumulation of syndecan-1 on
cell surface, concomitant with further retardation of cell migration. These results suggest that the
shedding of syndecan-1 promoted by MT1-MMP stimulates cell migration.
Fig.

1

Mock-transfected

HT1080

(Mock

lanes)

or

HT1080/syndecan-1 (SDC lanes) cells were subjected to
wound-induced migration assay on collagen-coated dishes in
medium containing 0.1 µM BB-94 or 2 µg/ml TIMP-2
protein. Note that migration of syndecan-1-expressing cells
was severely inhibited by MMP inhibitors. *, P< 0.01.

Reference: Endo, K., Takino, T., Miyamori, H., Kinsen, H., Yoshizaki, T., Furukawa, M. and
Sato, H. (2003) Cleavage of Syndecan-1 by Membrane-Type Matrix Metalloproteinase-1
Stimulates Cell Migration. J. Biol. Chem. 278, 40764-40770.
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Membrane-Type
1
Matrix
Metalloproteinase
Regulates
Collagen-dependent
Mitogen-Activated
Protein/Extracellular
Signal-Related Kinase Activation and Cell Migration
T. Takino, H. Miyamori, Y. Watanabe, K.Yoshioka1, M. Seiki2 and Hiroshi Sato (1Dept.
Cell Cycle Regulation, Cancer Res. Inst. Kanazawa Univ., 2Dept. Cancer Cell Research,
Inst. of Medical Science, University of Tokyo)
Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)-extracellular signal-related kinase (ERK) kinase 1
(MEK1)/ERK signaling has been implicated in regulation of tumor cell invasion and metastasis.
Migration of HT1080 cells on type I collagen was suppressed by matrix metalloproteinase
(MMP) inhibitors BB94 and tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase (TIMP)-2 but not by TIMP-1.
TIMP-2-specific inhibition suggests that membrane type-1 MMP (MT1-MMP) is involved in it.
Activation of ERK was induced in HT1080 cells adhered on dishes coated with type I collagen,
which was inhibited by BB94. MMP-2 processing in HT1080 cells, which was also stimulated
by cultivation on type I collagen was inhibited by a MEK inhibitor PD98059. Expression of
constitutively active form of MEK1 promoted MMP-2 processing concomitant with the increase
of MT1-MMP level, suggesting that MT1-MMP is regulated by MEK/ERK signaling. In
addition, expression of hemopexin-like domain of MT1-MMP in HT1080 cells interfered with
MMP-2 processing, ERK activation and cell migration, implying that the enzymatic activity of
MT1-MMP is involved in collagen-induced ERK activation which results in enhanced cell
migration. Thus, adhesion of HT1080 cells to type I collagen induces MT1-MMP-dependent
ERK activation, which in turn causes increase of MT1-MMP level and subsequent cell
migration.
Fig. 1.

MT1-MMP is involved in cell migration.

HT1080

cells cultured in serum-free DMEM containing DMSO (Control),
BB94 (1 µM), PD98059 (25 µM), recombinant TIMP-1 or
TIMP-2 (10 µg/ml) and HT1080 cells transfected with
MT1-MMP or CA-MEK were examined for migration on type I
collagen. Error bars indicate S.D. for at least 30 cells per
condition. Asterisk, P < 0.01 versus control.
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Cleavage of Lumican by Membrane-Type Matrix Metalloproteinase-1
Abrogates This Proteoglycan-Mediated Suppression of Tumor Cell
Colony Formation in Soft Agar
Y. Li, T. Aoki, Y. Mori, M. Ahmad, H.Miyamori, T. Takino and H. Sato
The small leucine-rich proteoglycan lumican was identified from a human placenta cDNA
library by the expression cloning method as a gene product which interacts with membrane-type
matrix metalloproteinase-1 (MT1-MMP). Co-expression of MT1-MMP with lumican in
HEK293T cells reduced the concentration of lumican secreted into culture medium, and this
reduction was abolished by addition of the MMP inhibitor BB94. Lumican protein from bovine
cornea and recombinant lumican core protein fused to glutathione S-transferase were shown to
be cleaved at multiple sites by recombinant MT1-MMP. Transient expression of lumican in
HEK293 cells induced expression of tumor suppressor gene product p21/Waf-1, which was
abrogated by the co-expression of MT1-MMP concomitant with a reduction in lumican
concentration in culture medium. Stable expression of lumican in HeLa cells induced expression
of p21 and reduction of colony formation in soft agar, which were both abolished by the
expression of MT1-MMP. HT1080 fibrosarcoma cells stably transfected with the lumican cDNA
(HT1080/Lum), which express endogenous MT1-MMP, secreted moderate levels of lumican,
however, treatment of HT1080/Lum cells with BB94 resulted in accumulation of lumican in
culture medium. The expression levels of p21 in HT1080/Lum were proportional to the
concentration of secreted lumican, and showed reverse co-relation with colony formation in soft
agar. These results suggest that MT1-MMP abrogates lumican-mediated suppression of tumor
cell colony formation in soft agar by degrading this proteoglycan which down-regulates it
through the induction of p21.
Fig. 1. Degradation of lumican by HT1080
cells enhances colony formation in soft agar.
Control

HT1080

(-)

or

HT1080

cells

transfected with lumican plasmid (Lum) were
plated into 0.3% agarose with or without 0.1
µM BB94, and colonies were observed under
microscopy 2-weeks after incubation.
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Cleavage of Apolipoprotein E by Membrane-Type Matrix
Metalloproteinase-1 Abrogates Suppression of Cell Proliferation
T. Aoki, D. Sato, Y. Li, T. Takino, H. Miyamori and H. Sato
Apolipoprotein E (apoE) in a human fetal brain cDNA library was identified, using the
expression cloning method, as a gene product that formed a complex with latent matrix
metalloproteinase (MMP)-2. Co-expression of membrane-type MMP-1 (MT1-MMP) with apoE
in HEK293T cells reduced the amount of apoE secreted into the culture medium, whereas
cell-associated apoE core protein was not affected. Incubation of native apoE protein with
recombinant MT1-MMP resulted in the cleavage of apoE. Recombinant apoE protein fused to
glutathione S-transferase (apoE-GST) was cleaved by MT1-MMP at the following peptide
bonds; T85-M86, K93-S94, R246-L247, A255-E256 and G296-L297. HT1080 cells transfected with the
apoE gene, which express endogenous MT1-MMP, secreted a low level of apoE protein and its
cleaved fragments, and treatment with MMP inhibitor BB94 induced accumulation of apoE and
retardation of cell proliferation. Addition of apoE-GST protein to the culture of HEK293T cells
suppressed cell proliferation, and stable transfection of the MT1-MMP gene partly abrogated the
suppression. These results suggest that cleavage of apoE protein by MT1-MMP abrogates
apoE-mediated suppression of cell proliferation.

Fig. 1. Cleavage of apoE by MT1-MMP. ApoE-GST fusion
protein (5 µg) was incubated with recombinant MT1-MMP
catalytic

domain

(0.5

µg),

separated

on

15%

SDS-polyacryamide gel, and then blotted onto PDF
membrane. The N-terminal amino acid sequence of each
fragment was determined with a Beckman Coulter LF300
amino acid sequencer.
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JSAP1/JIP3 Cooperates with FAK to Regulate c-Jun N-terminal
Kinase and Cell Migration
T. Takino, M. Nakada, K. Yoshioka1, H. Miyamori, Y. Watanabe, K. M. Yamada2 and H.
Sato (1Dept. Cell Cycle Regulation, Cancer Res. Inst. Kanazawa Univ., 2CDBRB,
NIDCR, NIH, USA)
c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK)/stress-activated protein kinase-associated protein 1
(JSAP1) (also termed JNK interacting protein 3; JIP3) is a member of a family of scaffold
factors for the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascades, and it also forms a complex
with focal adhesion kinase (FAK).

Here we demonstrate that JSAP1 serves as a cooperative

scaffold for activation of JNK and regulation of cell migration in response to fibronectin (FN)
stimulation.

JSAP1 mediated an association between FAK and JNK, which was induced by

either co-expression of Src or attachment of cells to FN. Complex formation of FAK with
JSAP1 and p130 Crk-associated substrate (p130Cas) resulted in augmentation of FAK activity
and phosphorylation of both JSAP1 and p130Cas, which required p130Cas hyperphosphorylation
and was abolished by inhibition of Src.

JNK activation by FN was enhanced by JSAP1, which

was suppressed by disrupting the FAK/p130Cas pathway by expression of a dominant-negative
form of p130Cas or by inhibiting Src.

We also documented the co-localization of JSAP1 with

JNK and phosphorylated FAK at the leading edge and stimulation of cell migration by JSAP1
expression, which depended on its JNK binding domain and was suppressed by inhibition of
JNK. The level of JSAP1 mRNA correlated with advanced malignancy in brain tumors, unlike
other JIPs.

We propose that the JSAP1/FAK complex functions cooperatively as a scaffold for
the JNK signaling pathway and regulator of cell
migration on FN, and we suggest that JSAP1 is
also associated with malignancy in brain tumors.
Fig. 1. Model depicting a FAK-JSAP1 scaffold for JNK
activation and cell migration. JSAP1 seems to be a
modulator of cell migration by associating with MAPK
signaling pathways and possibly microtubules.
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General Summary of Division of Molecular Bioregulation
Tumor cells and resident cells can produce various chemokines and pro-inflammatory
cytokines, during carcinogenesis and metastasis processes. The produced chemokines and
pro-inflammatory cytokines can modulate the microenvironment of tumor tissues, thereby
affecting carcinogenic and/or metastatic processes. A major research object in our division is to
elucidate the roles of these endogenously produced chemokines and pro-inflammatory cytokines
in these processes, in order to use these molecules and/or their antagonists for the treatment of
cancer.
We discovered recently that Pim-3, a proto-oncogene with serine/threonine kinase
activity, was enhanced in chronic inflammation-mediated hepatoma tissues in mice and are
investigating the roles of Pim-3 in the carcinogenesis processes of various types of cancers.
A) Chemokines and pro-inflammatory cytokines in carcinogenesis and metastasis
processes
Tumor cells as well as resident normal cells can produce a wide variety of chemokines
and pro-inflammatory cytokines, thereby affecting the course of carcinogenesis and metastasis
processes. Until present, we have provided definitive evidence to indicate that tumor necrosis
factor receptor p55 has crucial roles in inflammation-mediated colon carcinogenesis, liver
metastasis, and lung metastasis. Moreover, we demonstrated that tumor cells and resident
normal cells can produce various chemokines and that the produced chemokines have effects on
tumor cells as well as inflammatory cells, thereby contributing to carcinogenesis and metastasis
processes.
B) Pim-3, a proto-oncogene with serine/threonine kinase activity, in carcinogenesis
Pim-3 is aberrantly expressed in various types of tumor tissues and tumor cell lines,
including hepatocellular carcinoma and pancreatic cancer. Cell proliferation was attenuated and
apoptosis was enhanced in human hepatocellular carcinoma and pancreatic cancer cell lines by
the ablation of Pim-3 gene with RNA interference. Therefore, Pim-3 may be a good molecular
target for treating tumors, which exhibit the enhanced expression of Pim-3. We are now
investigating the detailed molecular and pathological consequences of Pim-3-mediated
phosphorylation of various substrates.
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Essential contribution of tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNF-R)
p55-mediated signals in metastasis and carcinogenesis
Y. Tomita, X. Yang, H. Kitakata, B.K. Popivanova, Y. Nemoto-Sasaki and N. Mukaida
We have previously demonstrated that TNF-Rp55-mediated signals could up-regulate the
expression of an adhesion molecule, vascular adhesion molecule (VCAM)-1 in sinusoidal
endothelial cells and eventually facilitate liver metastasis by intrasplenic injection of a colon
carcinoma cell line into mice (1).
Intravenous injection of a mouse renal carcinoma cell line, Renca, caused a large number of
lung metastasis foci in wild-type mice, with TNF-α protein at tumor sites. Metastasis foci
expanded at similar rates in both wild-type and TNF-Rp55-deficient mice until 21 days after the
injection. On the contrary, later than 21 days, metastasis foci regressed spontaneously in
TNF-Rp55-deficient mice, but not wild-type mice. Concomitantly, the number of apoptotic
tumor cells were greater in TNF-Rp55-deficient mice, whereas neovascularization was less
evident in TNF-Rp55-deficient mice than wild-type mice, with depressed expression of a potent
angiogenic factor, hepatocyte growth factor gene in TNF-Rp55-deficient mice (2) (see below
Figure). These observations implied that TNF-Rp55-mediated signals have distinct but
important roles in metastasis to liver and lung.

Mice developed multiple adenomatous lesions in colon after repeated oral intake of dextran
sulfate sodium solution, following an intraperitoneal injection of a potent chemical carcinogen,
azoxymethane. The same treatment caused few adenomatous lesions in TNF-Rp55-deficient
mice. Because this model may recapitulate adenocarcinoma developed in patients with chronic
ulcerative colitis, TNF-Rp55 may be a good molecular target for preventing this severe
complication in chronic colitis.
References
1. Kitakata H et al. Cancer Res.62: 6682, 2002.
2. Tomita Y et al. Intl. J. Cancer 112: 927, 2004.
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Essential contribution of a chemokine, CCL3, and its receptor, CCR1,
to hepatocarcinogenesis
P. Lu, X. Yang, C. Fujii, and N. Mukaida.
We previously observed that a chemokine, macrophage inflammatory protein-1 α/CCL3, and its
receptor, CCR1, were aberrantly expressed in human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) tissues
(1). We further demonstrated that CCL3 and CCR1 are also expressed in two different models
of this cancer; N-nitrosodiethylamine (DEN)-induced HCC and HCC induced by hepatitis B
virus surface (HBs) antigen-primed splenocyte transfer to myelo-ablated syngeneic HBs antigen
transgenic mice (2). At 10 months after DEN treatment, tumor incidence was marginally but
significantly higher in CCR1- and CCL3-deficient mice than WT mice, in line with the in vitro
observation that CCL3 can inhibit the proliferation of hepatoma cell lines. On the contrary, foci
numbers and sizes were remarkably reduced in CCR1- and CCL3-deficient mice, compared with
wild-type mice. Of note is that tumor angiogenesis was also markedly diminished in CCL3- and
CCR1-deficient mice, with a concomitant reduction in the number of intratumoral Kupffer cells,
a rich source of growth factors and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). Among growth factors
and MMPs that we examined, only MMP9 and MMP13 gene expression was augmented
progressively in liver of WT mice after DEN treatment. Moreover, MMP9 but not MMP13
gene expression was attenuated in CCR1- and CCL3-deficient mice, compared with wild-type
mice. Furthermore, MMP9 was expressed mainly by mononuclear cells, and MMP9-expressing
cell numbers were decreased in CCR1- or CCL3-deficient mice, compared with wild-type mice
(2). These observations suggest that the CCR1-CCL3 axis has different roles in HCC
progression, depending on its phases (see below Figure).

References
1) Lu P, et al. Am. J. Pathol. 162: 1249, 2003.
2) Yang X, et al., Intl. J. Cancer [Epub ahead of print]
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Essential involvement of a chemokine receptor, CCR2, to liver
metastasis
X. Yang, C. Fujii, and N. Mukaida.
The liver parenchyma is populated by hepatocytes and several non-parenchymal cell types
including Kupffer cells (KC) and hepatic stellate cells (HSC). Both KC and HSC are responsive
to the chemokine CCL2, but the precise roles of CCL2 and these cells in liver tumor formation
remain undefined. Hence, we investigated the effects of the lack of the major CCL2 receptor,
CCR2, on liver tumor formation induced by intraportal injection of the murine colon
adenocarcinoma cell line, colon 26. Wild-type mice showed macroscopic tumor foci in the liver
10 days after injection of colon 26 cells. After 10 days, CCL2 proteins were detected
predominantly in tumor cells, coincident with increased intratumoral KC and HSC numbers.
Although tumor formation occurred at similar rates in wild-type and CCR2-deficient mice up to
10 days after tumor cell injection, the number and size of tumor foci were significantly
attenuated in CCR2-deficient mice relative to wild-type mice thereafter.
Moreover,
neovascularization and matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) 2 expression were diminished in
CCR2-deficient mice with a concomitant reduction in the accumulation of KC and HSC. MMP2
was detected predominantly in HSC but not in KC. Thus, CCR2-mediated signals can regulate
the trafficking of HSC, a main source of MMP2, and consequently can promote
neovascularization during liver tumor formation.

Reference
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Enhanced expression of a proto-oncogene, Pim-3,
serine/threonine kinase activity, in various types of tumors

with

C. Fujii, Y. Li, B. Popivanova, Y. Nakamoto, and N. Mukaida.
Most cases of human hepatocellular carcinoma develop after persistent chronic infection with
human hepatitis B virus or hepatitis C virus, and host responses are presumed to have major
roles in this process. To recapitulate this process, we have developed the mouse model of
hepatocellular carcinoma using hepatitis B virus surface antigen transgenic mice. In order to
identify the genes associated with hepatocarcinogenesis in this model, we compared the gene
expression patterns between pre-malignant lesions surrounded by hepatocellular carcinoma
tissues and control liver tissues by using a fluorescent differential display analysis. Among the
genes which were expressed differentially in the pre-malignant lesions, we focused on Pim-3, a
member of a proto-oncogene Pim family. Due to the unavailability of the nucleotide sequence of
full-length human Pim-3 cDNA, we cloned full-length Pim-3 cDNA, consisting of 2,392 bp,
which encodes a predicted open reading frame consisting of 326 amino acids. Pim-3 mRNA
was selectively expressed in human hepatoma cell lines, but not in normal liver tissues.
Moreover, Pim-3 protein was detected in human hepatocellular carcinoma tissues and cell lines
but not in normal hepatocytes. Furthermore, cell proliferation was attenuated and apoptosis
was enhanced in human hepatoma cell lines by the ablation of Pim-3 gene with RNA
interference (reference). These observations suggest that aberrantly expressed Pim-3 can cause
autonomous cell proliferation and/or prevent apoptosis in hepatoma cell lines.

We recently observed that Pim-3 expression was enhanced selectively also in human pancreas
cancer tissues and pancreatic cancer cell lines, but not normal pancreas tissue. Moreover,
similarly to human hepatoma cell lines, cell proliferation was attenuated and apoptosis was
enhanced also in human pancreatic cancer cell lines by the ablation of Pim-3 gene with RNA
interference. Thus, Pim-3 is aberrantly expressed in various types of tumors and can counteract
apoptosis process, thereby contributing to carcinogenesis. Therefore, Pim-3 may be a good
molecular target for treating tumors, which exhibit the enhanced expression of Pim-3.
Reference
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of
Molecular Genetics

General Summary of Division of Molecular Genetics
In 2005, Dr. Hirao was appointed to the professor and chairman of this division. Since then, the
division has been dedicated mainly to basic researches on the mechanisms of self-renewal of
stem cells.

Stem cells are defined as cells that have the ability to perpetuate through

self-renewal, and develop into mature cells of a particular tissue through differentiation.
Appropriate controls of stem cell functions are critical for maintaining tissue homeostasis. It has
been suggested that dysregulation of stem cell could lead to cell senescence or cancer. Most
cancers comprise a heterogeneous population of cells with marked differences in their
proliferative potential as well as the ability to reconstitute the tumor on transplantation. Cancer
stem cells are a minor population of tumor cells that possess the stem cell property of
self-renewal. To understand molecular mechanisms by which normal tissue stem cells and
cancer stem cells are regulated, several approaches have been done as follows. In October 2005,
the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) started to support the group as a part of Basic
Technologies for Controlling Cell Functions Based on Metabolic Regulation Mechanism
Analysis.
A) Identification of molecules essential for self-renewal of tissue stem cells.
Normal tissue stem cells are defined by three common properties: 1. Presence of an extensive
capacity for self-renewal that allows maintenance of the undifferentiated stem cell pool over the
life time of the host; 2. Strict regulation of stem-cell number; 3. Ability to undergo a broad range
of differentiation events to clonally reconstitute all of the functional elements within the tissues.
Since hematopoiesis provides the most well-characterized stem cell system, roles of several
molecules on self-renewal of stem cells have been analyzed using hematopoietic system in this
division. Further, for some molecules, other type of stem cells including germ or neural stem
cells have been analyzed to address a question whether self-renewal of several tissue stem cells
is regulated by common molecules or signaling pathways.
B) Development of identification system for cancer stem cells.
Recent evidence has demonstrated that in leukemia and solid tumors only a minority of
cancer cells has the capacity to proliferate extensively and form new tumors. These tumorigenic
or tumor-initiating cells, which are called cancer stem cells, have been identified and enriched
on the basis of their expression of cell-surface markers. To identify the cancer stem cells,
molecules that commonly express in several tissue stem cells were identified. Promoter DNA
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fragments of the candidate molecules were used for a tool by which tissue stem cells, but not
differentiated cells, can be labeled with EGFP in mice. Cancer stem cell has been analyzed by
using the stem-cell marking system.
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The identification of hematopoietic stem cell niche.
A. Hirao, F. Arai, T. Suda
Hematopietic stem cells (HSC) in adult mouse bone marrow are quiescent, while mobilized
HSCs are cycling rapidly following depletion of mature and progenitor cells by bleeding,
infection, cytotoxic reagents or irradiation. Although interaction between microenvironments
and HSCs contributes to maintenance of quiescence of HSCs resulting in the long-term
self-renewal, mechanisms are not understood. In this study, we demonstrate that side population
(SP), based on FACS analysis with Hoechst33342, in c-kit+ Sca-1+ Lin-(KSL) cells represents a
population of quiescent HSC. Cell cycle analysis with BrdU labeling showed that SP were
slowly cycling in G0 phase. HSCs mobilized in peripheral blood from a bone marrow niche by
G-CSF or 5-FU treatment were cycling and those cycling HSCs were not in SP. HSCs in
developing mice, which were cycling and expanding, were also in main population (MP). SP
cells in KSL fraction were resistant to myelosuppressive stress including X-ray and 5-FU
treatment which depletes cycling hematopoietic cells. Histological examination revealed that the
5-FU resistant HSCs were surrounded by bone-lining osteoblast-like cells on the surface of the
bone. These data indicate that the osteoblastic zone is a niche for quiescent HSCs in bone
marrow.

FACS,

RT-PCR and histological examination showed that the expression of Tie2, a

receptor tyrosine kinase, was limited to the HSCs in a niche. Angiopoietin-1 (Ang-1), a ligand
for Tie2, increased the number of LTC-IC and mixed CFC, accompanied with enhanced
adhesion of hematopoietic cells to stroma cells in vitro.

Furthermore, Ang-1 induced SP

phenotype in HSC in vivo. These data suggest that Ang-1/Tie2 plays a key role for recruitment
of stem cells to a niche, and remains cells in quiescent state, resulting in stem cell maintenance.
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Role of ATM on self-renewal capacity of hematopoietic stem cells.
A. Hirao, K. Ito, T. Suda
The hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) are maintained in an undifferentiated quiescent state in a
niche. Quiescent stem cells show resistance to various stresses, suggesting that mechanisms for
protection of HSC from stress contribute to maintenance of self-renew through a whole life in
animals. In this study, we demonstrate that cell-cycle checkpoint molecule, ATM (ataxia
telangiectasia mutated), is essential for maintenance of capacity of regeneration in HSC.
Ataxia telangiectasia (A-T) is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by mutational
inactivation of the ATM. ATM and its homologue have a central role in maintenance of genomic
stability via regulating cell cycle checkpoint in response to DNA damage, stability of telomere
and oxidative stress. A-T patients display variety of symptoms including premature aging. We
hypothesized that a signaling pathway for regulating aging and longevity may be involved in
stem cell functions. Hence we analyzed a role of ATM in self-renewal and repopulating capacity
of HSCs.
In this study, we demonstrate that ATM has an essential role in the reconstitutive
capacity of the haematopoietic stem cells (HSC), but is less required for the differentiation or
proliferation into progenitors. ATM-/- mice over the age of 24 weeks showed progressive bone
marrow failure due to a defect in HSC function that was associated with up-regulation of
p16INK4A and p19ARF in response to elevated reactive oxygen species (ROS). Treatment of
anti-oxidative agents restored the reconstitutive capacity of ATM-/- HSCs. These data
demonstrate that the self-renewal capacity of HSC depends on ATM-mediated inhibition of
oxidative stress.
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Role of Chk2 on tumorigenesis
A. Hirao, K. Naka, N. Motoyama, R. Hakem, JP. McPherson, T. Mak,
In response to ionizing radiation (IR), the tumor suppressor p53 is stabilized and promotes either
cell cycle arrest or apoptosis. Chk2 activated by IR contributes to this stabilization, possibly by
direct phosphorylation. Like p53, Chk2 is mutated in patients with Li-Fraumeni syndrome.
Since the ATM gene is required for IR-induced activation of Chk2, it has been assumed that
ATM and Chk2 act in a linear pathway leading to p53 activation. To clarify the role of Chk2 in
tumorigenesis, we generated gene-targeted Chk2-deficient mice. Unlike ATM-/- and p53-/- mice,
Chk2-/- mice do not spontaneously develop tumors, although Chk2 does suppress
DMBA-induced skin tumors. Tissues from Chk2-/- mice, including thymus, CNS, fibroblasts,
epidermis and hair follicles, show significant defects in IR-induced apoptosis or impaired G1/S
arrest. Quantitative comparison of the G1/S checkpoint, apoptosis, and expression of p53
proteins in Chk2-/- versus ATM-/- thymocytes suggested that Chk2 regulates p53-dependent
apoptosis in an ATM-independent manner. These data indicate that distinct pathways regulate
the activation of p53 leading to cell cycle arrest or apoptosis.
Disruption of Brca1 results in cellular demise or tumorigenesis depending on cellular
context. Inactivation of p53 contributes to Brca1-associated tumor susceptibility. We show that
Chk2 inactivation is partially equivalent to p53 inactivation, in that Chk2 deficiency facilitates
the development, survival, and proliferation of Brca1-deficient T cells at the expense of genomic
integrity. Brca1 deficiency was found to result in Chk2 phosphorylation and the Chk2-dependent
accumulation and activation of p53. Furthermore, inactivation of Chk2 and Brca1 was
cooperative in breast cancer. Our findings identify a critical role for Chk2 as a component of the
DNA damage-signaling pathway activated in response to Brca1 deficiency.
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General Summary of Division of Cell Biology
In the past three years the division has been dedicated to basic researches on new RNA
functions, novel RNA polymerase II associating proteins and infection mechanism of
hepadnaviruses.
A) Functional analysis of low molecular weight RNAs
Various low molecular weight RNAs function at many stages in gene expression and concern
with maintenance and proliferation of the cells. Although functions of many kinds of low
molecular weight RNAs were determined in the last decade, functions of several low molecular
weight RNAs are still unknown. We are currently interested in the structure, function and
biogenesis of low molecular weight RNAs. In this period we focused on the functional
characterization of U13 small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) and micro RNA (miRNA).
B) Novel proteins associated with phosphorylated RNA polymerase II
The carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) of the largest subunit of RNA polymerase II consists of
multiple repeats of a highly conserved seven amino acid sequence YSPTSPS. The CTD can be
extensively phosphorylated, especially at the serine 2 and 5 positions in the consensus repeat.
CTD phosphorylation has been reported to act as an important signal not only for transcription
but also for the recruitment of pre-mRNA processing factors to transcription sites. To approach
to the molecular mechanism for coupling transcription with pre-mRNA processing, we have
identified and characterized novel factor PCIF1 that can directly interact with the
phosphorylated CTD.
C) Infection mechanism of hepatitis B viruses
Although much is known about genomic replication and gene expression of hepatitis B
viruses (hepadnaviruses), little is known about the molecular mechanisms of the entry and the
release pathways for this virus. To understand the nature of these pathways, we tried to search
for the host proteins that interact to capsid protein of the duck hepatitis B virus (DHBV). We
have obtained a 33-kDa protein (p33) as a DHBV-core binding protein. The human hepatitis B
virus (HBV) core protein also binds to human p33. p33 was identified as complement
component 1q receptor (gC1qR) by mass spectrometry. The binding mechanism between gC1qR
and viral core protein was examined.
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Functional analysis of microRNAs by the using of gene disruption
F. Harada, S. Ishii and Y. Kido
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small (approximately 22 nucleotides) RNAs that negatively
regulate gene expression through interactions with 3’-untranslated regions of their target
mRNAs, which leads to mRNA cleavage or translational repression. To date, 326 miRNA genes
have been identified from human genome, the precise functions of these non-coding RNAs
remains largely obscure. Interestingly, many miRNAs are found in close proximity to other
miRNAs, and these clustered miRNAs are transcribed from a single polycistronic transcription
unit by RNA polymerase II. Therefore clustered miRNAs might have very important roles in
maintenance of the specific cell lineage. Human chromosome 13 has a one of the clustered
miRNA gene, which encodes 6 miRNAs (miR-17-5P, 18a, 19a, 20a, 19b-1 and 92-1) in 800bp.
To clarify the function of these miRNAs, we tried to obtain homologue of this clustered gene
from chicken B cell line DT40 and disrupt it by targeted integration.
First of all, we obtained a chicken DNA fragment containing miRNA gene cluster
homologous to human chromosome 13 by PCR amplification using human miR-17-5P and miR
92-1 sequences as primers. Screening of DT40 genomic library with this DNA fragment as a
probe, we obtained several chicken genomic clones. These clones contained 6 miRNA genes in
the same order as the human gene and the nucleotide sequence of each miRNA was completely
identical with that of human. Therefore these clustered miRNAs are conserved between human
and chicken cells and might have essential roles in these animals. To disrupt the clustered
miRNA gene in DT40 cells, the targeting vectors containing blasticidin S and puromycin
resistance genes were constructed and then introduced into DT40 cells by sequential
homologous recombination. Three knockout cell lines on this clustered miRNA gene were
obtained. The growth rate of these mutant cells was slightly slower than that of wild-type DT40
cells. The expression of each miRNA was analyzed by Northern hybridization of total RNA
isolated from mutant and wild-type cells. In the mutant cells, miR-20a was undetectable while
other five miRNAs still expressed about 50% of wild-type cells. In human genome, paralogous
cluster in X chromosome, which encodes miR-106a, 18b, 20b, 19b-2 and 92-2 has been reported.
Diminished expression of 5 miRNAs in mutant cells must be attributable to this miRNA cluster.
We prepared DT40 genomic clone containing new miRNA cluster and construction of double
knockout cells on miRNA clusters is now in progress.
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Involvement of U13 small nucleolar RNA in cytidine modification of
18S rRNA.
Y. Kido and F. Harada
Since 1990’s, many small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are shown to be involved in
2’-O-methylation or pseudouridylation of nucleosides on rRNAs. U13 snoRNA was first
identified in 1986 as a trimethylguanosine-capped, box C/D class snoRNA isolated from HeLa
cell. According to the complementarity to 3’-end of 18S rRNA, U13 RNA has been
hypothesized to be involved in maturation of 3’-end region of 18S rRNA. Cavaille et al. (1996)
discussed the involvement of U13 snoRNA in cleavage of pre-rRNA at the 18S rRNA / ITS1
junction. There is, however, no direct evidence supporting the suggested function of U13
snoRNA so far.
In order to elucidate the function of U13 snoRNA we have established U13-knockout DT40
cell lines and have compared all the nucleoside (and its modification) of the 3’-end region of
18S rRNA between wild-type and knockout DT40 cells by 2-dimentional TLC. In all
independent U13-knockout cell lines examined so far a modified cytidine (N4-acetylcytidine)
on position 1796, which detected in wild-type cell, was not detected. By transfection of U13
RNA gene into a knockout strain, we have detected expression of U13 snoRNA at the same
level as that of wild-type. In all independent transfectants examined so far, cytidine acetylation
at the position 1796 was restored. These results strongly suggest that U13 snoRNA is involved
in the modification of C1796 of 18S rRNA.
U13 snoRNA has a complementarity to the 3’-end of 18S rRNA (see Figure). To test the
importance of the complementarity in acetylation activity, we are introducing several nucleotide
substitutions on the complementary region of U13 snoRNA gene and are analyzing the
modification status of 18S rRNA isolated from the individual transfectants of the mutant U13
snoRNA genes.
To study acetylation of the 3’-end of
18S rRNA biochemically, in vitro
system of cytidine acetylation in a cell
extract is required. So far, however, we
have not been able to detect rRNA
acetylation in vitro.
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Functional characterization of the vertebrate phosphorylated RNA
polymerase II interacting factor PCIF1
Y. Hirose, M. Yuda, I. Yunokuchi, K. Sakuraba, H. Fan and F. Harada
The carboxy-terminal domain of the largest subunit of RNA polymerase II (CTD) consists of
multiple repeats of an evolutionally conserved seven amino acid sequence YSPTSPS. The CTD
is subject to reversible phosphorylation at Ser2 and Ser5 of the heptapeptide during the
transcription cycle. Ser5 phosphorylation occurs in the early stage of transcription cycle and
promotes 5’ capping of pre-mRNA. Transcription elongation is accompanied by Ser2
phosphorylation, which is also required for efficient 3’ end formation of pre-mRNA. Thus CTD
phosphorylation plays important role in coordinating transcription and pre-mRNA processing.
To better understand the molecular mechanism by which transcription couples with pre-mRNA
processing, we have identified and characterized novel human factors that can directly interact
with the phosphorylated CTD (pCTD).
We recently identified a novel human nuclear WW domain protein, PCIF1 as a pCTD
interacting factor. The WW domain of PCIF1 is responsible for specific binding to pCTD and
exhibits the considerable homology to the WW domain of human peptidyl-prolyl isomerase Pin1
that has been shown to bind to a phophorylated Ser/Thr-Pro motif. An over expression of PCIF1
in human cells resulted in repressing trans-activation of the co-transfected reporter gene
expression driven by various transcription activators. PCIF1 WW preferentially binds to a CTD
peptide phosphorylated at only Ser5 position against a CTD peptide phosphorylated at only Ser2
position. We further examined the effect of PCIF1 on dephosphorylation of pCTD by a human
CTD phosphatases SCP1 which have been shown to preferentially dephosphorylate pSer5
within the CTD repeat. We found that PCIF1 WW domains strongly inhibited CTD phosphatase
activity of SCP1 in vitro. We speculate that PCIF1 play a role in early stage of transcription
cycle and/or in regulating phosphorylation dynamics of the CTD.
To further investigate cellular functions of PCIF1, we have disrupted PCIF1 gene in the
chicken B-cell line DT40. The growth curve for the PCIF1 deficient mutant DT40 cells was
indistinguishable from that for wild-type DT40 cells. Thus chicken PCIF1 is not essential for
cell growth. PCIF1 depletion in DT40 cells significantly affected neither global phosphorylation
status of the CTD nor global methylation status of the histone H3. Interestingly, however, we
observed that PCIF1 depletion resulted in augmentation of chicken Pin1 expression both at
mRNA and protein level.
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Hepatitis B virus core proteins associate with host cell protein gC1qR
K. Kuroki, Y. Yamano, T. Kawakami1, Y. Fukushima2, T. Nishimura1, T. Ishikawa2 and
F. Harada (1Clinical Proteome Center, Tokyo Medical University, 2Dept. of Internal
Medicine, University of Tokyo)
The human hepatitis B virus (HBV) is a small and enveloped DNA virus of the prototype of a
family of Hepadnaviridae that causes acute and chronic liver disease and increases the risk of
developing hepatocellular carcinoma. Despite of considerable understanding of the details of
hepadnaviral replication and gene expression, little is known about the nature of the entry and
the release pathways for this virus.
To understand the nature of the uptake and the maturation pathways for the hepadnaviruses,
we have begun the search for the host proteins that interacts to capsid proteins of HBV and the
duck hepatitis B virus (DHBV) as a model of these viruses.
We have identified a 33-kDa protein as a DHBV-core binding protein in duck liver extracts
using glutathione-S-transferase (GST)-DHBV core-CBD (chitin binding domain) fusion
proteins. The same molecular sized protein was also identified with GST-HBV core-CBD fusion
protein in HepG2 extracts, so human p33 was subjected to reversed-phase liquid
chromatography (LC) coupled with electrospray-tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). p33 has
turned out to be gC1qR.
To elucidate the function of gC1qR in hepadnavirus life cycle, we examined the binding
domain on DHBV and HBV core proteins by constructing the DHBV and HBV core deletion
mutants. Our data show 1) the cellular gC1qR protein binds to arginine-rich domain of
carboxyl-terminal of core proteins 2) DHBV and HBV has a common binding motif with
arginine repeated region, 3) gC1qR binds at least two domains in both DHBV and HBV core
proteins (DHBV a.a.213-229, a.a.225-235, HBV a.a.157-169, a.a.164-177), 4) DHBV core
proteins substituted two serine residues (a.a.230 and 232) with aspartic acid to mimic the
phosphorylated form could not bind to gC1qR. These arginine-rich domains of the hepatitis B
virus core protein have been shown to be required for pregenome encapsidation, productive viral
DNA synthesis and sorting viral genome to the nuclei. gC1qR may regulate these processes by
the interaction with nonphosphorylated core proteins.
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Patent No. 3593482 (September 3, 2004)
Human nuclear proteins containing WW domain and cDNA encoding them.
(M. Kato, A. Komuro and Y. Hirose)
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General Summary of Division of Stem Cell Biology
In the past three years, we have been addressing the mechanism of developmental, physiologic
and pathologic blood vessel formation and self-renewal of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). In the
former, we analyzed interaction among endothelial cells (ECs) and hematopoietic cells (HCs)
and mural cells (MCs) especially focusing on receptors, Flk-1, Tie2, EphB4, and nueropilin-1. In the
later, we have been analyzing the function of Tie2 receptor tyrosine kinase. In both system,
angiogenesis and self-renew of HSCs, Tie2 plays very important role, therefore we have cloned
various genes that might be affected by Tie2 activation. The function of those genes have been
studied by molecular biological technique and determined.
A) Role of hematopoietic cells in vascular development
Angiogenesis is an important event for embryonic organogenesis as well as for tissue repair in the
adult. Among various kinds of HCs, we reported that HSCs play important roles for angiogenesis
during embryogenesis. HSCs, which express angiopoietin-1 (Ang1), directly promoted migration
of ECs and capillary formation. Moreover, we found that NP-1 expressed on HCs such as B
lymphocyte, erythroblast, and monocyte binds VEGF and stimulates VEGF receptor on ECs
strongly by an exogenous manner resulted in enhancement of angiogenesis.
1) In the past three years, we found that HSCs differentiate into MCs through CD11b positive
monocyte lineage. This transdifferentiation is observed in physiological conditions as well as
pathological conditions. Interestingly, we found that those CD11b positive cells produce
Angiopoietin-1 and induce non-leaky vessel by the stabilization of blood vessel structure.
2) Based on the findings that HCs regulate angiogenesis by many ways, we evaluated the function of
HCs for tumor angiogenesis. Bone marrow suppression by injection anti-c-Kit antibody
suppressed the tumor angiogenesis resulted in delay of tumor growth. Therefore, we concluded
that suppression of HC migration into tumor is one of promising approach for managing cancer.
B) Role of Tie2 for Self-renewal of HSCs
Tie2 is expressed on HSCs and plays a critical role for development of HSCs. In bone marrow,
HSCs localize in trabecular bone and adhere to osteoblast. In such niche, it is suggested that
osteoblasts produce angiopoietin-1 and stimulate Tie2 on HSCs, resulted in quiescent state of
HSCs. In order to confirm this action of Tie2 on HSCs genetically, we constructed constitutive
active form of Tie2 and generated conditional transgenic mice expressing constitutive active Tie2
in HSCs by cre-LoxP system. We previously reported the first site where HSCs proliferate is
omphalomesenteric artery at E9.5 in mice. In this tg mice, we found that HSCs could not
proliferate in this artery and died by severe anemia, suggesting that differentiation of HSCs is also
impaired. Therefore, we confirm that Tie2 should be inactivated transiently for self-renewal of
HSCs. Additonally, in this tg mice, severe defective angiogenesis was observed. Upon activation of
Tie2 expressed on ECs, cell adhesion of MCs and ECs are induced. Therefore, we concluded that
for the dissociation between MCs and ECs, inactivation of Tie2 is necessary for initiation of
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sprouting angiogenesis.
C) Isolation of genes affected by Tie2 activation relating to stemness.
We and the other group have reported that Tie2 regulates cell adhesion of HSCs to osteoblasts and
ECs to MCs, resulted in maintaining of dormant state and long term survival in both ECs and
HSCs. Then, we have tried to isolate genes associating with such dormancy and anti-apoptotic
effects regulated by Tie2.
1) Psf1: We isolated cell cycle related gene, psf1. Anaysis of this PSF1 has been well performed in
yeast and it has been reported that PSF1 is critical for cell division by regulating the formation of
DNA replication fork. We found that PSF1 expression is restricted in a certain stem /immature cell
population. In knock out study of PSF1 gene in mice showed that lack of PSF1 lead deficiency of
cells composing with inner cell mass (ES cells) proliferation.
2) Galectin-3: A member of galactose binding lectin, galectin-3 (Gal-3) is upregulated under Tie2
activation. We found that Gal-3 might induce anti-apoptotic effect under hypoxic condition. Niche
is the place locating distant from vascular area, so HSCs in niche are exposed with hypoxia. Then,
HSCs produce Gal-3 under Tie2 activation and might protect cell apoptosis under hypoxia.
D) Isolation of genes affected by Tie2 activation relating to blood vessel formation.
It is well known that Tie2 activation induces non-leaky and enlarged blood vessel. However, which
molecules actually carry out such effects are not clearly known. Therefore, we isolated genes
which regulate permeability or caliber change of blood vessel and analyzed the function of those
molecules.
1) ACE (angiotensin converting enzye): It was previously reported that VEGF mediated
hyperpermeability was suppressed by angiopoietin-1. We found that ACE is downregulated by
Tie2 activation. ACE is well known molecule that converts angiotensin I to angitensin II and it is
reported that angiotensin II induces vascular permeability in in vitro system. Therefore, we
hypothesized that ACE is negatively regulated by Tie2 activation and inhibits leakiness. Using
Miles assay, we confirmed that VEGF mediated hyperpermeability was inhibited by angiotensin
type 1 receptor blocker, ARB. It has been reported that VEGF mediated leakiness was caused by
the production of NO from ECs. We found that VEGF mediated NO production was inhibited by
ARB.
2) Apelin: Apelin is a ligand for APJ, GPCR with seven transmembrane domain expressed on ECs
and MCs. We found that Tie2 activation on ECs induces apelin production from ECs. To know the
function of apelin on blood vessel formation, we induced apelin into tumor cells, inoculated them
into mice and observed tumor angiogenesis. We found that apelin induced enlarged blood vessels
compared with control. A variety of experiments suggested that apelin regulates cell adhesion in
ECs and enhances assembly of ECs resulted in formation of enlarged vessels.
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PSF1 Is Essential for Immature Cells Proliferation
M. Ueno and N. Takakura
Eukaryotic chromosomal replication is tightly regulated to maintain the integrity of genomic
information. In yeast, Orc (origin recognition complex) is bound to replication origins throughout
the cell cycle. From late M to G1 phase, MCM (minichromosome maintenance) protein is loaded
onto the origin, marked by Orc, by Cdc6 and Cdt1, and forms the pre-replication complex (pre-RC).
On activation and recruitment of additional factors, such as CDC45, the pre-RC is converted to the
pre-initiation complex (pre-IC), which is the complex essential for the transition to DNA replication.
In yeast, CDC45 is essential for the initiation and elongation of DNA replication.
Recently, a novel multi-protein complex “GINS” was identified. This GINS complex contains,
Psf1 (partner of sld five 1), Psf2, Psf3, and Sld5 and forms a ring-like structure. During the S-phase,
the GINS complex is loaded onto chromatin after the formation of pre-RCs, and then tightly
associates with the replication origin. This binding is suppressed by p21 and geminin by inhibiting
the loading of CDC45 onto chromatin and the pre-RC formation by binding to Cdt1. Moreover, the
chromatin binding of GINS complex and of CDC45 are mutually dependent processes, but they do
not associate with each other. The association of PSF1 and Dpb11/Cut5 with the origins is also
mutually dependent. All genes encoding GINS components are evolutionarily conserved and are
essential for cell growth. However, the functions of GINS complex in mammalian cells have not
been reported.
We originally cloned the mouse ortholog of PSF1 from a hematopoietic stem cell cDNA
library and found that PSF1 is expressed in blastocysts, adult bone marrow, and testis, in which the
stem cell system is active. We used the gene-targeting technique to determine the physiological
function of PSF1 in vivo. Mice homozygous for a non-functional mutant of PSF1 died in utero
around the time of implantation. PSF1-/- blastocysts failed to outgrowth in culture and exhibited a
cell proliferation defect. Our data clearly indicate that PSF1 is required for early embryogenesis.
Ref:
Ueno, M., et al. (2005) Mol Cell Biol. 25:10528-10532.
Kong, L., et al. (2006) Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun. 339:1204-1207.
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The identification of cardio-vascular stem cells and clarification its
differentiation mechanism
Yoshihiro Yamada, Nobuyuki Takakura
Purpose: Ischemic disease is the main cause of death as well as cancer. To overcome it, we need to
reveal the mechanism how cardio-vascular stem cells in tissue differentiate into cardiomyocytes or
vascular cells. Furthermore, we would like to approach cancer stem cells, which have supposed as
the cause of drug resistant cancer.
Results
1-1. In embryonic stage, vascular stem cells (VPCs) are originated from hematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs) fraction and they differentiate into both ECs and SMCs (vascular cells) in vitro and in vivo.
1-2. HSCs(lin-ckit+CD45+), which differentiate into vascular cells, have tissue specific mechanism.
HSCs in head region differentiate into vascular cells, but HSCs in fetal liver can not differentiate
into vascular cells.
1-3. Tissue specificity in HSCs is due to the induction of Flk-1 expression by brain ECs.
1-4. In adult stage, especially in ischemic condition, vascular stem cells are exsited in
monocyte/M-phage fraction, such as CD45+CD11b+ cells. Moreover, very interestingly, there are
two populations, such as CD45+CD11blow+ and CD45+CD11bhigh+cells, and CD45+CD11blow+ cells
mainly contribute to angiogenesis as vascular cells in both short term and long term.
2-1. We identified cardiac stem cells in brown adipose tissue. We named them BATCM (brown
adipose tissue derived cardiomyocyte)
2-2. BATCMs expressed CD29, CD105, and CD133, such as mesenchymal stem cells marker, but
not expressed linage marker, c-kit, and CD31, such as hematopoietic and endothelial cells marker.
2-3. In vitro, BATCMs differentiated into sarcomeric-actin, troponinT, MEF2C, and GATA-4
positive CMs, furthermore, they differentiated into CD31, VE-cadherin, Flk-1 positive ECs and
SMA, PDGF-β and desmin-positive SMCs.
2-4. In vivo infarction model, BATCMs contributed as CM, ECs and SMCs in ischemic border zone,
and improved the function of heart and mortality.
3-1. Cancer cells interacted with hematopoietic cells and performed as cancer stem like cells in vivo.
Future plan
1. To detect vascular stem cells in other condition, such as in tumorangiogenesis and brain ischemia.
To detect the inducible factor for Flk-1 expression in HSCs.
2. To detect the regulating factor from stem cells into CMs in adipose tissue.
3. To analyze the features of cancer stem cell like cells precisely in vitro and in vivo.
Publication
1. Yamada. Y et al (2003) Blood 101:1801-1809.
2. Yamada. Y et al (inpress) Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun.
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Development of blood cells in the ascidian Halocynthia roretzi
S. Amano, N. Takakura and I. Hori* (*Dept. of Biol., Kanazawa Medical Univ., Uchinada,
Ishikawa)
In recent years our understanding of the ontogenesis of mammalian hematopoietic cells has been
improved greatly. However, we have only a limited knowledge about the ontogenesis of ascidian
hemocytes. The trunk lateral cells (TLCs) of the tail bud embryo are the origin of hemocytes and
body wall muscle in the ascidian Halocynthia roretzi. The TLCs migrate posteriorly and ventrally,
and differentiate to hemocytes and muscle cells in the juveniles. Each ascidian species has nearly ten
types of hemocytes in adulthood. It has been shown repeatedly that the hemocyte types of adults are
very variable among ascidian species, and this fact made difficult to reveal the relationships of the
hemocyte types between species. All ascidians ever studied, however, have a common type of
hemocytes, the hemoblast. They are undifferentiated cells having typical morphology with a
conspicuous nucleolated nucleus and scanty cytoplasm. The hemoblasts are thought to be
hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Although the hemoblasts are found in the hematopoietic tissue and
in circulation, it is not clear that both of them are truly HSCs.
In this study, the development of hematopoiesis was studied in detail with electron
microscopy in the ascidian H. roretzi. We found only four types of hemocytes in the juveniles, and
the scarcity of the hemocyte types allowed us to follow the process of their differentiation distinctly.
In the swimming larvae and juveniles, nascent mesoderm cells infiltrate between the epidermis and
endoderm. The mesoderm cells have yolk granules and compact masses of glycogen granules, and
those nutritive granules are gradually consumed after metamorphosis. Consequently, in 5d juveniles,
the mesoderm cells transform to hemoblasts with a scanty cytoplasm and a conspicuous nucleolated
nucleus. Before the appearance of the hemoblasts, hematopoiesis initiates soon after metamorphosis.
This fact means that the mesoderm cells directly differentiate to giant cells, vacuolated cells, and
granular cells. About 5 days after metamorphosis the hemoblasts begin to differentiate to the three
types of hemocytes instead of the mesoderm cells. The proportion of hemocyte types in the
juveniles is very different from that in adults, for example the hemoblasts and giant cells are rare in
the adults but they are major hemocyte types in the juveniles. The hemoblasts seem to be rapidly
dividing cells because we found their mitotic figures in the hemocoel of the juveniles. We concluded
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Figure shows the ontogenesis of hemocytes revealed in this study in the ascidian H. roretzi. Nascent mesoderm cells never differentiate to hemocytes in
the swimming larvae. They begin to differentiate to three types of hemocytes in the juveniles after metamorphosis. Prior to the 5th day after
metamorphosis, the nascent mesoderm cells transform to hemoblasts. Thereafter the hemoblasts differentiate to the three types of hemocytes, that is, giant
cells, vacuolated cells, and granular cells. All these results distinctly show that the nascent mesoderm cells in the juveniles are multipotential cells. In
addition, it is evident that the hemoblasts, derived from the nascent mesoderm cells, are HSCs.
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General Summary of Division of Molecular Pathology
Our main research interest is to clarify how cells recognize DNA damage and transduce signals
to cell cycle control, DNA repair and apoptotic machineries. To achieve this goal, we are
currently using a gene knockout approach in chicken DT40 cell lines.
A) Direct ATM Activation by Sulfhydryl-Reactive Inflammatory Cyclopentenone
Prostaglandins
It is not clear whether or not ATM responds to oxidative DNA damage or rather responds to a
change in intracellular redox state independent of DNA damage. We found that ATM is
directly activated by protein sulfhydril-group-modifying agents,
N-methyl-N'-nitro-nitrosoguanidine and 15-deoxy-∆12,14-prostaglandin J2, in chicken DT40
cells deficient for DNA damage sensors, such as NBS1 or MSH6.
B) c-Abl tyrosine kinase family is involved in the formation of stable chromatin-associated
Rad51 complex
It is unclear how these Abl tyrosine kinase members mechanistically regulate Rad51 functions
during homologous recombination repair (HRR).

We found that the c-Abl tyrosine kinase

family enhances the formation of stable chromatin-associated Rad51 complexes through
phosphorylation of Rad51 mainly on Tyr-315 during HRR.
C) Involvement of the ATR- and ATM-dependent checkpoint responses in cell cycle arrest
evoked by pierisin-1
Piersin-1 identified from the cabbage butterfly, Pieris rapae, is a novel mono
ADP-ribosylating toxin that transfers the ADP-ribose moiety of NAD at N2 of dG in DNA.
We found that mono ADP-ribosylation of DNA causes a specific type of fork blockage which
induces checkpoint activation and signaling.
D) Msh6 and Nbs1 are essential for ATR-mediated Chk1 activation induced by DNA
replication stalling in higher vertebrate cells
We found that ATR-mediated Chk1 and Chk2 phosphorylation linked to methylated DNA
damage requires DNA damage sensors, Msh6 and Nbs1, in addition to early acting checkpoint
proteins, such as Rad17 and Rad9, and ATRIP, the DNA binding subunit of ATR.
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Direct ATM Activation by Sulfhydryl-Reactive Inflammatory
Cyclopentenone Prostaglandins
Masahiko Kobayashi, Hiroto Ono, Keiko Mihara, Hiroshi Tauchi, Kenshi Komatsu,
Hiroko Shimizu, Koji Uchida, and Ken-ichi Yamamoto
ATM (ataxia-telangiectasia mutated) is essential for cellular response to double strand breaks in
vertebrate cells. However, ATM is activated by a variety of noxious agents, including oxidative
stress, and ATM deficiency results in anomalous cellular response to oxidative stress. While this
defective response to oxidative stress may underlie the pathogenesis of cerebellar ataxia,
premature aging and cancer predisposition in ataxia-telangiectasia, mechanisms for ATM
activation by oxidative stress remain to be established. Furthermore, it is not clear whether or
not ATM responds to oxidative DNA damage or rather responds to a change in intracellular
redox state independent of DNA damage. To address these questions, we studied ATM activation
by protein sulfhydril (SH)-group-modifying agents, N-methyl-N'-nitro-nitrosoguanidine
(MNNG) and 15-deoxy-∆12,14-prostaglandin J2 (15d-PGJ2), in chicken DT40 cells deficient for
NBS1 or MSH6 generated by targeted disruption. We found that ATM is effectively activated
with MNNG and 15d-PGJ2 in NBS1-/-/- and MSH6-/- cells. We further found that ATM is directly
activated by treatment of chromatin-free ATM immunoprecipitates with MNNG or 15d-PGJ2
through modification of SH groups and that 15d-PGJ2 covalently binds to ATM. Interestingly,
15d-PGJ2-induced ATM activation leads to p53 phosphorylation and apoptosis but not Chk2
phosphorylation in human tumor cells. These results indicate that ATM is activated through
direct modification by free SH-group-modifying reagents independently of DNA damage,
resulting in apoptotic downstream response. However, it remains to be established how ATM
regulates intracellular oxidative stress and how ATM abnormality leads to various defective
manifestations in oxidative stress response. More extensive proteomics analysis is, thus,
required for establishing ATM functions in oxidative stress response. For such analysis,
15d-PGJ2 might be a useful agent, since ATM activation by 15d-PGJ2 does not result in the
activation of DNA damage-linked Chk1 and Chk2 phosphorylation.
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c-Abl tyrosine kinase family is involved in the formation of stable
chromatin-associated Rad51 complex

Hiroko Shimizu, Satoko Kitayama, Masahiko Kobayashi, Hitoshi Kurumisaka, Masayuki
Takahashi, and Ken-ichi Yamamoto
c-Abl tyrosine kinase is activated by DNA damage, such as ionizing radiation (IR), in an
ATM-dependent manner, and plays important roles in growth arrest and cell death. Several
recent studies also indicate that c-Abl, Arg (the only other known member of the c-Abl family)
and Bcr-Abl (the oncogenic form of c-Abl fusion kinase) are involved in DNA repair through
the phosphorylation of Rad51, a key molecule in homologous recombination repair (HRR).
However, it is unclear how these Abl tyrosine kinase members mechanistically regulate Rad51
functions. We found that Rad51 with the mutation of Arg-167 to Gly (Rad51-R167G) is
defective in IR-induced nuclear focus formation, chromatin association and in vivo
self-association, though this Rad51 mutant retains the capacity to bind BRCA2 in vivo.
Interestingly, we also found that this Rad51 mutant is not effectively phosphorylated by c-Abl
and Arg. However, co-transfection of wild-type but not kinase-dead c-Abl or Arg with
Rad51-R167G enhanced the chromatin association of Rad51-R167G, suggesting that
phosphorylation of tyrosine residues, probably Tyr-315, enhances the chromatin association of
Rad51-R167G. We subsequently confirmed the phosphorylation of Tyr-315 by antibodies
specific to tyrosine phosphorylated Tyr-315. To study further roles for c-Abl or Arg in the
chromatin association of Rad51, we studied effects of Glivec, a relatively specific inhibitor for
the c-Abl tyrosine kinase, on the chromatin association of transiently expressed Rad51. We first
examined

effects

of

Glivec

on

Rad51

tyrosine

phosphorylation

and

on

phosphorylation-mediated interactions between Rad51 and Arg, and confirmed that Glivec
inhibits Rad51 tyrosine phosphorylation mediated by c-Abl or Arg and the interaction between
Rad51 and Arg when wild-type Rad51 is transiently co-expressed with Arg or c-Abl. We
subsequently found that Glivec effectively inhibits the enhancement of chromatin association of
Rad51-R167G mediated by c-Abl or Arg. These results therefore indicate that the c-Abl tyrosine
kinase family enhances the formation of stable chromatin-associated Rad51 complexes through
phosphorylation of Rad51 mainly on Tyr-54 or Tyr-315 during HRR.
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Involvement of the ATR- and ATM-dependent checkpoint responses in
cell cycle arrest evoked by pierisin-1

Bunsyo Shiotani, Masahiko Kobayashi, Masahiko Watanabe, Ken-ichi Yamamoto,
Takashi Sugimura and Keiji Wakabayashi
Piersin-1 identified from the cabbage butterfly, Pieris rapae, is a novel mono ADP-ribosylating
toxin that transfers the ADP-ribose moiety of NAD at N2 of dG in DNA.

Resulting mono

ADP-ribosylated DNA adducts cause mutations and the induction of apoptosis.

However, little

is known about checkpoint responses elicited in mammalian cells by the formation of such
bulky DNA adducts.

In the present study, it was demonstrated that DNA polymerases were

blocked at the specific site of mono ADP-ribosylated dG which might lead to the replication
stress.

Pierisin-1-treatment of Bcl-2-overexpressing HeLa cells was found to induce the

S-phase arrest and the G2/M-phase delay. In the colony survival assays, Rad17-/- DT40 cells
showed greater sensitivity to pierisin-1-induced cytotoxicity than wild type and ATM-/- DT40
cells, possibly due to defects of checkpoint responses, such as the Chk1 activation. Further
investigation of HeLa cells confirmed that Chk1 was activated ATR- and Rad17-dependently
and that mitotic delay was inhibited in ATR- and Rad17-knockdown HeLa cells, but not in
ATM-knockdown cells. The results thus suggest ATR-Rad17-Chk1 pathway mainly
contributes to the S-phase arrest and G2/M-phase delay induced by pierisin-1.

Simultaneously,

pierisin-1-treatment activated Chk2 pathway ATM-dependently and ATM-independently.
Furthermore characteristic 50 kbp DNA fragmentation, known to be blocked by Bcl-2
overexpression was observed and activation of ATM and Chk2 was only partially inhibited.
Thus, the roles of ATM-Chk2 or Chk2 pathways appear minor in cell cycle arrest, but may be
involved in the induction of apoptosis.

From these findings, it is suggested that mono

ADP-ribosylation of DNA causes a specific type of fork blockage which induces checkpoint
activation and signaling.
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Msh6 and Nbs1 are required for ATR-mediated Chk1 activation
induced by DNA replication stalling in higher vertebrate cells
Masahiko Kobayashi, Hiroto Ono, Keiko Mihara, Aki Takahashi, Makiko Ikei, Hiroshi
Tauchi, Kenshi Komatsu, Hiroko Shimizu, and Ken-ichi Yamamoto
MutSα, which consists of Msh2 and Msh6, is known to recognize O6-MeG generated by
MNNG and to bind to this DNA lesion. This is consistent with the recent findings that Msh2 and
Msh6 interact with ATR and is involved in ATR-mediated Chk1 phosphorylation induced by
MNNG. We confirmed the requirement of Msh6 for MNNG-induced and ATR-mediated Chk1
phosphorylation. However, MNNG-induced Chk2 phosphorylation did not require Msh6, and
was rather enhanced in MSH6-/- DT40 cells. Nbs1, in addition to its role in DSB-induced ATM
activation, is involved in ATR-mediated Chk1 phosphorylation induced by HU and UV. Thus,
consistent with these findings, we found that MNNG-induced Chk1 phosphorylation on Ser-345
was severely diminished in NBS1-/-/- cells. We also observed MNNG-induced Chk2
phosphorylation, which was previously shown to be independent of human ATM and Mlh1
mismatch repair proteins, particularly with higher MNNG concentrations such as those used in
the present study. However, we observed greatly reduced MNNG-induced Chk2
phosphorylation in NBS1-/-/- cells, indicating that ATM and mismatch repair proteins are
dispensable but Nbs1 is required for Chk2 phosphorylation induced by high concentrations of
MNNG. Many recent studies have provided evidence for a role for Nbs1 as a damage sensor or
activator acting upstream of ATM in cellular response to DSB. There is also evidence for a
direct physical interaction between ATM and Nbs1. In addition, both of Nbs1 and ATM are
involved in DSB repair by the homologous recombinational DNA repair system. These findings
explain shared clinical features of A-T and NBS (Nijmegen breakage syndrome caused by a
hypomorphism in NBS1), such as immunodeficiency, radiosensitivity, chromosome instability
and cancer predisposition. However, the results presented in the present study as well as those
reported recently by other investigators indicate that Nbs1 is also involved in ATR-mediated
Chk1 phosphorylation, which is induced by MNNG, HU, UV or cisplatin, which cause
replication stalling. It is also likely that a kinase involved in Msh6/ATM- independent but
Nbs1-dependent Chk2 phosphorylation induced by high concentrations of MNNG is ATR. This
functional relationship between Nbs1 and ATR may explain the embryonic lethality of NBS1
knockout in mice, which is distinct from the non-essential feature of ATM in mice and human.
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General Summary of Division of Cell Cycle Regulation
Since 1998 the division has been dedicated to basic researches on MAP kinase (MAPK)
signaling pathways, which play key roles in a wide array of cellular processes, including
proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis.
The MAPK pathway is an intracellular cascade consisting of MAPK, MAPK kinase
(MAPKK) and MAPKK kinase (MAP3K). Recent rapid progress in identifying members of
MAPK cascades suggests that there are a number of these distinct signaling pathways in cells.
However, how the specificity and efficiency of the MAPK cascades is maintained is poorly
understood. Furthermore, the function of each MAPK cascade in vivo is largely unknown.
We have identified two novel JNK MAPK-binding proteins, termed JSAP1 and JNKBP1,
respectively. The subsequent biochemical analyses revealed that the proteins function as scaffold
proteins in the JNK MAPK cascades. The goal of our projects is to demonstrate the functions of
the scaffold proteins in vivo, and furthermore, to clarify the molecular mechanisms of how these
scaffolds ensure the specific and efficient activation of the MAPK cascades in vivo.
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Scaffold protein JSAP1 is transported to growth cones of neurites
independently from JNK signaling pathways in PC12h cells
S. Sato, M. Ito, T. Ito and K. Yoshioka
The c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK)/stress-activated protein kinase-associated protein 1
(JSAP1; also known as JNK-interacting protein 3) has been identified as a scaffold protein for
JNK mitogen-activated protein kinase signal transduction pathways and as a cargo adapter in
conventional kinesin-mediated transport system. Furthermore, the functional relationship
between UNC-16, C. elegans ortholog of JSAP1, and JNK signaling has been genetically
established. In this study, we first investigated expression properties of endogenous JSAP1 in
differentiating PC12h cells, and demonstrated the requirement of kinesin light chain for the
targeting and localization of JSAP1 to the tips of the neurites. Furthermore, to understand
whether JNK signaling is involved in the kinesin-mediated JSAP1 trafficking, we established
PC12h rat pheochromocytoma stable cell lines that express wild type and mutant JSAP1 lacking
JNK-binding domain, respectively. Immunocytochemical studies of the cell lines indicated that
the mutant JSAP1 is localized to growth cones of differentiating PC12h cells in a similar manner
to the wild type JSAP1. Taken together, these results suggest that the proper subcellular
localization of JSAP1 along microtublues does not require JNK signaling.

Figure Expression and subcellular distribution of JSAP1b in established PC12h cell lines. Cells
of established PC12h lines (wt#13 and ∆JBD#12) that differentiated in response to treatment
with NGF were fixed and processed for double-label indirect immunofluorescence microscopy.
Arrows (in a and d) indicate signals over the tips of neurites.
Reference:
S. Sato, M. Ito, T. Ito and K. Yoshioka (2004) Gene 329, 51-60.
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Selective expression of the scaffold protein JSAP1 in spermatogonia
and spermatocytes
M. Bayarsaikhan, A. Shiratsuchi, D. Gantulga, Y. Nakanishi and K. Yoshioka
Scaffold proteins of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) intracellular signal
transduction pathways mediate the efficient and specific activation of the relevant MAPK
signaling modules. Our group and others previously identified c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase
(JNK)/stress-activated

protein

kinase-associated

protein

1

(JSAP1,

also

known

as

JNK-interacting protein 3) as a scaffold protein for JNK MAPK pathways. Although JSAP1 is
expressed in the testis in adults, its expression during development has not been investigated. In
addition, it is unknown which types of cells in the testis express the scaffold protein. Here, we
examined the expression of JSAP1 in the testis of mice aged 14 days, 20 days, 6 weeks, and 12
weeks by immunohistochemistry and Western blotting. The specificity of the anti-JSAP1
antibody was evaluated from its reactivity to exogenously expressed JSAP1 and a structurally
related protein, and by antigen-absorption experiments. The immunohistochemical analyses with
the specific antibody showed that the JSAP1 protein was selectively expressed in the
spermatogonia and spermatocytes, but not in other cell types, including spermatids and somatic
cells, during development. However, not all spermatogonia and spermatocytes were
immunopositive either, especially in the 12-week-old mouse testis. Furthermore, we found by
Western blotting that the expression levels of JSAP1 protein vary during development; there is
high expression until 6 weeks after birth, which approximately corresponds to the end of the
first wave of spermatogenesis. Collectively, these results suggest that JSAP1 function may be
important in spermatogenic cells during early postnatal development.

Figure JSAP1 immunoreactivity in the testis of a 12-week-old mouse. The positive signals were
seen in the spermatogonia (openarrowhead) and spermatocytes (arrow), but not in Sertoli cells
(arrowhead) or spermatids (*).
Reference: M. Bayarsaikhan, A. Shiratsuchi, D. Gantulga, Y. Nakanishi and K. Yoshioka (2005)
Reproduction (in press)
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Impairment of cardiomyogenesis in embryonic stem cells lacking
scaffold protein JSAP
T. Sato, K. Hidaka, A. Iwanaga, M. Ito, M. Asano, Y. Nakabeppu, T. Morisaki and K.
Yoshioka
We previously reported that c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK)/stress-activated protein
kinase-associated protein 1 (JSAP1), a scaffold protein for JNK signaling pathways, is important
in embryonic stem (ES) cells during neurogenesis. In that study, we also observed altered
expression of mesodermal marker genes, implying that JSAP1 is involved in differentiation
during mesodermal lineages. In the present study, we investigated the function of JSAP1
focusing on cardiomyocyte development using JSAP1-null ES cells, and found that
cardiomyogenesis is impaired in the JSAP1-null mutant. We also found that JSAP1-deficiency
results in lower expression of the cardiac transcription factor Nkx2.5 and contractile proteins,
and contrarily, in significantly higher expression of mesoderm-related markers other than the
cardiomyocyte lineage. Taken together, these results suggest that JSAP1 may play an important
role in differentiation during mesodermal lineages, where JSAP1 functions as a positive factor
for cardiomyocyte differentiation, and as an inhibitory factor for differentiation into the other
lineages.

Figure Impairment of cardiomyogenesis in Jsap1-/- Nkx2.5GFP ES cells. (A) EBs derived from
wild-type and Jsap1-/- ES cells were almost identical morphologically at d5. Phase-contrast
photomicrographs of the EBs (upper panels) and the corresponding fluorescent micrographs
(lower panels) are shown. Scale bar represents 250 µm. (B) Cardiomyogenesis of Jsap1-/- ES
cells was largely impaired at d5+3. Micrographs are as in (A). Scale bar represents 250 µm. (C)
Quantification of contracting EBs derived from wild-type and Jsap1-/- ES cells.
Reference: T. Sato, K. Hidaka, A. Iwanaga, M. Ito, M. Asano, Y. Nakabeppu, T. Morisaki and K.
Yoshioka (2005) BBRC, 338, 1152-1157.
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General Summary of Division of Genetics
Division of Genetics has been started at June 2005 as a laboratory of “Cancer Stem Cell
Research Center” that will be launched at April 2006. In the past decade, we have been
studying molecular pathogenesis and prevention of gastrointestinal tumors by constructing
genetically engineered mouse models (i.e., knockout mice for Apc, Tgfbr2 or COX-2; and
transgenic mice for COX-2, mPGES-1 or Wnt1). Using these mouse models, we demonstrated
that host reactions through COX-2 pathway in addition to oncogenic mutations are required for
gastrointestinal tumor formation. It has been suggested that tissue injury stimulates replication
of tissue stem cells to repair the damaged tissues. Importantly, COX-2 pathway is also induced
in the injured tissues, resulting in elevated prostaglandin production. Accordingly, it is
possible that induction of COX-2 is required for maintenance and replication of the cancer stem
cells as well as those of normal tissue stem cells. For the future cancer stem cell research, we
need to use genetically engineered mouse models because host responses through COX-2
pathway must be critical for stem-cell maintenance in the tumor tissues. In the past 6 months,
we have been concentrating to the following two projects to establish the rationale and mouse
models for future approach.
A) Host inflammatory responses and gastrointestinal tumorigenesis
We have demonstrated using mouse models that COX-2 and downstream PGE2 play a key
role in gastrointestinal tumorigenesis. To investigate the molecular mechanism, we constructed
transgenic mice (K19-C2mE) expressing two enzymes for PGE2 synthesis, COX-2 and
mPGES-1. K19-C2mE mice developed hyperplastic tumors, suggesting that PGE2 signaling
enhances proliferation of normal progenitor cells of the gastric gland. Moreover, we have
shown that TNF-α-dependent inflammatory responses are responsible for suppression of gastric
epithelial differentiation. These results suggest that COX-2 and PGE2 play a pivotal role in
tumor development through keeping progenitor cells undifferentiated.
B) Construction of transgenic mouse model for gastric cancer
It has been shown that activation of Wnt pathway is important for tumor formation.

We

have investigated 80 samples of human gastric cancer and found that Wnt signaling is activated
in more than 50% of cases.

To investigate whether Wnt activation induces gastric tumor

development, we constructed transgenic mice (K19-Wnt1) expressing Wnt1 gene in the gastric
mucosa. K19-Wnt1 mice showed limited preneoplastic lesions, indicating that Wnt signaling
triggers gastric tumorigenesis.
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Host inflammatory responses and gastrointestinal tumorigenesis
H. Oshima, A. Matsunaga*, M.M. Taketo* and M. Oshima
(*Department of Pharmacology, Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine)
Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), a rate-limiting enzyme for prostanoid biosynthesis, plays a key
role in gastrointestinal carcinogenesis. Among various prostanoids, prostaglandin E2 (PGE2)
appears to be most responsible for cancer development.

It has been shown that Helicobacter

pylori infection induces expression of COX-2 and microsomal prostaglandin E synthase
(mPGES)-1 in the gastric mucosa, resulting in increased level of PGE2 in the stomach.

To

investigate the role of PGE2 in gastric tumorigenesis, we constructed transgenic mice
(K19-C2mE) expressing COX-2 and mPGES-1 in the gastric mucosa.

The transgenic mice

developed hyperplastic gastric tumors associated with inflammatory responses.

To further

investigate the roles of PGE2-dependent host inflammatory and immune responses in gastric
tumorigenesis, we introduced knockout mutations for tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin
(IL)-1 receptor α chain and Rag 2 genes, respectively, into K19-C2mE mice.

Among the

compound mutants, only TNF-α (−/−) K19-C2mE mice showed significant suppression of
hyperplastic tumors with reduced epithelial cell proliferation (Figure).

Importantly,

spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing metaplasia (SPEM) in the K19-C2mE stomach was also
suppressed in the TNF-α (−/−) K19-C2mE mice.

Gastric metaplasia to the SPEM lineage has

been considered as a preneoplastic lesion of gastric cancer.

These results indicate that

TNF-α-dependent inflammation caused by increased PGE2 is responsible for development of
hyperplastic tumors and SPEM (Figure).

Therefore, it is possible that inhibition of

TNF-α-dependent inflammation together with eradication of Helicobacter is an effective
prevention strategy for gastric cancer.
H. pylori infection

gastric stem cell

COX-2/mPGES-1

progenitor cells
TNF-α-associated
inflammation

Terminal differentiation

SPEM cells
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Construction of transgenic mouse model for gastric cancer
H. Oshima, T. Fujimura*, M.M. Taketo+ and M. Oshima
(*Gastroenterologic

Surgery,

Kanazawa

University

Hospital,

+

Department

of

Pharmacology, Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine)
It has been demonstrated that nuclear translocation of β-catenin, a hallmark of Wnt
activation, is found in human gastric cancer, suggesting the causal role of Wnt pathway in
gastric carcinogenesis. We examined 80 cases of gastric cancer by immunohistochemistry, and
found nuclear β-catenin in 54% (51% and 58% for intestinal- and diffuse types, respectively).
Accordingly, it is conceivable that Wnt pathway activation is one of the major causes of gastric
cancer development regardless of the histological type.

To investigate the genetic mechanism

further, we constructed transgenic mice (K19-Wnt1) expressing Wnt1, one of the ligands that
activate the canonical Wnt signaling, in the gastric epithelial cells. Importantly, trefoil factor 2
(TFF2)-expressing cell population was expanded in the gastric gland of the K19-Wnt1 mice.
TFF2 is a marker for undifferentiated gastric epithelium which expresses in the small isthmal
cells where β-catenin accumulated.

Moreover, we found dysplastic preneoplastic lesions

consisted of β-catenin-accumulated epithelial cells in the K19-Wnt1 mice (Figure). These
results, taken together, suggest that Wnt signaling keeps gastric stem cells and progenitors
undifferentiated and that activation of Wnt pathway leads to development of preneoplastic
lesions in the stomach.

For gastric cancer development, activation of an additional pathway

(e.g., COX-2) appears to be required.

It is of important to investigate compound mutants of

K19-Wnt1 and K19-C2mE.

K19-Wnt1
stomach

H&E

β-catenin

preneoplastic
lesion
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General Summary of Division of Medical Oncology
We have have been basically and clinically analyzing the conditions of digestive cancers from the
precancerous state to onset to determine the groups at high risk for each kind of cancer, and have also been
evaluating the biological characters and clinical usefulness of tumor-related genes such as oncogenes,
oncosuppressive genes, apoptosis-related genes, and so on in various digestive cancers. Through these
researches, we aim to develop new tumor markers that are useful for early diagnosis, selection of
treatment methods, and prediction and evaluation of outcomes. In addition, pancreatic disease such as
pancreatic cancer (PCa) and pancreatitis has been our major target of our research. We have been
working on research projects focused on cancer-related substances, and biological factors associated with
pancreatitis.
We already reported that K-ras mutations were detectable in more than 90% of endoscopically
aspirated pancreatic juice (PJ) from patients with PCa,using a highly sensiteve method such as MASA.
However, the frequent presence of K-ras mutation was shown in PJ from noncancerous patients, rasing
quenstions as to the cancer specificity of this marker. On the other hand, the prevalence of p53 mutations
in PJ was about 50%, but not as high as that of K-ras mutations. However, p53 mutations were specically
found only in PCa, suggesting that it has high specificity for PCa. Recent studies have demonstrated that
not only genetic changes but also epigenetic changes in various factors have an important role in
cancinogenesis. It is increasingly apparent that many important genes can be inactivated in association
with promoter hypermethylation in carcinogenesis of each kind of cancer. Using methylation-specific
PCR or real-time quantitative MSP, we have been analyzing the methylation status of 6 CpG islands of
ppENK, SARP2, TFPI-2, NPTX-2, CLDN5 and RASSFIA in PJ samples from pancreatic diseases.
Aberrant methylation of ppENK in the PJ was found in 50% of PCa patients and only in 5% of CP
patients, and that of TFPI-2 was detectable in 62% of PCa patients and in 14% of CP patients, suggesting
that aberrant methylation of ppENK or TFPI-2 has high specificity for cancer, although its incidence is not
so high. Furthermore, we have detected aberrant methylation of SARP2 in 85% of PCa, in 70% of
intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm of the pancreas and in 26% of CP. Although cancer specificity of
aberrant methylation of SARP2 in PJ is not sufficient, its prevalence in PJ from PCa is strikingly high,
indicating usefulness for the detection of pancreatic neoplasm. In addition, we have investigated some
overexpressed genes such as mesothelin and midkine. Mesothelim mRNA expression in PJ has been
discovered using RT-PCR in 52% of PCa patients, but also in 14% of CP patients. Serum levels of
midkine measured by ELISA elevated in a varity of digestive cancer, especially in gastric and colonic
cancer patients in whom the positive rate of serum midkine was relatively high and has no relation to the
stage of cancer.
On the assumption that in pancreatic diseases, substances derived from the pancreas reflect
abnormalities more sensitively in the PJ than in the blood, lactoferrin, reg-protein identical to pancreatic
stone protein and tumor carbohydrate andtigens in the PJ were measured, and interesting results were
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already reported. We have been also analyzing cancer-related genes in the PJ as above mentioned, and
studing the pathophysiological and clinical significance of pancreatitis-associated protein (PAP) belonging
to reg-gene family,which is almost absent in mormal pancreas and is markdly induced in pancreatitis.
Furthermore, the monitoring of serum PAP levels in acute pancreatitis has been shown the most useful for
estimating the severity and clinical healing of the disease. In an attempt to elucidate the role of PAP in the
pathogenesis of pancreatitis, we have analyzed expression kinetics of PAP, various cytokines/chemokines,
and apoptosis-related factors in spontaneous CP of the WBN/Kob rat in vivo, and in arginine-induced rat
pancreatic acinar AR4-2J cell injury in vitro. TNF-alpha peaked at 8 weeks prior to the onset of CP, PAP,
IL-6, IL-8, TGF-beta, and vacuole membrane protein 1 peaked at 12 weeks, and IFN-gamma peaked at
16 weeks in the pancreas of WBN/Kob rats. Thus, PAP is strongly induced in pancreatic acinar cells at the
onset of CP in the cascade of cytokines/chemokines. Acinar cell apoptosis as well as the expressions of
pro-apoptotic factors such as Fas/FasL, c-myc and stress-induced protein (TP53INP1) showed two peaks
at 12 and 20 weeks, suggesting different roles of apoptosis in the onset and progression of CP. The first
peak at 12 weeks is both for pro- and anti-apoptotic factors (PAP, bcl-2, clusterin), whereas the second
peak at 20 weeks is only for pro-apoptosis. The first peak of apoptosis indicates the acute-phase reaction
of the pancreas in response to various stimuli such as oxidative stress, and the second peak suggests the
remodeling and pancreatic regeneration in the course of CP. Therapeutic drugs such as camostat mesilate,
TJ-10 and IS-741, suppressed the expressions of these factors, suggesting molecular action mechanisms
of the drugs.
The use of endoscopy has been extended from diagnosis to treatment. We have been enthusiastically
performing endoscopy to treat cancer such as EMR (endoscopic mucosal resection) or ESD (endoscopic
submucosal dissection), although the use of this method requires accurate evaluation of the depth of
cancerous invasion. In this respect, endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) that allows three-dimensional
evaluation is of diagnostic value, and we have been conducting fundamental and clinical studies on the
diagnostic usefulness of this metbod in gastrointestinal cancers. Furthermore, EUS has been expected to
detect mild lesions or small tumor in pancreas where other tests including endoscopic retrograde
pancreatocholangiography (ERCP) cannot show diagnostic findings, since EUS is capable of providing
not only ductal but also parenchymal features in pancreas. We have intended to elucidate the diagnostic
ability of EUS in detecting small pancreatic cancer, applying EUS examination before ERCP. Additionally,
we are currently attempting to develop the ability of early diagnosis for PCa in which biopsy specimens
cannot be easily obtained in combination with imaging test by EUS and molcular biological analysis of
tumor-related substances in endoscopically aspirated PJ as above mentioned. Autoimmune pancreatitis
(AIP) is a newly proposed clinical entity in which autoimmune mechanisms are involved in the
pathogensis. However, it is sometimes difficult to differentiate AIP from PCa. We have reviewed more
than 40 patients with AIP in cooperative study with the affiliated medical facilities, and reported the
clinical and imaging features of AIP, differential diagnosis of AIP from PCa, its long-term prognosis,
outcome of steroid therapy in AIP, and so on.
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Aberrant methylation of secreted apoptosis-related protein 2 (SARP2)
in pure pancreatic juice in diagnosis of pancreatic neoplasms
H. Watanabe, G. Okada, K. Ohtsubo, F. Yao, PH. Jiang and N. Sawabu.
Secreted apoptosis-related protein (SARP) families are considered to counteract the oncogenic
Wnt signaling pathway and inactivation of this gene may aid cancer development and
progression. Recently, the aberrant methylation of SARP2 was detected frequently in pancreatic
carcinoma (PCa) tissues, but not in normal pancreatic tissues.
We evaluated the hypermethylation of SARP2 in pure pancreatic juices (PPJ) aspirated
endoscopically from patients with PCa, intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm of the pancreas
(IPMN), chronic pancreatitis (CP), and a control group (C) who was consequently free of
pancreatic disease by methylation-specific PCR (MSP) and real-time MSP.
The incidence of the aberrant methylation of SARP2 using MSP was 79% (26/33) in the PPJ
with PCa, and 85% (17/20) with IPMN. However, it was only 5% (1/19) in the PPJ with CP and
0% (0/10) in the PPJ of C, respectively. The incidences of aberrant methylation of SARP2 in the
PPJ with PCa and IPMN were significantly higher than that in the PPJ with CP (p< 0.001, p<
0.001). Melting curve analysis by real-time MSP as shown in Figure revealed that the incidence
of aberrant methylation of SARP2 in PPJ was 85% (28/33) with PCa, 82% (9/11) with the
malignant group of IPMN, 56% (5/9) with the benign group of IPMN and 26% (5/19) with CP.
In this analysis, there were significant differences between PCa and CP (p<0.001), and between
the malignant group of IPMN and CP (p<0.005). In the quantitative analysis by real-time MSP
with a suitable cut-off value, the incidences of aberrant methylation of SARP2 in the PPJ with
PCa, the malignant group of IPMN, the benign group of IPMN and CP were 58 % (19/33), 55%
(6/11), 33% (3/9) and 11% (2/19), respectively. The incidence of the aberrant methylation of
SARP2 in the PPJ was significantly different between PCa and CP, and between the malignant
group of IPMN and CP (p<0.005, p<0.05).
These results suggest that promoter methylation of SARP2 in the PPJ may be a highly
sensitive and useful marker for the detection of pancreatic neoplasms, including PCa and the
malignant group of IPMN.
Control
(Mia PaCa-2)
Figure Melting curve analysis of the quantitative MSP
products by real-time PCR
Representative case of aberrant methylation of
SARP2 in the PPJ sample from patients with
PCa revealed a similar melting curve (red curve)
and the same melting temperature (83℃),
compared with methylation profiles of the
human PCa celll line Mia PaCa-2 as a methylated
control of SARP2.
Melting temperature (83℃)
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Usefulness of aberrant methylation of tissue factor pathway inhibitor
2 (TFPI-2) in pure pancreatic juice in diagnosis for pancreatic
carcinoma
H. Watanabe, PH. Jiang, G. Okada, F. Yao, K. Ohtsubo and N. Sawabu.
Tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2 (TFPI-2) is a Kunitz-type serine proteinase inhibitor and is
thought to protect the matrix from degradation therefore counteracting tumor invasion and
metastasis. Recently, aberrant methylation of TFPI-2 was detected frequently in pancreatic
carcinoma (PCa) tissues and not in normal pancreatic tissues. We analyzed the aberrant
methyaltion of TFPI-2 in the pure pancreatic juice (PPJ) from patients with various pancreatic
diseases and evaluated its clinical usefulness in the diagnosis of PCa.
We evaluated the hypermethylation of TFPI-2 in PCa cell lines and PPJ aspirated
endoscopically from patients with PCa, benign and malignant intraductal papillary mucinous
neoplasm of the pancreas (IPMN), chronic pancreatitis (CP) by methylation-specific PCR (MSP)
and real-time quantitative MSP (Q-MSP).
The incidence of the aberrant methylation of TFPI-2 using MSP was 7 (77.8%) of 9 PCa cell
lines by Q-MSP and the expression of TFPI-2 mRNA by quantitative RT-PCR showed inverse
correlation to the aberrant methylation of TFPI-2. Moreover, the incidence of the aberrant
methylation of TFPI-2 in the PPJ was 21 (58.3%) of 36 PCa patients, 2 (20%) of 10 malignant
IPMN and 1 (14.3%) of 7 benign IPMN and 1 (4.8%) of 21 CP by MSP assay. The incidence of
the aberrant methylation of TFPI-2 in the PPJ with PCa was significantly higher than that with
IPMN (p< 0.05) or CP (p< 0.001) as shown in Table. Using Q-MSP analysis, the ratio of
hypermethylation TFPI-2/MyoD1 in the PPJ from patients with PCa, IPMN and CP was 6.62±
7.20, 0.58±1.02 and 1.28±1.73, respectively. The ratio of hypermethylationTFPI-2/MyoD1 in
the PPJ with PCa was significantly higher than that with IPMN (p< 0.01) or CP (p< 0.05). Using
the suitable cut-off value set as 2.5 according to the ROC curve, the incidence of the aberrant
methylation of TFPI-2 in the PPJ by real-time MSP was 18 (62.1%) of 29 PCa patients, 1 (5.9%)
of 17 IPMN and 3 (14.3%) of 21 CP, respectively. The incidence of quantitative TFPI-2
hypermethylation in the PPJ with PCa was significantly higher than that with IPMN (p< 0.001)
or CP (p< 0.001).
These results suggest that promoter methylation of TFPI-2 in the PPJ may be specific to PCa
and a useful marker in the diagnosis of PCa.
Table

The incidence of aberrant methylation of TFPI-2 in the pure pancreatic juice from
patients with various pancreatic diseases by methylation-specific PCR
Pancreatic disease
Incidence of aberrant methylation of TFPI-2
Pancreatic carcinoma
58.3% (21/36)
Malignant IPMN
20.0% (2/10)
*
*
**
Benign
IPMN
14.2% (1/7)
Chronic pancreatitis
4.8% (1/21)
IPMN: intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm, * : p< 0.05, ** : p< 0.001.
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Detection of preproenkephalin (ppENK) hypermethylation in the
pancreatic juice from patients with pancreatic carcinomas:compared
with p53 mutations
K. Ohtsubo, H. Watanabe, F. Yao, G. Okada, H. Mouri, Y. Yamaguchi, and N. Sawabu
Aberrant methylation of CpG islands is a common mechanism for tumor suppressor genes
in a variety of human malignancies. The preproenkephalin (ppENK) gene encodes a native
opioid peptide, met-enkephalin, which is known to be a potent regulator of development, cell
proliferation and angiogenesis. ppENK hypermethylation is recognized in 90% in pancreatic
carcinoma (PCa), but not normal pancreas tissues. We analyzed the ppENK hypermethylation in
pure pancreatic juice (PPJ) in patients with PCa and chronic pancreatitis (CP), and elucidated
the usefulness for diagnosis of PCa. Furthermore, p53 mutations were also studied in the same
PCa patients.
PPJ was collected endoscopically from 28 patients with PCa and 20 patients with CP. DNA
was extracted from PPJ. Methylation specific PCR was performed for hypermethylation
analyses with the DNA extracted from these samples. In addition, single-strand conformation
polymorphism and sequencing were performed simultaneously for the analyses of p53
mutations.
The incidence of ppENK hypermethylation in PPJ was 50% (14 of 28) in patients with PCa.
In contrast, only one of 20 cases presented hypermethylation in patients with CP (p＜0.002).
p53 mutations were observed in 12 of 28 PCa cases (42.9%), but not in 20 CP cases. In
combination analyses of ppENK hypermethylation and p53 mutations both were positive in 7
and both were negative in 9 of 28 patients. ppENK hypermethylation alone was positive in 7 and
p53 mutations alone in 5 patients. ppENK hypermethylation or p53 mutations were observed in
19 of 28 shown in Table, so that positivity improved to 67.9% upon their combination.
These results suggest that ppENK hypermethylation in PPJ would be specific for cancer,
and the combination assay with p53 could enhance the genetic diagnosis of PCa.

Table. Comparison of ppENK hypermethylation and p53
mutations from patients with pancreatic cancer
p53 mutations
+
ppENK
hypermethylation
Total

+
-

Total

7
5

7
9

14
14

12

16

28
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Quantitative measurement of hTERT mRNA in sera of the patients with
pancreatic carcinoma by real-time RT-PCR
G. Okada, H. Watanabe, H. Mouri, K. Ohtsubo and N. Sawabu
Human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) is regarded as a catalytic component of
telomerase and a rate-limiting determinant of the enzymatic activity of human telomerase. Its
expression reflects the telomerase activity. Usually, telomerase is inactivated or its activity
repressed in the majority of normal somatic cells but is activated in germ cells, embryonal cells,
proliferating cells of renewable tissues, and activated lymphocytes as well as in most malignant
tumor cells. We examined whether the detection of hTERT mRNA in sera by real-time RT-PCR
is useful or not for the diagnosis of pancreatic carcinoma (PCa).
The serum samples were obtained from 16 patients with PCa, 4 with chronic pancreatitis
(CP), and 23 healthy subjects and the RNA was extracted from the serum immediately and
stored at –80℃ until the assay. The RNA samples were reverse-transcribed after DNase I
treatment, and measured by the real-time RT-PCR.
The hTERT mRNA in sera was detected in 13 (57%) of the 23 control subjects and 16
(100%) of 16 PCa patients by the real-time RT-PCR and the agarose gel electrophoresis. Based
upon the standard curve using hTERT cDNA as a positive control, a linear relationship between
PCR products and cycle number of hTERT cDNA was confirmed in the range from 0.03pg to
30ng. A linear relationship about 18S rRNA was also confirmed by real-time RT-PCR. The mean
±SD of the ratio of hTERT mRNA X 10-2/18S in sera from the control subjects, patients with
PCa, and patients with CP was 0.07±0.18, 0.13±0.25, and 0.002±0.05, respectively. With a
standard value of 0.07 as the mean value of normal subjects, 3 (13%) of 23 normal subjects, 6
(38%) of 16 patients with PCa, and none (0%) of 4 with CP showed elevated values. The PCa
patients with the high values of hTERT mRNA/18S in sera showed advanced clinical stages
such as liver metastasis and peritoneal dissemination, whereas some of the PCa patients with its
low value less than 0.07 in sera underwent surgical resection and obtained longer survival.
However, the values of hTERT mRNA/18S in sera were elevated in a part of normal subjects as
well as PCa patients. Moreover, the values of hTERT mRNA/18S with PCa patients
considerably overlapped with those with normal subjects even in the high range. It is probably
because the hTERT mRNA derived from proliferating cells of renewal tissues or activated
lymphocytes may be included in the serum. Therefore, assay of hTERT mRNA in the serum may
be troublesome and not useful for the clinical application from the results of our study although
hTERT mRNA has been reportedly supposed to be a useful tumor marker.
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Elevated levels of serum midkine as a tumor marker in patients with
digestive cancer.
H. Mouri, K. Ohtsubo, Y. Yamaguchi, H, Watanabe, and N. Sawabu
Midkine (MK) is one of a family of heparin-binding growth factors whose gene was identified
in embrypnal carcinoma. MK messenger RNA (mRNA) is highly expressed in various tissues
during the midgestation period of mouse embryogenesis, and it is considered to be involved in
regulation of organogenesis. Increased MK mRNA and protein expression are exhibited in many
human carcinomas such as gastric, pancreas, bile duct, colorectal, hepatocellular cancers as well
as in Wilms' tumor and neuroblastoma. Serum level of MK is reportedly elevated in patients
with esophageal cancer or neuroblastoma However, little is unknown about usefulness of
determination of serum MK as a tumor marker in patients with digestive cancers. In the present
study, we measured serum levels of MK in various digestive cancers and benign diseases, and
evaluate its clinical significance as a tumor marker.
Serum levels of MK were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using
rabbit anti-human MK antibody as a first antibody, and biotinylated mouse anti-MK antibody as
a second one in the sera from digestive malignant diseases (n=139) and benign diseases (n=87).
The cut-off value of serum MK was set at 450pg/ml chiefly based on the ROC curve. The
positive rate of MK in each cancer was as follows: 40% (14/35) in pancreatic cancer, 64%
(23/36) in gastric cancer, 67% (16/24) in colorectal cancer, 38% (17/45) in hepatocellular cancer,
and 71% (5/7) in bile duct cancer. Among patients with gastric or colorectal cancer, the positive
rate of serum MK was relatively high and had no relation to the stage of cancer shown in Fig.
High positivity of MK of gastric or colorectal cancer in stageⅠis worthy of notice. On the other
hand, positivity of serum MK in benign digestive disease was as follows: 31% (5/16) in chronic
hepatitis, 33% (4/12) in chronic pancreatitis, 16%
(2/12) in acute pancreatitis, and 67% (6/9) in

MK(pg/ml)

cholangitis., indicating that false positivity is
high in inflammatory diseases.
In conclusion , serum MK level increased in
a variety of digestive cancers, especially in
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gastric and colorectal cancer. These results

68%

suggest that determination of serum MK

Stage Ⅰ

may be useful as an aid in initial screening
of gastrointestinal cancers, although false
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Fig. Relationships between serum MK

positivity is high in inflammatory diseases.

levels and tumor stage in gastric cancer
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Prolonged, NK cell-mediated antitumor effects of suicide gene
therapy combined with monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 against
hepatocellular carcinoma.
T. Tsuchiyama, Y. Nakamoto, Y. Sakai, N. Mukaida, N Sawabu and S. Kaneko
Tumor recurrence rates remain high after curative treatments for hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC). Immunomodulatory agents, including chemokines, are believed to enhance the
antitumor effects of tumor cell apoptosis induced by suicide gene therapy. Recently, the
antitumor effects of the herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase / ganciclovir (HSV-tk / GCV)
system were observed to be enhanced by codelivery of monocyte chemoattractant protein-1
(MCP-1). The current study was designed to evaluate the immunomodulatory effects of a
bicistronic adenovirus vector expressing both HSV-tk and MCP-1 on HCC cells.
Using an athymic nude mouse model (BALB/c-nu/nu), subcutaneous tumors were completely
eradicated by rAd followed by treatment with ganciclovir, subsequently these mice were
re-challenged with HCC cells and tumor development was monitored. In addition, after the
administration of re-challenged tumors, the serum levels of interleukin (IL)-12 and IL-18 were
measured, and the recruitment or activation of natural killer (NK) cells was analyzed
immunohistochemically or by measuring interferon (IFN)-γ mRNA expression. Finally, we
evaluated the antitumor response in immunocompetent wild type mice (BALB/c-jcl) using the
same experimental protocol.
Tumor growth was markedly suppressed compared with mice treated with rAd expressing
HSV-tk gene alone (P<0.001). Suppression of tumor growth was associated with elevation of
serum IL-12 and IL-18. During suppression, NK cells were recruited exclusively, and T helper 1
cytokine gene expression was enhanced in tumor tissues. The antitumor activity, however, was
abolished when the NK cells were inactivated with anti-asialo GM1 antibody. Moreover, the
effects of the anti-tumor response in wild type mice were comparable to them in nude mice.
In conclusion, these results indicate that suicide gene therapy, together with delivery of MCP-1,
eradicates HCC cells and exerts prolonged NK cell-mediated antitumor effects in a model of
HCC, suggesting a plausible strategy to prevent tumor recurrence.
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Tumor protein p53-induced nuclear protein 1 (TP53INP1) in
spontaneous chronic pancreatitis in the WBN/Kob rat: drug effects on
its expression in the pancreas
Pei-Hong Jiang, Yoshiharu Motoo, Gensaku Okada, and Norio Sawabu
TP53INP1 is a nuclear factor that is rapidly and strongly induced by various stresses.
TP53INP1 is overexpressed in acinar cells during acute pancreatitis in the mouse. TP53INP1
overexpression promotes cellular apoptosis. It is known acinar cell apoptosis is involved in
acinar destruction/degeneration in the course of chronic pancreatitis. Therefore, examining
TP53INP1 gene expression in CP and related to acinar cell apoptosis will contribute to a better
understanding of the molecular mechanisms of the onset and progression of chronic pancreatitis.
Four-week-old male WBN/Kob rats were fed a special breeding diet MB-3 to induce
chronic pancreatitis. Anti-inflammatory drug such as camostat mesilate (0.01%) and
Saiko-keishi-to (0.08%) were mixed in the diet MB-3 fed to the rats from 4 weeks. Sections
were stained with hematoxylin and eosin for histological evaluation. TP53INP1 mRNA
expression was determined by RT-PCR with a semi-quantitative analysis and in situ
hybridization. TUNEL was used to detect cell apoptosis. In vitro, 5 mg /ml L-arginine was
dissolved in the medium of AR4-2J cell.
TP53INP1 mRNA expression began at 4 weeks, reached its first peak at 12 weeks, after
decreased at 16 weeks, TP53INP1 mRNA reached its second peak at 20 weeks, finally
decreased at 24 weeks. By in situ hybridization analysis, TP53INP1 mRNA was strong in the
acinar cells but absent in duct or islet cells. The apoptotic index was significantly increased at
12 and 20 weeks showing two peaks, so that, the kinetics of TP53INP1 mRNA expression was
paralleled to apoptotic index. TP53INP1 mRNA expression was significantly suppressed in the
camostat mesilate group at 8, 12, and 20 weeks, and it was also significantly suppressed in the
Saiko-keishi-to treated group at 8 and 12 weeks. TP53INP1 mRNA was expressed in AR4-2J
cells from 2 to 24 hours. The expression level was significantly higher at 6 hr than those at other
time points.
In the present study, TP53INP1 expression showed two peaks in the course of WBN/Kob
rat. The first peak of TP53INP1 would reflect the concomitant induction of pro-, and
anti-apoptotic factors at the onset of chronic pancreatitis. Around this time point, the
histopathology of the pancreas resembles acute edematous pancreatitis, although there is already
pancreatic fibrosis. Acinar cell apoptosis would attenuate the severity of pancreatitis,
preventing the excessive release of harmful pancreatic enzymes. The second peak of acinar cell
apoptosis and pro-apoptotic factors including TP53INP1 could reflect acinar cell loss and acinar
remodeling or regeneration during the progression of chronic pancreatitis. Suppression of
TP53INP1 mRNA expression by therapeutic drugs may confirm that TP53INP1 expression is
deeply involved in the onset and progression of chronic pancreatitis in this model.
In conclusion, we have shown that TP53INP1 mRNA expression is induced in the onset
and progression of chronic pancreatitis in
WBN/Kob rats. TP53INP1 may be involved
in the pathogenesis of chronic pancreatitis
as a pro-apoptotic factor.
Figure: TP53INP1 mRNA was expressed from 4 to
24 weeks. It showed the first peak at 12 weeks and
the second peak at 20 weeks.
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Expression of vacuole membrane protein 1 (VMP1) in spontaneous
chronic pancreatitis in the WBN/Kob rat
Pei-Hong Jiang, Yoshiharu Motoo, Gensaku Okada, and Norio Sawabu
VMP1 is a transmembrane protein located in the Golgi and endoplasmic reticulum. It is
strongly and rapidly induced in pancreas during acute pancreatitis whereas it is hardly detectable
in normal rats pancreas. Its overexpression promotes formation of intracellular vacuoles and cell
death through apoptosis. Intracellular vacuolation is a cellular response to injury in the pancreas
during pancreatitis to maintain function under stress. The vacuoles have been shown to contain
both digestive and lysosomal enzymes suggesting an abnormal intracellular processing of newly
synthesized enzymes in acute pancreatitis. Physiologically, digestive and lysosomal enzymes are
synthesized in ribosomes attached to the rough endoplasmic reticulum. Vacuoles represent early
morphological changes during apoptosis. The aim of this work was to examine the kinetics of
VMP1 gene expression in spontaneous chronic pancreatitis in WBN/Kob rat.
Four-week-old male WBN/Kob rats were fed a special breeding diet MB-3 to induce
chronic pancreatitis. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin for histological
evaluation and vacuoles examination. VMP1 mRNA expression was determined by RT-PCR
with a semi-quantitative analysis and in situ hybridization. TUNEL was used to detect cell
apoptosis. Cytoplasmic vacuoles with different sizes were observed in the pancreas of the
WBN/Kob rat from 4 to 24 weeks. The vacuoles increased in size and number at the onset of CP
at 12 weeks. VMP1 mRNA expression began at 8 weeks, reached a peak at 12 weeks, decreased
at 16 and 20 weeks, then disappeared at 24 weeks. It was showed VMP1 mRNA was located in
acinar cells and absent in the islets of Langerhans, duct cells, inflammatory infiltrates, and other
stromal cells by in situ hybridization analysis. The vacuoles formation was paralleled to VMP1
mRNA expression. The kinetics of VMP1 mRNA expression also corresponded to the apoptosis
of acinar cells.
Vacuolation is an early phenomenon proceeding cell death, and is related to apoptosis. We
have shown, for the first time, that cytoplasmic vacuoles in acinar cells are increased during the
course of CP in the WBN/Kob rat and that the number of vacuoles was most increased at the
onset of the CP. Acinar cell vacuolation is possibly a general feature of the development of acute
pancreatitis and therefore, may also have important pathophysiological implications for CP.
VMP1 gene activation in chronic pancreatitis is part of the acinar cell response to aggression. In
conclusion, we have revealed cytoplasmic vacuolization in CP of the WBN/Kob rat, and
demonstrated that VMP1 mRNA expression is strongly induced at the onset of CP. VMP1
mRNA expression, relating to acinar cell apoptosis, may reflect important pathophysislogical
changes in CP.
Figure: A: VMP1 mRNA of 604 bp was
expressed from 8 to 20 weeks. B: VMP1
mRNA expression began at 8 weeks reached
its peak at 12 weeks decreased at 16 and 20
weeks.
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Duct-narrowing chronic pancreatitis without immunoserological
abnormality: comparison with duct-narrowing chronic pancreatitis with
positive serological evidence and its clinical management.
N. Sawabu, T. Wakabayashi, Y. Satomura, H. Watanabe, Y. Motoo
We reviewed the clinical features and clinical course of patients with duct-narrowing chronic pancreatitis
who were negative for immunoserological test results (n=16) in comparison with the findings for
serological test-positive patients (n=20) in order to determine an adequate treatment for those who had
typical morphology of autoimmune pancreatitis in the absence of immunoserological abnormality. No
significant differences were found between the two groups of patients in clinical profiles including
associated autoimmune-related diseases, pancreatic histology, and response to steroid therapy. Of the
seronegative patients, eight patients who showed an improvement in narrowing of the main pancreatic
duct with steroid therapy and three who did no show an improvement or who relapsed after surgical
resection without this therapy had stenosis of the common bile duct with increased levels of serum
hepatobiliary enzymes, except for two patients with affected sites limited to the body or tail of the gland.
For the remaining five patients, who showed an improvement in pancreatic duct changes or long-term
remission after surgery without steroid administration, normal biochemistry test results for liver functions
were obtained, with no abnormal cholangiographic findings in the 3 patients examined.
Duct-narrowing chronic pancreatitis without immunoserological abnormality overlaps in clinical features
with that fulfilling the immunoserological criteria for a diagnosis of autoimmune pancreatitis. In particular,
the disease with bile duct involvement should be treated clinically as autoimmune pancreatitis, for which
steroid therapy is recommended, even if an autoimmune mechanism is not demonstrated serologically.
Table. Comparison of clinicopathologic findings for seropositive and seronegative DNCP patients
Clinicopathologic finding
Sex (male/female)
Age (mean±SD; yr)
Location (diffuse/focal)
DM
Extrabilopancreatic autoimmunerelated disease
Jaundice
Upper abdominal pain
Increased cholestatic enzymes
Increased pancreatic enzymes
CBD stenosis
Dense inflammatory cell infiltration
Effective steroid therapy

seropositive
(n=20)

seronegative
(n=16)

P value

17/3
62.9±10.0
17/3
12 (60%)
6 (30%)

10/6
57.6±13.9
12/4
6 (38%)
3 (19%)

p＞0.10
p=0.20
p＞0.90
p＞0.25
p＞0.50

11 (55%)
4 (20%)
15 (75%)
10 (50%)
18/19 (95%)
7/8 (88%)
14/15 (93%)

5 (31%)
7 (44%)
9 (56%)
13 (81%)
9/12 (75%)
4/6 (67%)
8/8 (100%)

p＞0.25
p＞0.10
p＞0.25
p＞0.10
p＞0.25
p＞0.75
p＞0.50

DNCP, duct-narrowing chronic pancreatitis; DM, diabetes mellitus; CBD, common bile duct
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Long-term prognosis of duct-narrowing chronic pancreatitis: strategy for
steroid treatment
N. Sawabu, T. Wakabayashi, Y. Satomura, H. Watanabe and Y. Motoo.
The purpose of this study was to assess the long-term prognosis in patients with duct-narrowing
pancreatitis (DNCP) and determine the indications for steroid therapy. We evaluated clinical and imaging
outcomes in patients with DNCP classified into three groups (A, B, and C) according to the treatment given.
Group A included 6 patients who underwent surgical resection. Groups B and C included 21 and 10
patients treated medically with and without steroid therapy, respectively.
In group A, 2 patients relapsed in the remnant pancreas. In group B, pancreatic swelling was resolved in
all the patients, and moreover, both the irregular narrowing of the main pancreatic duct (MPD) and the
strictures of the common bile duct (CBD) improved after initiation of corticosteroid therapy in all but 1 of
the patients, including 5 without immunoserological abnormality. However, clinical recurrences occurred in
4 patients (19%) during or after the maintenance therapy. In group C, all the patients showed an
improvement in swelling of the gland, while only 5 showed improvement of pancreatic duct involvement.
Four of these 5 patients did not show any serological data suggesting autoimmune abnormality or CBD
involvement. In all of the other 5 patients in whom MPD irregularities did not improve, bile duct strictures
or positive immunoserological test results were noted.
Steroid therapy is effective for improving pancreatic duct and bile duct lesions in patients with DNCP,
and is indicated particularly in those who show CBD strictures or immunoserological abnormality,
although some patients have recurrences.
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General Summary of Division of Surgical Oncology
Since Cancer Institute Hospital had unified into University Hospital at October 2001, we have
very busily occupied with hospital work and they had no time to spare for research work.
Under this circumstance we continued several research work on cancer metastasis, molecular
pathology, and tumor immunology. Recent projects may be summarized as follows.
Project on cancer metastasis
To clarify molecular mechanism of cancer metastasis, especially matrix metalloproteinase and
angiogenesis using clinical materials, and to inhibit metastasis. After we have firstly reported
that vessel density and expression of VEGF and its receptor, KDR, correlates with metastasis,
and proliferation of human colon cancer, many researchers have reported VEGF is one of
important angiogenic factor in patients with colon cancer. Moreover, many clinical trials using
these VEGF targeting drugs were done in several cancers such as breast, lung and colon cancer.
Among them, phase II and III of recombinant human monocolonal antibody to VEGF (Avastin,
Genentech) showed positive data, and accepted a new molecular targeting drug for metastatic
colon cancer by FDA at February 2004. Therefore we continued this project for some new
indication of this drug.
We have shown that mRNA upregulation of metastasis-related genes such as angiogenic
factors, metalloproteinases, growth factors, and adhesion molecules, occur just prior to
metastasis in human colon cancer in an orthotopic nude mice model of colon cancer liver
metastasis. We have also shown that upregulation of angiogenesis, i.e. angiogenic switch may
occur between Tis and T1, simultaneous to initiation of invasion, in the early development of
human colon cancer. Finally, we showed that VEGF inhibit angiogenic switch and liver
metastasis of the orthotopic xenograft model in site-dependent tumor of VEGF. These results
suggest that VEGF antibody have another possibility as a drug for chemoprevention of colon
cancer, especially premalignant lesions such as polyposis and long-termed ulcerative colitis.
We have shown that VEGF expression was higher in patients with liver metastasis of gastric
cancer. Recently, we showed the correlation between alpha-fetroprotein (AFP) and VEGF
expression in AFP producing gastric cancer, which is well known to have a high incedence of
liver metastasis. From these results, we are planning to indicate the Avastin in patients with
liver metastasis of gastric cancer.
Project on chemotherapy including tumor dormancy therapy
The goal of chemotherapy in patients with far advanced cancer should be aimed to prolong
the survival of cancer patients, tumor dormancy in other words, rather than tumor shrinkage
(killing cancer cells), with fairly good QOL. In order to induce tumor dormancy two approaches
are considered: one is a molecular targeting therapy to prolong the dormant period itself and
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other is obtain prolonged NC with chemotherapy. We developed and established a new
dose-finding system, the individualized maximum repeatable dose (iMRD), suitable to induce
prolonged TTP rather than tumor shrinkage. And we started a randomized Phase II clinical
trial of tailored CPT-11 + S-1 vs S-1 in patients with advanced or recurrent gastric carcinoma as
the first line chemotherapy to study the significance of iMRD. Moreover we started and
planned some similar clinical studies for colon, breast, ovary, pancreas cancers.
Project on minimally invasive surgery (MIS)
Laparoscopic surgery in patients with early GI cancer allows minimally invasive surgery to be
carried out to maintain the patient’s quality of life in future. Dr. Omote has conducted this
project and extended the indication of MIS in advanced gastric cancer and colorectal cancer.
He showed that the laparoscopic surgery was associated with less bleeding, rapid recovery of
bowel movement, faster initiation of oral intake and shorter hospital stay. He also showed that
the recovery after laparoscopy assisted partial gastrectomy is as successful as after laparoscopic
local resection.
Project on cytokines
Dr. Yasumoto studied the significance of CSCL12 in peritoneal caricinomatosis of gastric
cancer. Finally, he showed that three out of seven human gastric carcinoma cell lines
selectively expressed CXCR4 mRNA and protein at high levels, and which were all highly
efficient in generating malignant ascites in nude mice upon intraperitoneal inoculation. NUGC4
cells expressed CXCR4 mRNA at high levels and showed vigorous migratory responses to its
ligand CXCL12 (also called stromal-derived factor-1a, SDF-1a). Furthermore, CXCL12-treated
NUGC4 cells showed enhanced proliferation and rapid increases in phosphorylation of protein
kinase B/Akt and extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK). He also CXCR4-positivity of
primary gastric carcinomas significantly correlated with the development of peritoneal
carcinomatosis, and concluded that CXCR4/CXC12 axis plays an important role in the
development of peritoneal carcinomatosis from gastric carcinoma.
Project on gene expression in human gastric cancer
Dr. Yamashita analyzed gene expression in human gastric cancer by serial analysis of gene
expression (SAGE). SAGE is a method for comprehensive analysis of gene expression patterns.
A short sequence tag (10-14bp) contains sufficient information to uniquely identify a transcript.
He showed that total of 60621 transcripts were identified, and higher expression of SIAT6,
APOC1, galectin-1 and COL1A1 in lymph node metastasis versus primaly tumor among them.
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A pilot study of individualized maximum repeatable dose (iMRD), a
new dose finding system, of weekly gemcitabine for patients with
metastatic pancreas cancer
Y. Takahashi and K. Yamashita
We developed and established a new dose-finding system, the individualized maximum
repeatable dose (iMRD), suitable to induce prolonged TTP rather than tumor shrinkage.
We applied this system in weekly gemcitabine therapy for 18 metastatic pancreas cancer
patients. We determined the iMRD at the 5th week, after weekly dose adjustments.

We

2

started at 500 mg/m (1/2 MTD (maximum tolerated dose)) of gemcitabine and repeated the
treatment with an increase or a decrease of 100 mg/m2 each week, if toxicity was 0 or more than
grade 1, respectively (Figure 1).
The iMRD of weekly gemcitabine was 300 mg/m2 in 2 patients, 400 mg/m2 in 3 patients, 500
mg/m2 in 5 patients, 600 mg/m2 in 6 patients, and 700 mg/m2 in 2 patients, demonstrating
significant differences among individual patients. Grade 3 marrow depression occurred in only
1 patient (5.6%).

Of these 18 patients, 3 (16.7%), 13 (72.2%) and 2 (11.1%) patients showed

PR, SD and PD, respectively.

The median of TTP and survival was 4.5 months and 9.5 months,

respectively. There were no significant differences in 1 year survival time and more than 50 %
reduction rate of serum CA19-9, a tumor marker for pancreatic cancer, between patients with
lower (500 mg/m2 or less) and higher (600 mg/m2 or more) iMRD.
These results suggest that iMRD is a simple method to determine an individual’s tailored dose
for chemotherapy and could be the optimal dose for patients with non-curable cancers such as
metastatic pancreas cancer.

Toxicity

500 mg/m2

grade 0

600 mg/m2

grade 1

500 mg/m2

grade 2

400 mg/m2

Figure 1. The method of determination of iMRD
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repeat until 5th week

Chemotherapy under cachectic conditions and the possibility of
cachexia-controlled chemotherapy
Y. Takahashi and K. Yasumoto
We studied the role of chemotherapy in cancer cachexia, which is well known to lower QOL
as well as responsiveness to chemotherapy.

In BALB/c mice we used two clones derived from

the murine colon 26 adenocarcinoma cell line, clone 5, a non-cachexigenic tumor and clone 20,
a cachexigenic tumor, in which IL-6 mRNA was selectively detected.

While maximum

tolerated dose (MTD) of CPM and CPT-11 showed significantly smaller tumor weight and
higher survival than 1/2 MTD in both drug groups with clone 5, the results were reversed with
clone 20 (Fig 1). The tumor weights with MTD of CPM or CPT-11 in combination with
anti-IL-6 antibody treatment, which decreases serum IL-6 level and improves cachexia status,
were significantly smaller than those in the MTD treatment-alone group with clone 20, but not
with clone 5 (Fig 2).
From these results, we suggest that lower dose chemotherapy or cachexia-controlled
chemotherapy such as some chemotherapeutic agents with neutralizing cachexia-related
cytokine effects, elicits superior antitumor effects in cachectic individuals than conventional
MTD chemotherapy.
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Fig 1. Survival curves of CPT-11 therapy
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Fig. 2. The effect of anti-IL-6 antibody
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Laparoscopic Surgery for Early Gastric Cancer
K. Omote, H. Kitakata, K. Yamashita, K. Yasumoto and Y. Takahashi
Resent advancement of endoscopy and its technique lead to early detection of gastric
cancer, and enable us to perform an entirely new surgical approach to gastric cancer.
Laparoscopic surgery for early gastric cancer is minimally invasive and offers patients the
advantages of reduced pain, shorter hospital stay and quicker convalescence, compared with
open surgery. In Japan, laparoscopic local (wedge) resection of the stomach (lesion lifting
method) and laparoscopic mucosal resection (intra-gastric surgery) were first performed in 1992
and in 1993 respectively, and laparoscopy assisted partial resection of the stomach with lymph
node dissection in 1994. Laparoscopic surgery for early gastric cancer has been introduced in
our department since 1995. Since then, we have experienced 20 cases with laparoscopic local
resection of the stomach and 24 cases with laparoscopy assisted partial gastrectomy.

Recently,

the opportunity to select laparoscopy assisted partial gastrectomy has been increased. Compared
with open surgery, the laparoscopic surgery is associated with less bleeding, rapid recovery of
bowel movement, faster initiation of oral intake and shorter hospital stay. Laparoscopic surgery
for early gastric cancer is feasible, with favorable short-term outcome. Although procedure of
laparoscopy assisted partial gastrectomy is much different in that of laparoscopic local resection,
the recovery after laparoscopy assisted partial gastrectomy is as successful as after laparoscopic
local resection.
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Role of the CXCL12/CXCR4 axis in Peritoneal Carcinomatosis of
Gastric Cancer
K. Yasumoto1, K. Koizumi2, I. Saiki2, and Y. Takahashi1
1

Division of Surgical Oncology, Cancer Research Institute, Kanazawa University

2

Division of Pathogenic Biochemistry, Institute of Natural Medicine, Toyama University
Peritoneal carcinomatosis is a frequent cause of death in patients with advanced

gastric carcinoma. Since chemokines are now considered to play an important role in the
metastasis of various malignancies, we hypothesized that they may also be involved in the
development of peritoneal carcinomatosis by gastric carcinoma. We found that three out of
seven human gastric carcinoma cell lines selectively expressed CXCR4 mRNA and protein at
high levels. These three cell lines were those that were all highly efficient in generating
malignant ascites in nude mice upon intraperitoneal inoculation. In particular, NUGC4 cells
expressed CXCR4 mRNA at high levels and showed vigorous migratory responses to its ligand
CXCL12 (also called stromal-derived factor-1a, SDF-1a). Furthermore, CXCL12-treated
NUGC4 cells showed enhanced proliferation and rapid increases in phosphorylation of protein
kinase B/Akt and extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK). We also demonstrated that
AMD3100 (a specific CXCR4 antagonist) effectively reduced tumor growth and ascitic fluid
formation in nude mice inoculated with NUGC4 cells. We next examined human clinical
samples. We found that malignant ascites fluids from patients with peritoneal carcinomatosis
contained CXCL12 (average, 4.67 ng/mL) enough to exhibit biological effects on NUGC4 cells.
Moreover, immunohistochemical analysis revealed that 22 out of 33 primary gastric tumors with
peritoneal metastasis were scored positive for CXCR4 expression (67%), and only 4 out of 16
with other distant metastasis were positive (25%). Notably, 22 out of 26 CXCR4-expressing
primary tumors developed peritoneal metastases (85%). CXCR4-positivity of primary gastric
carcinomas significantly correlated with the development of peritoneal carcinomatosis.
Collectively, our results strongly suggest that the CXCR4/CXC12 axis plays an important role in
the development of peritoneal carcinomatosis from gastric carcinoma. Thus, CXCR4 may be a
potential therapeutic target for peritoneal carcinomatosis of gastric carcinoma.
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Serial Analysis of Gene Expression in Human Gastric Cancer
Kaname Yamashita1), Hidekazu Kitakata1), Kazuo Yasumoto1), Kazuhiko Omote1),
Yutaka Takahashi1) Toshinari Minamoto2)
(Div. of Surg. Oncol1). and Diag. Mol. Oncol2)., Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
It is important to identify genes responsible for metastasis of gastric cancer, as this
disease is one of the leading causes of cancer death in the world. Here we analyzed gene
expression in human gastric cancer by serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE). SAGE is a
method for comprehensive analysis of gene expression patterns. A short sequence tag (10-14bp)
contains sufficient information to uniquely identify a transcript. The tag is obtained from a
unique position within each transcript. Sequence tags can be linked together to from long serial
molecules that can be cloned and sequenced and quantitation of the number of times a particular
tag is observed provides the expression level of the corresponding transcript. We obtained
primaly tissue, normal mucosa, and lymph node metastasis from a advanced gastric cancer
patient. Total RNA was isolated and SAGE was performed. Tag sequences were analyzed using
SAGE software. A total of 60621 transcripts were identified. We show tags which highly
expressed, in primaly tumor, normal mucosa, and lymph node metastasis. The lymph node
metastasis library was compared with primaly tumor library, we could identify certain set of
genes up-regulated in lymph node metastasis in tag ratio of two fold or more. Validation by
RT-PCR on RNA from another patients shows higher expression of SIAT6, APOC1, galectin-1
and COL1A1 in lymph node metastasis versus primaly tumor. These results together with
currently accumulating data would provide basic knowledge toward understanding molecular
mechanism underlying progression and metastasis of gastric cancer.
Summary of SAGE tag libraries
Library

Sequences

Total Tags

Unique Tags

Normal

731

14843

5243

Tumor

933

22681

8337

1030

23097

7976

LN meta
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Up-regulation of VEGF in Alpha-fetoprotein-producing gastric cancer
H.Kitakata, Y.Takahashi
Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)-producing gastric carcinoma (APGC) is well known to have a poor
prognosis and high incidence of lymph node and liver metastases compared to non-producing
carcinoma.
known.

Although the reason why APGC frequently metastasizes to the liver is not well

We hypothesizes that angiogenesis is one of the important reasons for frequent liver

metastases from APGC.

In order to clarify this hypothesis, we examined the vessel density and

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression in APGC.

Furthermore, we studied the

effects of anti-AFP antibody for angiogenesis using APGC xenotransplanted mouse model.
Archival specimens of APGC (n=25) and non-APGC (n=68) were studied.

Expressions of

vessel density and VEGF were significantly higher in APGC than those in non-APGC (p<0.001).
Immunohistochemical analysis of patients with gastric cancer shows that expression of VEGF
and factor VIII are significantly higher in APGC than non-APGC.

There is correlation among

the AFP expression, the vessel density and the VEGF expression in APGC (p<0.001).
Next, we studied the effects of anti-AFP antibody on APGC xenotransplanted in nude mice.
There is significant inhibition of tumor growth in the treatment groups compared to the control
groups in two APGC lines (p<0.01). But, there is no difference in non-APGC cell line.
Moreover, vessel densities of the treatment groups were significantly lower than those of the
control groups in these two lines. These findings thus suggest that the biological behavior of
APGC is angiogenesis-dependent. Down regulation of angiogenesis by anti-AFP antibody
suggest that AFP itself may upregulate the angiogenesis, and the treatment by antibody could
have anti-angiogenic effects, inhibiting metastasis, especially liver metastasis in APGC.
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General Summary of the Division of Diagnostic Molecular Oncology
To strengthen its capabilities for responding to the rapid pace of advance in basic and
clinical cancer research, and to better meet its evolving responsibilities, the Cancer Research
Institute of Kanazawa University was restructured in April of 1997. At the time the Division of
Diagnostic Molecular Oncology was established as a clinical oncology division. Following a
semester of four years for building up research activity and organizing laboratory, the division
assumed an active role in July of 2001, when Dr. T. Minamoto was elected Professor and Chief
of the division. Through twice movements, the division has been enlarged having more research
members and two exclusive laboratories in the Institute.
The mission of the division, broadly, centers on basic and clinical research to develop the
novel strategies and methods for diagnosis and treatment of cancer on the basis of molecular and
cellular assessment of tumor aggressiveness and biological characteristics of individual tumor
types relevant to metastatic potential, recurrence and outcome.
Table. Research directions and activities in the Division of Diagnostic Molecular Oncology
I. Activities toward molecular diagnosis of hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC)
1. Clinical and genetic analysis of the patients and their families
2. Genetic testing for DNA mismatch repair enzymes’ genes
3. Surveillance and (surgical) intervention
II. Molecular diagnosis of pathology and malignant potential of cancers
1. Oncogenic signaling in colorectal cancers, targeting Wnt pathway and its regulators
2. Molecular pathology of clinical gastrointestinal cancers
3. Development of new modalities for diagnosis and treatment of cancer on the basis of
molecular and cellular characteristics of cancer
III. Genome-wide analysis of gene expression in gastrointestinal cancers
1. Genome level: restriction landmark genomic scanning (RLGS)
2. Transcriptome level: serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE)
3. Epigenetic level: development of a new strategy covering all epigenetic alterations
spanning through the genome
Current efforts in this division are focused on 1) clinical and basic activities toward
molecular diagnosis of HNPCC; 2) the molecular characterization of gastrointestinal cancer by
an interdisciplinary approach bringing together clinical oncology, molecular and cellular
pathology and biology; and 3) comprehensive (genome-wide) analysis of gene expression and
epigenetic alterations in stomach and colorectal cancers by the highly sophisticated methods
including RLGS and SAGE, to cover the post-genome research fields. The most important
achievements in this semester have been (1) discovery of previously unrecognized tumor
supportive properties of GSK3β; and (2) identification of the genes responsible for lymph node
metastasis in stomach cancer. We will intend to translate as much the results of these studies as
possible to those responsible for diagnosis and treatment of cancer patients in clinical setting.
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β-catenin and ras oncogenes detect most human colorectal cancer *
B. Zhang, A. Ougolkov, K. Yamashita, Y. Takahashi, M. Mai, T. Minamoto
PURPOSE AND STUDY DESIGN: Recent studies have shown that β-catenin translocated
into the cell nucleus functions like an oncogene. Accumulating evidence suggests that activation
of the β-catenin oncogenic signaling cascade along with its twin, the K-ras cascade, may exert
syngeneic or synergistic effects on tumor development and progression. In the study reported
here, we analyzed oncogenic β-catenin activation on the basis of its nuclear accumulation (NA)
and compared the results with those of mutational activation of K-ras in 74 patients with
colorectal cancer to determine whether the two oncogene-mediated signaling cascades interact.
RESULTS: We found two distinct patterns of β-catenin activation, i.e., diffuse NA in 20
cases (27%) and selective NA at the tumor invasion front (NAinv) in 19 cases (26%). The
presence of the NAinv pattern was significantly correlated with advanced Dukes' stage tumor (P
= 0.0005) and the presence of distant metastases (P = 0.0064). K-ras proto-oncogene was
mutated in the tumors of 31 cases (42%). Activated β-catenin or K-ras was detected in most
(78%) colorectal cancers analyzed, although a weak inverse correlation was found between the
activities of the two oncogenes in the tumors. Importantly, most (7 of 8) patients with tumor
showing both K-ras activation and the NAinv pattern of β-catenin activation were in Dukes'
stage C at surgery, and half of them developed distant metastases to the liver and lungs.
CONCLUSION: The results suggest that although oncogenic activation of β-catenin and
K-ras is independent in the process of clinical cancer development, combined analysis of the
two major oncogenes can detect most colorectal cancers and identify a subset of patients with
poorer outcomes. Consequently, activation of either or both of these oncogenes may serve as a
genetic marker for molecular diagnosis.
*Reference:
Zhang B, Ougolkov A, Yamashita K, Takahashi Y, Mai M, Minamoto T. β-catenin and ras
oncogenes detect most human colorectal cancers. Clin Cancer Res 9: 3073-3079, 2003.
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Associations among β-TrCP, an E3 ubiquitin ligase receptor, β-catenin,
and NF-κB in colorectal cancer *
A. Ougolkov, B. Zhang, K. Yamashita, V. Bilim, M. Mai, S.Y. Fuchs, T. Minamoto
BACKGROUND: The ubiquitin-proteasome pathway is important in regulating protein
signaling pathways that are involved in tumorigenesis. β-transducin repeat-containing proteins
(β-TrCP) are components of the ubiquitin ligase complex targeting β-catenin and IκBα for
proteasomal degradation and are thus a negative regulator of Wnt/β-catenin signaling and a
positive regulator of NF-κB signaling. We analyzed expression of β-TrCP in colorectal cancers
and its association with types of β-catenin subcellular localization, an indirect measure of
activation. METHODS: Levels of β-TrCP1 mRNA and protein were measured by quantitative
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction and immunoblotting, respectively, in samples of
tumor and normal tissues from 45 patients with colorectal cancer. Types of β-catenin activation
(diffuse or invasion edge) and NF-κB activation were examined by immunohistochemistry.
Apoptosis was determined by the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated deoxyuridine
triphosphate-biotin nick-end labeling (TUNEL) assay. All statistical tests were two-sided.
RESULTS: Compared with the β-TrCP1 levels in normal tissues, 25 (56%) of 45 tumors had
increased β-TrCP1 mRNA and protein levels. Of the 22 (49%) tumors with β-catenin activation,
12 had the diffuse type (i.e., nuclear accumulation throughout the tumor) and 10 had the
invasion edge type (i.e., nuclear accumulation predominantly in the tumor cells that formed the
invasion edge). Increased β-TrCP1 levels were statistically significantly associated with
β-catenin activation (P =.023) and decreased apoptosis (P =.035). β-TrCP accumulated in the
nuclei of tumor cells that contained increased levels of β-TrCP1 mRNA and the active form of
NF-κB. Higher levels of β-TrCP1 mRNA were detected in primary tumors of patients who had
metastases (0.960 arbitrary units, 95% confidence interval = 0.878 to 1.042) than in the tumors
of patients who did not (0.722 arbitrary units, 95% confidence interval = 0.600 to 0.844; P
=.016). CONCLUSION: In colorectal cancer, increased expression of β-TrCP1 is associated
with activation of both β-catenin and NF-κB, suggesting that the integration of these signaling
pathways by increased β-TrCP expression may contribute to an inhibition of apoptosis and
tumor metastasis.
*References: Ougolkov A, Zhang B, Yamashita K, Bilim V, Mai M, Fuchs SY, Minamoto T.
Associations among β-TrCP, an E3 ubiquitin ligase receptor, β-catenin and NF-κB in
colorectal cancer. J Natl Cancer Inst 96:1161-1170, 2004.
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Deregulated GSK3β activity in colorectal cancer: its association with
tumor cell survival and proliferation *
A. Shakoori, A. Ougolkov, Z.W. Yu, B. Zhang, M.H. Modaressi, D.D. Billadeau, M. Mai, Y.
Takahashi, T. Minamoto
GSK3β is a multifunctional serine/threonine kinase that regulates various cellular pathways,
depending on its substrates for phosphorylation. It is evident that regulation of Wnt/β-catenin
signaling is only one of its diverse functions. Since oncogenic transcription factors (e.g., c-Jun,
c-Myc) and proto-oncoproteins (i.e., β-catenin, Gli proteins) are putative GSK3β substrates for
phosphorylation-dependent inactivation, it is hypothesized that GSK3β interferes with cellular
neoplastic transformation and tumor development, as exemplified by its activity in
Wnt/β-catenin signaling. However, only a few studies have addressed its role(s) in human
cancer, and these studies have reported differing effects of GSK3β on cancer cells. Using
GSK3β deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts, it was shown that GSK3β plays a crucial role in
cell survival mediated by the nuclear factor-kappaB (NF-κB) pathway (Nature 2000; 406:86-90).
Interestingly, we have recently shown that the Wnt/β-catenin and NF-κB pathways were
co-activated in colorectal cancer by dysregulation in the ubiquitin system (J Natl Cancer Inst
2004; 96:1161-70). Thus, these observations bring forward apparently opposing notions
regarding the functions of GSK3β in neoplastic cells on the one hand, removing a neoplastic
trigger by phosphorylation-dependent degradation of β-catenin oncoprotein in the ubiquitin
system, and on the other, contributing to a cell proliferation and survival pathways by regulating
NF-κB. The present study was therefore undertaken to clarify the role of GSK3β in cancer by
analyzing expression and activity of this kinase in colon cancer cells and clinical colorectal
cancers and by investigating its effects on cancer cells. In colon cancer cell lines and colorectal
cancer patients, levels of GSK3β expression and its active form were higher in tumor cells than
in their normal counterparts; these findings were independent of nuclear accumulation of
β-catenin oncoprotein in the tumor cells. Inhibition of GSK3β activity by its Ser9
phosphorylation was defective in colorectal cancers but preserved in non-neoplastic cells and
tissues. Strikingly, inhibition of GSK3β activity by chemical inhibitors and its expression by
RNA interference targeting GSK3β induced apoptosis and attenuated proliferation of colon
cancer cells in vitro. Our findings demonstrate an unrecognized role of GSK3β in tumor cell
survival and proliferation and warrant proposing this kinase as a novel and potential therapeutic
target in colorectal cancer.
*Reference: Shakoori A, Ougolkov A, Yu ZW, Zhang B, Modarressi MH, Billadeau DD, Mai
M, Takahashi Y, Minamoto T. Deregulated GSK3β activity in colorectal cancer: its association
with tumor cell survival and proliferation. Biochem Biophys Res Commun 334: 1365-1373,
2005.
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Oncogenic β-catenin signaling networks in colorectal cancer *
S.Y. Fuchs, A.V. Ougolkov, V.S. Spiegelman, T. Minamoto
β-catenin has two distinct functions, namely, maintaining cell-to-cell adhesion and
mediating the Wnt/β-catenin signal transduction pathway, which plays pivotal roles in
embryogenesis and in malignant transformation of cells. The oncogenic properties of
Wnt/β-catenin signaling stem from alteration in phosphorylation-dependent protein degradation
and subcellular localization of β-catenin from cell membrane to the nucleus, where it binds to
T-cell factor (Tcf) to form a bipartite transcription factor. The β-catenin/Tcf complex facilitates
transcription of target genes that encode effectors for activation of cell proliferation and invasion
and inhibition of apoptosis, leading to colorectal cancer development. In addition, in the tumor
invasion front, stabilized and activated β-catenin interacts with other molecular pathways to
facilitate tumor progression. This review highlighted the β-catenin-dependent oncogenic
signaling network involved in the multi-step process of colorectal tumorigenesis. Wnt signaling
evidently regulates stem cells, leading them to differentiate or self-renew. We are addressing
roles of oncogenic β-catenin signaling in the microenvironment of the tumor-host interface that
determine the individual tumor's malignant potential and in regulation of putative cancer stem or
progenitor cells that represent plausible targets for cancer eradication.
*Reference:
Fuchs SY, Ougolkov AV, Spiegelman VS, Minamoto T. Oncogenic β-catenin signaling
networks in colorectal cancer. Cell Cycle 4:1522-1539, 2005 (review).
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Detection and characterization of oncogene
preneoplastic and early neoplastic lesions *

mutations

in

T. Minamoto
Although it has been more than 20 yr since its discovery, the ras family of genes has not yet
lost its impact on basic and clinical oncology. These genes remain central to the field of
molecular oncology as tools for investigating carcinogenesis and oncogenic signaling, as
powerful biomarkers for the identification of those who have or are at high risk of developing
cancer, and as oncogene targets for the design and development of new chemotherapeutic drugs.
Mutational activation of the K-ras proto-oncogene is an early event in the development and
progression of the colorectal, pancreatic, and lung cancers that are the major causes of cancer
death in the world. The presence of point mutational "hot spots" at sites necessary for the
activation of this proto-oncogene has led to the development of a number of highly sensitive
PCR-based methods that are feasible for the early detection of K-ras oncogene mutations in the
clinical setting. In light of these facts, mutation at the K-ras oncogene has the potential to serve
as a useful biomarker in the early diagnosis and risk assessment of cancers with oncogenic Ras
signaling. This chapter described a highly sensitive method for detecting mutant K-ras, enriched
PCR, and its application to early detection of this oncogene in preneoplastic and early neoplastic
lesions of the colon and rectum.
*Reference:
Minamoto T. Detection and characterization of oncogene mutations in preneoplastic and early
neoplastic lesions. Methods Mol Biol 291:263-78, 2005.
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Other achievements
1. Minamoto T. A Research Fellow as Scientist Exchange under The U.S.-Japan Cooperative
Cancer Research Program, supported by National Cancer Institute (NCI) and Japan Society
for the Promotion of Science (JSPS).
Sponsor and Host Institution: Dr. Ze’ev Ronai, Ph.D., Derald H. Ruttenberg Cancer Center,
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY
Subject of research: Alterations in transcription factors in human cancers: implication in
molecular diagnosis and molecular targeting therapy
Dates of visit: from November 5th, 2003 to December 18th, 2003
2. Patent application
Minamoto T.
Application number: 2005-000133 Country : Japan
Subject: Development of anti-cancer agents (drugs) inhibiting GSK3β (glycogen synthase
kinase 3β)
Applicant: Kanazawa University
Date of application: January 4th, 2005
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Center for the
Development of
Molecular Target Drugs

General Summary Center for the Development of Molecular Target Drugs
The purpose of this center is to perform basic research by the full-time researchers of the center
(described below) and to organize collaborative research projects based on creative research
products of our institute or other research groups, aiming the development of clinically truly
effective molecular targeted drugs. We have invited and selected 15 collaborative projects in the
last three years, and have shared 10,000,000 JPY for the selected projects. To spread our
research outcomes promptly, we have held an annual symposium, and have published an annual
report every year. The former director of this center, Prof. Takuma Sasaki retired in March 2005,
and Prof. Takashi Suda succeeded to the post.
Research Projects of Suda’s Group
A) Molecular mechanism of Fas ligand-induced inflammation
Fas ligand (FasL) is a prototype of death factors that induces apoptosis by binding to its receptor,
Fas. We previously demonstrated that anti-Fas ligand antibody administration ameliorates
various inflammatory diseases, and prevent chronic-hepatitis-induced hepatic cancer
development using animal models. We also demonstrated that Fas ligand-induced caspase
activation in neutrophils causes not only apoptosis but also proteolytic maturation and release of
IL-1β, which in turn induces massive neutrophil infiltration in vivo. In the last three years, we
further demonstrated that Fas ligand induces production of various cytokines including IL-1β,
IL-6, IL-17, IL-18, IL-23, KC, and Mip2 in mice. Fas ligand induces IL-23 production in
dendritic cells at the mRNA level in a cell-autonomous manner. The IL-23 then induces IL-17
production in T cells synergistically with IL-1β. We also found that Fas ligand induces IL-8
production in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells in a manner dependent on the NF-κB
activation. The Fas ligand-induced NF-κB activation is a cell-autonomous response and requires
FADD and caspase-8.
B) Molecular mechanisms of activation and regulation of ASC-mediated inflammation.
ASC is an adaptor molecule that mediates apoptotic and inflammatory signals from several
Apaf-1-like molecules, including CARD12/Ipaf, PYPAF1/cryopyrin, PYPAF5, PYPAF7, and
NALP1. ASC is also implicated in tumor suppression, because the ASC gene expression is
suppressed in various cancer cells. We have established an experimental system in which
muramyl dipeptide, the bacterial component recognized by another Apaf-1-like molecule, Nod2,
induced an interaction between a CARD12-Nod2 chimeric protein and ASC, and elicited
cell-autonomous NF-κB activation leading to IL-8 production. Using this system, we
demonstrated that caspase-8 plays an essential role in ASC-mediated NF-κB activation. On the
other hand, we have found that some members of Apaf-1-like proteins such as PYNOD,
PYPAF2 and PYPAF3 inhibit ASC-mediated NF-κB activation and or caspase-1-mediated
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proteolytic maturation of IL-1β.
Research Projects of Dr. Endo
Antitumor Mechanisms of 3'-Ethynyl Nucleosides: Cellular Metabolic Enzyme and Drug
Resistance
The antitumor 3'-ethynyl nucleosides, ECyd and EUrd, are potent inhibitors of RNA
polymerases and show excellent antitumor activity against various human solid tumors in
xenograft models. ECyd and EUrd require the activity of uridine/cytidine kinase (UCK) to
produce the corresponding active metabolite. We established cell lines that are highly resistant to
the 3'-ethynyl nucleosides using human tumor cell lines. All the resistant cell lines showed a
high cross-resistance to ECyd and EUrd and had mutations in the UCK2 gene. UCK2 protein
was markedly decreased in the resistant cells. In contrast, no mutation in the mRNA or
differences in protein expression levels of UCK1 were shown in the resistant cells. These results
suggest that UCK2 is exclusively responsible for the phosphorylation and activation of the
antitumor 3'-ethynyl nucleosides. UCK2 may be a useful marker to predict chemosensitivity to
antitumor nucleoside analogs including EUrd and ECyd.
Research Projects of Dr. Kuno
A) Effects of ADAMTS-1 on tumor growth and metastasis
In 1997, we identified ADAMTS-1, the first member of the ADAMTS family. We have reported
that ADAMTS-1 is an extracellular matrix-anchored metalloproteinase and is able to cleave a
cartilage proteoglycan, aggrecan. As ADAMTS-1 has anti-angiogenic activity, we examined the
effects of ADAMTS-1 on in vivo tumor growth and tumor metastasis. Unexpectedly, full-length
ADAMTS-1 was found to promote tumorigenicity. We also found that ADAMTS-1 significantly
suppresses the experimental metastasis of CHO cells.
B) Roles of ADAMTS-1 in ovarian function
We have reported that ADAMTS-1 null mice display renal anomalies that resemble human
ureteropelvic junction (UPJ) obstruction. As ADAMTS-1 null female mice are infertile,
ADAMTS-1 is also important for the function of female reproductive organs. We found that
ADAMTS-1 null females showed a reduced ovulation rate of mature follicles in the
superovulatory condition, impairment of follicular growth at the late preantral stage, and the
appearance of a number of unusual atretic follicles without the granulosa cell layers. These
results demonstrate that ADAMTS-1 is involved in both follicular development and ovulation.
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Molecular mechanisms of Fas ligand-induced inflammation.
M. Umemura, T. Kawabe, H. Kidoya, K. Shudo, M. Fukui, M. Asano, Y. Iwakura, G.
Matsuzaki,A. Yahagi, R. Imamura, and T. Suda
Fas ligand (FasL) has been well characterized as a death factor. However, recent studies
revealed that ectopic expression of FasL induces inflammation associated with massive
neutrophil infiltration. We previously demonstrated that the neutrophil infiltration-inducing
activity of FasL is partly dependent on but partly independent of IL-1β. Therefore, we
investigated the cytokine profile of peritoneal lavage fluid obtained from mice that received
intraperitoneal injections of FFL, a FasL-expressing tumor cell line. We found that FFL injection
caused a marked increase of not only IL-1β but also IL-6, IL-17, IL-18, KC/chemokine CXC
ligand 1, and macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP)-2, but not of IL-1α, IFN-γ, TGF-β, or
TNF-α. Among cells transfected to express individually IL-1β, IL-6, IL-17, or IL-18, only those
expressing IL-1β and IL-17 induced neutrophil infiltration. Co-administration of the anti-IL-17
antibody with FFL diminished the peritoneal KC levels and neutrophil infiltration in
IL-1-deficient mice. In addition, the expression of IL-17 by the tumor cells inhibited tumor
growth in wild-type and nude mice. These results suggest that IL-17 is involved in FasL-induced
inflammation and tumor rejection in the absence of IL-1β.
Then, we investigated the mechanism of the FasL-induced IL-17 production. We found that
the culture supernatant of mouse resident peritoneal exudate cells (PEC) cocultured with FFL
cells induced IL-17 production in freshly isolated resident PEC. Anti-IL-1β Ab strongly
inhibited the IL-17-inducing activity. However, recombinant IL-1β by itself induced only weak
IL-17 production. Intriguingly, anti-IL-12 Ab but not an IL-15 neutralizing agent, IL15R-Fc,
strongly inhibited the FasL-induced IL-17-inducing activity. IL-23, which shares the p40 subunit
with IL-12, but not IL-12 itself, induced IL-17 production synergistically with IL-1β in resident
PEC. FasL induced the production of IL-23 in PEC in vivo and in vitro, and IL-17 production
following the i.p. injection of FFL cells was severely impaired in p40-/- mice, indicating that
IL-23 plays an important role in the FasL-induced IL-17 production. FFL also induced the
production of IL-23 in bone marrow- or PEC-derived dendritic cells. Finally, FasL induced only
weak p40 production in a mixture of p40-/- and Fas-/- dendritic cells, indicating that FasL
induces IL-23 production in dendritic cells mainly in a cell-autonomous manner.
1. Umemura, M., et al., Int. Immunol., 16:1099-108, 2004
2. Kidoya, H., et al., J. Immunol., 175:8024-31, 2005
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Molecular Mechanism of Fas ligand-induced IL-8 Production
R. Imamura, N. Matsumoto, M. Hasegawa, K. Konaka, and T. Suda
It has been believed that apoptosis does not induce inflammation. However, there are
remarkable similarities between the molecular mechanisms of apoptosis and inflammation. Fas
(CD95) is not an exception and recent studies revealed that Fas ligand (FasL)-Fas system
possesses inflammatory activity. We recently found that FasL induces production of the
inflammatory chemokine IL-8 in human cell lines and FasL-induced NF-κB and AP-1 activation
is required for this IL-8 production. Our further analyses revealed that the death domain of Fas,
FADD, and caspase-8, which are essential for the apoptosis signaling, are required for both
NF-κB and AP-1 activation by FasL. However, rsponses of NF-κB and AP-1 activation are
independent of each other. In the NF-κB signaling pathway, we also showed that TRADD and
RIP, which are essential for the TNF-α-induced NF-κB activation, were not involved in the
FasL-induced NF-κB activation and CLARP/FLIP inhibited the FasL- but not the
TNF-α-induced NF-κB activation. More interestingly, our results revealed that enzymatic
activity of caspase-8 is required for both NF-κB and AP-1 activation induced by FasL. Further
characterization of these pathways will help us to understand and, hopefully, to control the
FasL-induced inflammation. (Imamura, R. et al., J. Biol. Chem., 279:46415-46423, 2004)
Figure
In the case of FasL-Fas system,
contrary to TNF-α-TNFR system,
signaling pathway of apoptosis and
transcription

factor

activation

separates downstream of caspase-8
and enzymatic activity of caspase-8 is
required for both pathways. Current
our goal is identification of targets
(substrates) of caspase-8, which are
important for FasL-induced NF-κB
and/or AP-1 activation.
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PYNOD, a Novel Apaf-1/CED4-like Protein is an Inhibitor of ASC and
Caspase-1
Y. Wang, M. Hasegawa, R. Imamura, T. Kinoshita, C. Kondo, K. Konaka, and T. Suda
Recently, a large subfamily of nucleotide-binding and oligomerization domain-containing
proteins that have an N-terminal pyrin-like domain and C-terminal leucine-rich repeats has been
described. In this study, we identified PYNOD, a novel member of this family that lacks the
leucine-rich repeats. We found that human PYNOD mRNA is expressed in various tissues and at
high levels in heart, skeletal muscle, and brain. It is also expressed in various cell lines,
including haematopoietic cell lines. PYNOD oligomerizes and binds to ASC, an adaptor protein
that plays a role in apoptotic and inflammatory signal transduction, and to caspase-1 and IL-1β.
PYNOD inhibits ASC-mediated NF-κB activation and apoptosis, and caspase-1-mediated IL-1β
maturation, and it does so in the presence and absence of constitutively active mutants of
CARD12 and PYPAF1, which are enhancers of these processes. Thus, PYNOD is a novel
regulator of apoptosis and inflammation. (Wang, Y. et al., Int. Immunol. 16:777-86, 2004)

Figure
PYNOD is a member of Apaf-1-like proteins and
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inhibits ASC-mediated NF-κB activation and
apoptosis, and caspase-1-mediated IL-1β activation.
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PYPAF3, a PYRIN-containing Apaf-1-like protein, is a feedback
regulator of caspase-1-dependent interleukin-1β secretion
T. Kinoshita, Y. Wang, M. Hasegawa, R. Imamura, T. Suda
PYPAF3 is a member of the PYRIN-containing apoptotic protease-activating factor-1-like
proteins (PYPAFs) that are thought to function in inflammatory signaling pathways. Among the
members of this family, PYPAF1, PYPAF5, PYPAF7, and NALP1 have been shown to induce
caspase-1-dependent interleukin-1β secretion and NF-κB activation in the presence of the
adaptor molecule ASC. On the other hand, we recently identified PYNOD, another member of
this family, as a suppressor of these responses. In this study, we showed that PYPAF3 is the
second member that inhibits caspase-1-dependent interleukin-1β secretion (Fig. 1) and that
PYPAF2 does not inhibit this response, but rather inhibits the ASC-mediated NF-κB activation
(Fig. 2). Both PYPAF2 and PYPAF3 mRNAs are broadly expressed in a variety of tissues;
however, neither is expressed in skeletal muscle, and only PYPAF2 mRNA is expressed in heart
and brain. They are also expressed in many cell lines of both haematopoietic and
non-haematopoietic lineages. Stimulation of monocytic THP-1 cells with lipopolysaccharide or
interleukin-1β induced PYPAF3 mRNA expression (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the stable expression
of PYPAF3 in THP-1 cells abrogated the cells’ ability to produce interleukin-1β in response to
lipopolysaccharide. These results suggest that PYPAF3 is a feedback regulator of interleukin-1β
secretion. Thus, PYPAF2 and PYPAF3, together with PYNOD, may constitute an
anti-inflammatory subgroup of PYPAFs. (Kinoshita, T. et al., J. Biol. Chem. 280:21720-5, 2005)
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ASC-mediated NF-κB Activation Leading to IL-8 Production Requires
Caspase-8 and Is Inhibited by CLARP
M. Hasegawa, R. Imamura, T. Kinoshita, N. Matsumoto, J. Masumoto, N. Inohara,
and T. Suda
ASC is an adaptor molecule that mediates apoptotic and inflammatory signals from several
Apaf-1-like molecules, including CARD12/Ipaf. ASC is also implicated in tumor suppression,
because the ASC gene expression is suppressed in various cancer cells. To characterize the
signaling pathway mediated by ASC, we established cell lines in which muramyl dipeptide, the
bacterial component recognized by another Apaf-1-like molecule, Nod2, induced an interaction
between a CARD12-Nod2 chimeric protein and ASC, and elicited cell-autonomous NF-κB
activation. This response required caspase-8, and was suppressed by CLARP/FLIP, an inhibitor
of caspase-8. The catalytic activity of caspase-8 was required for the ASC-mediated NF-κB
activation when caspase-8 was expressed at an endogenous level, although it was not essential
when caspase-8 was overexpressed. In contrast, FADD, the adaptor protein linking Fas and
caspase-8, was not required for this response. Consistently, ASC recruited Caspase-8 and
CLARP but not FADD and Nod2 to its speck-like aggregates in cells. Finally, muramyl
dipeptide induced IL-8 production in MAIL8 cells. These results are the first to indicate that
caspase-8 plays an important role in the ASC-mediated NF-κB activation, and that the
ASC-mediated NF-κB activation actually induces physiologically relevant gene expression.
(Hasegawa M, et al., J. Biol. Chem. 280: 15122-30, 2005.)
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A CRUCIAL ROLE OF URIDINE/CYTIDINE KINASE 2 IN ANTITUMOR
ACTIVITY OF 3'-ETHYNYL NUCLEOSIDES
Y. Endo, T. Obata, D. Murata, M. Ito, M. Kadohira and T. Sasaki
The antitumor 3'-ethynyl nucleosides, 1-(3-C-ethynyl-β-D-ribopentofuranosyl)cytosine
(ECyd) and 1-(3-C-ethynyl-β-D-ribopentofuranosyl)uracil (EUrd), are potent inhibitors of RNA
polymerases and show excellent antitumor activity against various human solid tumors in
xenograft models. ECyd is being investigated in phase I clinical trials as a novel anticancer drug
possessing a unique antitumor action. ECyd and EUrd require the activity of uridine/cytidine
kinase (UCK) to produce the corresponding active metabolite (ECTP and EUTP). The UCK
family consists of two members, UCK1 and UCK2, and both UCKs are expressed in many
tumor cells. It was unclear, however, whether UCK1 or UCK2 is responsible for the
phosphorylation of the 3'-ethynyl nucleosides. We therefore established cell lines that are highly
resistant to the 3'-ethynyl nucleosides from human fibrosarcoma HT-1080 and gastric carcinoma
NUGC-3. All the resistant cell lines showed a high cross-resistance to ECyd and EUrd. As a
result of cDNA sequence analysis, we found that UCK2 mRNA expressed in EUrd-resistant
HT-1080 cells has a 98-base pair deletion of exon 5, whereas EUrd-resistant NUGC-3 cells were
harboring the point mutation at nucleotide position 484 (C to T) within exon 4 of UCK2 mRNA.
This mutation was confirmed by genome sequence analysis of the UCK2 gene. In
ECyd-resistant NUGC-3 cells, the substitution of G to A at 391 nt of cording region of UCK2
cDNA (Val to Met at codon 131) was found. Moreover, the expression of UCK2 protein and the
enzymatic activity were decreased in these resistant cells. In contrast, no mutation in the mRNA
or differences in protein expression levels of UCK1 were shown in all the resistant cells. These
results suggest that UCK2 is responsible for the phosphorylation and activation of the antitumor
3'-ethynyl nucleosides. Although UCK2 is expressed in many types of tissues and tumor cells,
the expression level of UCK2 appears to be very diverse in cells. UCK2 may be a useful marker
to predict chemosensitivity to antitumor uridine and cytidine analogs including EUrd and ECyd.
In addition, UCK2 may be a novel molecular target for biochemical modulation to potentiate
antitumor effects of such nucleoside analogs.
References
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Enhancement of the tumorigenicity of both Lewis lung carcinoma and
Chinese hamster ovary cells but suppression of experimental tumor
metastatic potential by ADAMTS-1
K. Kuno
ADAMTS-1 is an extracellular matrix (ECM)-anchored metalloproteinase with
proteoglycan-degrading activity. As ADAMTS-1 also has an angiogenesis-inhibiting activity,
we examined the effects of ADAMTS-1 overexpression on in vivo tumor growth and metastasis.
Unexpectedly, we found that overexpression of full-length ADAMTS-1 in both Chinese
hamster ovary (CHO) cells (CHO/ADAMTS-1) and Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) cells
(LLC/ADAMTS1) resulted in enhancement of in vivo tumor growth, suggesting that
ADAMTS-1 can promote tumorigenicity. In contrast, overexpression of only the C-terminal
half region of ADAMTS-1 (DPM-1), which lacks the metalloproteinase domain, suppressed
CHO tumor growth in mice, suggesting that that the metalloproteinase activity of ADAMTS-1 is
required for increased tumorigenicity. We presume that the increased tumorigenicity by
ADAMTS-1 results from its potential action to promote degradation of the ECM barriers
surrounding tumors or to release growth factors from the ECM.
When the CHO/ADAMTS1 was inoculated intravenously into mice, the number of visible
surface lung metastatic nodules markedly decreased in comparison with that of mice implanted
with the control vector clone (CHO/vector). Deletional analyses revealed that the C-terminal
half region of ADAMTS-1 is responsible for its experimental metastasis-inhibitory activity.
Tumor vascular density in the microscopic lung metastases formed by CHO/ADAMTS-1 or
CHO/DPM-1 cells were reduced in comparison with that of the control CHO/vector cells.
Therefore, one possibility is that ADAMTS-1 may suppress experimental metastasis by
inhibiting tumor angiogenesis in the lung metastatic lesion. Our present study suggests that the
C-terminal half region of ADAMTS-1 has therapeutic potential as an inhibitor of tumor growth
and metastasis when ADAMTS-1 is applied to anti-cancer therapy.
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Involvement of ADAMTS-1 in folliculogenesis, ovulation,
organization of the medullary vascular network in the ovary

and

M. Shozu, K. Kuno
ADAMTS-1 null mice displayed renal anomalies involving enlarged calices and atrophic
renal papillae, which resemble ureteropelvic junction (UPJ) obstruction in humans. We also
found that ADAMTS-1 null female mice were infertile, indicating that ADAMTS-1 is important
for the function of female reproductive organs. To clarify the role of ADAMTS-1 in ovarian
function, we examined abnormalities in the ovulatory processes, folliculogenesis, and the
vascular system of ADAMTS-1 null ovaries.
First, when immature female mice were treated with pregnant mare serum gonadotropin
(PMSG)/human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), the number of ovulated oocytes was markedly
decreased in ADAMTS-1 null mice when compared with ADAMTS-1 (+/-) controls. The
proportion of anovulated follicles to total mature follicles was significantly higher in
ADAMTS-1 null females when compared with controls. The numbers of growing follicles at
each stage were counted. The number of follicles at type 5b (late preantral) and later stages
was markedly reduced in ADAMTS-1 null mice, irrespective of gonadotropin treatment. These
data demonstrate that impairment of ovarian function to ovulate oocytes in ADAMTS-1 null
mice occurs at two different levels: in the development of growing follicles and in ovulatory
processes. Furthermore, ADAMTS-1 null ovaries was found to include a number of unusual
atretic follicles that showed no sign of oocyte degeneration but that had lost the surrounding
granulosa cell layers and were considered to be derived from type 4 or 5a follicles. These
results suggest that ADAMTS-1 is important for follicular development beyond the type 4
and/or 5a and for maintaining normal granulosa cell layers in follicles. Finally, the number of
large blood vessels in the medullar zone was significantly decreased in ADAMTS-1 null mice
ovaries, suggesting that ADAMTS-1 is also involved in the organization of the medullary
vascular network in the ovary.
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第 24 回 がん研究所セミナープログラム
2003(平成 15).2.26～27
金沢大学医学部記念館 2 階ホール
◆ 腫瘍外科研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 新しい抗癌剤の濃度設定法，individualized maximum repeatable dose(iMRD)
の開発とそれによるテイラード化学療法
○ 早期胃癌に対する Minimally Invasive Surgery
○ ヒト大腸癌細胞株同所性移植自然転移モデルを用いた転移関連因子群の
解析
◆ 遺伝子診断研究分野
○ サマリー
○ β-カテニンがん化シグナルの特異的活性化・制御機構の個別的，網羅的解
析
◆ 腫瘍内科研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 超音波内視鏡研究２０年の軌跡
○ ヒト膵癌における clusterin の発現とその臨床的意義
○ 膵癌患者血漿中 p53 遺伝子変異の検出
○ 膵癌組織ならびに膵液における mesothelin mRNA 発現の検討
◆ 細胞分子病態研究分野
○ サマリー
○ DNA 損傷修復経路における c-Abl チロシンキナーゼファミリー分子の機
能
○ の解析
○ DNA 損傷，酸化ストレスに対する ATM 依存的シグナル伝達の解析
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小 林 昌 彦

◆ 細胞情報調節研究分野
○ サマリー
○ Ｂ型肝炎ウィルスの構造蛋白質と結合する細胞蛋白質
○ リン酸化 RNA ポリメラ－ゼⅡ結合因子の機能検索
○ rRNA 生合成における U13 snoRNA の機能

原
黒
廣
木

◆ 細胞周期制御研究分野
○ サマリー

善 岡 克 次

◆ 細胞分化研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 世界各地に生息する野生ハツカネズミにこれまで発見された４種類のア
ロタイプの分布と環境との関係
○ 線虫で RNAi 法による新規遺伝子 ell の機能解析
○ 血管内皮細胞特異的受容体型チロシンキナーゼ TIE2 により活性化される
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遺伝子の同定とその機能解析
◆ 遺伝子発現研究分野
○ サマリー
○ テロメア機能と細胞老化
○ HCV NS5A Exhibits Distinct Modulation Effects on RNA-dependent RNA
Polymerase Activity of NS5B In the Presence of Various Homopolymeric
RNA Templates

村 上 清 史
林
直 之
羅
宏

◆ 細胞機能統御研究分野
○ サマリー
○ がん浸潤における細胞運動と MMP 活性発現の協調的制御機構の解析
○ 膜型マトリックスメタロプロテアーゼ活性制御分子の探索

佐 藤
博
滝 野 隆 久
宮 森 久 志

◆ 組織分子構築研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 転移巣形成におけるがん細胞と正常細胞の相互作用の解析

向 田 直 史
佐々木洋子

◆ 分子薬理学研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 腸管 M 細胞の分化機構および細胞輸送機能の解析

大 野 博 司
長 谷 耕 二

◆ 化学療法研究分野
○ サマリー
○ エチニルヌクレオシドの感受性規定因子としての CTP synthetase

佐々木琢磨
小 幡
徹

◆ 分子標的薬剤開発センター
○ サマリー
○ ADAMTS-1 遺伝子欠損マウスのペリスタルシス異常および ADAMTS-1 部
分欠損変異体による腫瘍増殖の抑制
○ 血管新生阻害性 ANO 化合物の水溶化による bioavailabit の改善
○ Fas リガンドによる NF-kB 活性化機構の解析
○ アポトーシス促進因子 Bid の制御機構
◆ 遺伝子・染色体構築研究分野
○ サマリー
○ パラレルアフィニティタグ精製法によるユビキチン化蛋白質の網羅的同
定
○ 質量分析技術を用いた蛋白質複合体の動態解析
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第 25 回

がん研究所セミナープログラム
2004(平成 16).2.5～6
金沢大学医学部記念館 2 階ホール

◆ 腫瘍外科研究分野
○ サマリー
○ Tumor dormancy therapy に基づく Tailored dose 化学療法 -根拠，意義，実
際○ 視線追従式自動腹腔鏡操作システムの開発 -腹腔鏡手術において術者の負
担を軽減する Robotic Assistance○ 胃癌腹膜播種形成における SDF-1a/CXCR4 リガンド・レセプターシステム
の関与
◆ 遺伝子診断研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 大腸癌のがん化シグナルの特異的活性化・制御機構の解析
◆ 腫瘍内科研究分野
○ サマリー
○ ラット自然発症慢性膵炎モデルにおけるアポトーシス関連遺伝子の発現
動態
○ Real-time PCR 法による膵癌患者の血清中 hTERTmRNA の定量的測定
○ 各種消化器癌患者における血清 Midkine 値の測定
○ 膵癌診断を目指した膵液中 ppENK のメチル化異常に関する検討
◆ 分子標的薬剤開発センター
○ サマリー
○ ADAMTS-1 の卵胞成熟，排卵過程への関与と ADAMTS-1 による実験的肺
転移抑制
○ 血管新生阻害性 ANO 化合物の水溶化による bioavailabit の改善
○ Fas リガンドによる NF-kB 活性化機構の解析
○ アポトーシス促進因子 Bid の制御機構

磨 伊 正 義
高 橋
豊
表

和 彦

安 本 和 生

源
源

利 成
利 成

澤 武 紀 雄
元 雄 良 治
渡 邊 弘 之
山 口 泰 志
大坪公士郎

須 田 貴 司
久 野 耕 嗣
遠 藤 良 夫
今 村
龍
木 下
健

◆ 化学療法研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 抗腫瘍性ヌクレオシドの感受性規定因子の解明：CDA の関与と網羅的遺伝
子発現解析法による探索

佐々木琢磨
小 幡
徹

◆ 遺伝子・染色体構築研究分野
○ サマリー
○ パラレルアフィニティタグ精製法によるユビキチン化蛋白質の網羅的同
定

伊 藤 隆 司
太 田 一 寿

◆ 組織分子構築研究分野
○ サマリー
○ セリン／スレオニンキナーゼ Pim-3 の肝細胞がんにおける役割
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向 田 直 史
藤 井 千 文

◆ 分子薬理学研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 腸管 M 細胞の生理作用の解析

大 野 博 司
長 谷 耕 二

◆ 遺伝子発現研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 細胞老化における信号伝達系の探索

村 上 清 史
林
直 之

◆ 細胞機能統御研究分野
○ サマリー
○ がん浸潤における細胞運動と MMP 活性発現の協調的制御機構の解析
○ がん浸潤における膜型マトリックスメタロプロテアーゼ活性制御分子の
検索

佐 藤
博
滝 野 隆 久
宮 森 久 志

◆ 細胞情報調節研究分野
○ サマリー
○ Ｂ型肝炎ウイルスのコア蛋白質と結合する細胞蛋白質
○ リン酸化 RNA ポリメラ－ゼⅡ結合 WW ドメイン蛋白質の機能解析
○ rRNA 生合成における U13 snoRNA の機能

原
黒
廣
木

◆ 細胞周期制御研究分野
○ サマリー
○ ミトコンドリア DNA 損傷によるアポトーシス誘導機構の解明

善 岡 克 次
西 田
純

◆ 細胞分子病態研究分野
○ サマリー
○ DNA 損傷修復経路におけるチロシンキナーゼ Arg と Rad51 の相互作用の
解析
○ DNA 損傷，酸化ストレスに対する ATM 依存的シグナル伝達の解析
◆ 細胞分化研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 開放血管における血管新生関連遺伝子の機能
○ 血管内皮細胞特異的受容体型チロシンキナーゼ TIE2 により制御される遺
伝子の同定とその機能解析
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田 文 夫
木 和 之
瀬
豊
戸 敬 治

山 本 健 一
清 水 弘 子
小 林 昌 彦

髙 倉 伸 幸
天 野 重 豊
上 野 将 也

第 26 回

がん研究所セミナープログラム
2005(平成 17).3.3～4
金沢大学医学部臨床第一講義室

◆ 腫瘍外科研究分野
○ サマリー
○ VEGF を標的とした Tumor dormancy therapy
○ 早期胃大腸癌に対する腹腔鏡手術
○ 胃癌腹膜播種形成における SDF-1a / CXCR4 リガンド・レセプターシステ
ムの関与

磨 伊 正 義
高 橋
豊
表
和 彦
安 本 和 生

◆ 遺伝子診断研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 大腸癌における b-TrCP(E3 ユビキチンリガーゼ受容体)の発現とがん化シ
グナル活性化

源
源

利 成
利 成

◆ 腫瘍内科研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 胃癌における stress-induced protein (SIP)の発現低下について
○ 膵液中 SARP2 のメチル化測定による膵癌診断へのアプローチ
○ 膵管内乳頭腫瘍(IPMN)における膵液中遺伝子のメチル化異常に関する検
討
○ 血清 Midkine 値の腫瘍マーカーとしての意義

毛 利 久 継

◆ 分子標的薬剤開発センター
○ サマリー
○ ADAMTS-1 の卵巣機能における役割と実験的肺転移抑制機構の解析
○ Fas リガンド刺激による IL-8 産生の分子機構
○ PYPAF ファミリーによる炎症抑制機構

須
久
今
木

◆ 化学療法研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 抗腫瘍性エチニルヌクレオシドの耐性機序と感受性規定因子
○ ヌクレオシドトランスポーターと抗腫瘍性ヌクレオシドに対する感受性
との関連性

澤 武 紀 雄
元 雄 良 治
渡 邊 弘 之
大坪公士郎

田 貴 司
野 耕 嗣
村
龍
下
健

佐々木琢磨
遠 藤 良 夫
小 幡
徹

◆ 組織分子構築研究分野
○ サマリー
○ セリン／スレオニンキナーゼ Pim-3 の肝細胞がんにおける役割

向 田 直 史
藤 井 千 文

◆ 遺伝子発現研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 細胞老化を制御する信号伝達系の探索

村 上 清 史
林
直 之

◆ 細胞機能統御研究分野
○ サマリー

佐 藤
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博

○ がん浸潤における細胞運動と MMP 活性発現の協調的制御機構の解析
○ がん浸潤における MT1-MMP 活性制御分子の検索
◆ 細胞情報調節研究分野
○ サマリー
○ B 型肝炎ウイルス増殖への gC1qR の関与
○ リン酸化 RNA ポリメラーゼ II 結合蛋白質の機能解析
○ U13 ノックアウト細胞への変異 U13 RNA 遺伝子の導入とアセチル化活性
の検討

滝 野 隆 久
宮 森 久 志

原
黒
廣
木

田 文 夫
木 和 之
瀬
豊
戸 敬 治

◆ 細胞周期制御研究分野
○ サマリー
○ ミトコンドリア DNA 損傷により誘導されるアポトーシス

善 岡 克 次
西 田
純

◆ 細胞分子病態研究分野
○ サマリー
○ Rad51 分子の機能における 301 番目のチロシンの役割について
○ アルキル化剤，活性酸素による ATM の活性化機構の解析

山 本 健 一
清 水 弘 子
小 林 昌 彦

◆ 細胞分化研究分野
○ サマリー
○ 開放血管における血球分化と Tie homolog
○ 幹細胞分裂における新規遺伝子#E11 の機能解析
○ 心血管幹細胞の同定及びその分化制御機構の解明

髙
天
上
山
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倉
野
野
田

伸
重
将
賢

幸
豊
也
裕

International Symposium on Tumor Biology in Kanazawa 2003
Program Schedule
March 12,Wed.
Opening Remarks : Ken-ichi Arai (IMS, University of Tokyo)

Session A. Search for Novel Targets for Cancer Treatment
Chairperson: Takashi Ito (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Masa-aski Muramatsu (Tokyo Medical and Dental University)
Application of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) to clinical and epidemiological studies
Satoshi Inoue (University of Tokyo)
Estrogen responsive genes and breast cancer
John N. Weinstein (NIH, USA)
Integromics for cancer drug discovery: integrating genomics, proteomics, and
bioinformatics
Chairperson: Tadashi Yamamoto (IMS, University of Tokyo)
Masafumi Shibuya (IMS, University of Tokyo)
A unique signal transduction of VEGF receptors involved in tumor angiogenesis and
metastasis
Kyu-Won Kim (Seoul National University)
Novel HIF-1α interacting proteins and their roles in hypoxia-induced tumor angiogenesis
Chairperson: Hiroshi Sato (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Motoharu Seiki (IMS, University of Tokyo)
Membrane-type 1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) in cancer invasion and
angiogenesis
Toshinari Minamoto (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Distinct pattern of oncogenic β-catenin activation in colorectal cancer
Makoto Taketo (Kyoto University)
Mouse models for colon cancer: studies on chemoprevention and chemotherapy
March 13,Thu.

Session B. Novel Approaches to Cancer Treatment
Chairperson:

Masafumi Shibuya (IMS, University of Tokyo)

Michael O’Reilly (MD Anderson Cancer Center, USA)
Angiogenesis : from the laboratory to the Clinic
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Yutaka Takahashi (Kanazawa University)
Tumor Dormancy Therapy-paradigm shift of cancer therapy
Chairperson: Naofumi Mukaida (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Mark Smyth (Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute)
Effectors and regulators of cancer immune surveillance
Akira Yamada (Kurume University)
Development of peptide-based vaccine for epithelial cancer
Chairperson: Nobuyuki Takakura (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Tatsutoshi Nakahata (Kyoto University)
Ex vivo expansion of human hematopoietic stem cells for a variety of clinical applications
Richard Childs (NIH)
Using nonmeyloablative conditioning to expand the role of allogeneic stem cell
transplantation
Closing Remarks : Ken-ichi Yamamoto (Cancer Research Institute, Kanazawa University)
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International Symposium on Tumor Biology in Kanazawa 2004
Program Schedule
February 12, Thu.
Opening Remarks : Ken-ichi Yamamoto (Cancer Res. Inst. Kanazawa Univ.)
Session A.
Chairperson: Naofumi Mukaida (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Kenkichi Masutomi (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute)
Functional role of telomerase in normal human cells
Satoru Kyo (Graduate School of Medicine, Kanazawa Univ.)
Recent advances in telomerase-based medicine for targeting cancers
R.Dalla-Favera (Institute for Cancer Genetics, Columbia University)
Molecular pathogenesis of B cell lymphoma
Tadashi Yamamoto (IMS, University of Tokyo)
The tumor suppressor protein Tob functions as a transcriptional coregulator
Chairperson: Tadaomi Takenawa (IMS, University of Tokyo)
Yoshinori Murakami (National Cancer Center Research Institute)
Involvement of a cell adhesion molecule, TSLC1, in human oncogenesis
Yoh Takuwa (Kanazawa Univ. Graduate School of Medicine)
Bimodal regulation by the S1P-Edg signaling system of Rho family GTPase and
invasion/metastasis in cancer cells
Yoshimi Takai (Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine)
Nectins and necls: Roles in cell migration, adhesion, and proliferation
February 13, Fri.
Session B.
Chairperson: Hiroshi Sato (Cancer Research Institute, Kanazawa Univ.)
Seishi Murakami (Cancer Research Institute, Kanazawa University)
Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) NS5B, a central catalytic enzyme for HCV replication
Claus Scheidereit (Max-Delbruck-Center for Molecular Medicine , Germany)
NF-κB/IKK and AP-1 pathways as molecular targets in human lymphomas
Tomohisa Kato (Biosignal Research Center, Kobe University)
NF-κB signaling in the stress response: Cellular response to environmental carcinogens
Jun-ichiro Inoue (IMS, University of Tokyo)
TRAF6-NFκB pathway in cell growth and differentiation
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Chairperson: Ken-ichi Yamamoto
Makoto Nakanishi (Nagoya City University)
Chk1, an essential key player that regulates S/M phase transition
Junjie Chen (Mayo Clinic)
Regulation of DNA damage signaling pathways
Closing Remarks : Tadashi Yamamoto (IMS, University of Tokyo)
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International Symposium on Tumor Biology in Kanazawa 2005
Program Schedule
January 20, Thu.
Opening Remarks : Ken-ichi Yamamoto (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)

Session A. Stem Cell Biology in Cancer and Normal Stem Cell
Chairperson: Yoh Takuwa (Kanazawa Univ. School of Medicine)
Hiroshi Koide (Kanazawa Univ. School of Medicine)
Regulation of proliferation and differentiation in embryonic stem cells
Yumi Matsuzaki (Keio Univ. School of Medicine)
Blood specific differentiation potency of purified HSC
Chairperson: Naofumi Mukaida (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Atsushi Hirao (Keio University School of Medicine)
Essential role of ATM (ataxia telangiectasia mutated) on stem cell self-renewal and tumor
suppression
In-Kyung Park (University of Michigan, USA)
Regulation of self-renewal in normal and cancer stem cells

Session B.

New Targets for Cancer Treatment

Chairperson: Takashi Yokota (Kanazawa Univ. School of Medicine)
JaeHun Cheong (Pusan National Univ., Korea)
Molecular mechanism of hepatic carcinogenesis by HBx
Shigeki Higashiyama (Ehime University School of Medicine)
Ectodomain shedding of HB-EGF and novel cell signaling
Chairperson: Takashi Suda (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Margaret Quinlan (MGH Cancer Center, USA)
Tumorigenesis from primary epithelial cells
Osamu Hori (Kanazawa Univ. School of Medicine)
Regulation of ER stress and ER stress-induced cell death in F9 Herp KO cells

Session C.

Molecular Mechanism of Tumor Angiogenesis

Chairperson: Hiroshi Sato (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Nobuyuki Takakura (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
Molecular regulation of blood vessel maturation
Hajime Kubo (Kyoto University School of Medicine)
Lymphangiogenesis and cancer
Closing Remarks : Ken-ichi Yamamoto (Cancer Res. Inst., Kanazawa Univ.)
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Organization
and
Personnel

as of February, 2006

Cancer Research Institute
Successive Directors and Acting Directors of the Institute
Dr. Hajime Okamoto
Dr. Tachiomaru Ishikawa
Dr. Ryo Itoh
Dr. Saburo Koshimura
Dr. Yoriaki Kurata
Dr. Motoichi Hatano
Dr. Shunsuke Migita
Dr. Tadanori Kameyama
Dr. Morinobu Takahashi
Dr. Masayoshi Mai
Dr. Ken-ichi Yamamoto
Dr. Hiroshi Sato

（岡本
肇）
（石川太刀雄丸）
（伊藤
亮）
（越村 三郎）
（倉田 自章）
（波田野基一）
（右田 俊介）
（亀山 忠典）
（高橋 守信）
（磨伊 正義）
（山本 健一）
（佐藤
博）

June
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

1, 1967
1, 1968
1, 1971
2, 1978
2, 1982
2, 1984
1, 1988
1, 1990
1, 1993
1, 1997
1, 2001
1, 2005

～
～
～
～
～
～
～
～
～
～
～
～

March
March
April
April
April
March
March
March
March
March
March
Present

31, 1968
31, 1971
1, 1978
1, 1982
1, 1984
31, 1988
31, 1990
31, 1993
31, 1997
31, 2001
31, 2005

Department of Molecular Oncology
Division of Molecular Biology
Division Chief,Professor
Research Associate
Research Technician
Technician
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Research Fellow

Seishi Murakami
Naoyuki Hayashi
Kazuko Kuwabara
Mami Yasukawa
Takashi Kusakawa
Hideki Mizuno
Shijun Zhang
Hong Tang

（村上
（林
（桑原
（安川
（草川
（水野
（張
（唐

Division of Virology
Division Chief,Professor
Associate Professor
Research Associate
Technician
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student

Hiroshi Sato
Takahisa Takino
Hisashi Miyamori
Sayuri Yamagishi
Munirah Ahmad
Abdelaziz Abdalla
Keattikunpairoj Sunisa
Tomoya Kudo
Yumi Saeki
Miyuki Matsui

（佐藤
博）
（滝野 隆久）
（宮森 久志）
（山岸小百合）
（ムニラ アハマド）
（アブデエルアジス アブダラ）
（ケアティクンパイロ スニサ）
（工藤 知也）
（佐伯 裕美）
（松井 美雪）
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清史）
直之）
和子）
麻美）
貴史）
秀城）
世俊）
紅）

Division of Molecular Bioregulation
Division Chief,Professor
Research Associate
Research Technician
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Research Fellow
Research Fellow

Naofumi Mukaida
Chifumi Fujii
Kuniko Minami
Xiaoqin Yang
Boryana Popivanova
Wu Yu
Jorge Espinoza
Mariko Akiyama
Li Ying Yi

（向田 直史）
（藤井 千文）
（南
邦子）
（羊
暁勤）
（ボリアナ ポピバノーバ ）
（呉
俣）
（ホルへ エスピノーザ）
（秋山萬里子）
（李
影奕）

Division of Molecular Genetics
Division Chief,Professor
Research Associate
Technician
Technician
Research Fellow

Atsushi Hirao
Kazuhito Naka
Miyako Takegami
Chiharu Minami
Masako Omura

（平尾
敦）
（仲
一仁）
（竹上美也子）
（南
千晴）
（大村 昌子）

Division of Macromolecular Biochemistry
Visiting Professor
Wei Wenxiang

（魏

文祥）

Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Division of Cell Biology
Division Chief,Professor
Associate Professor
Research Associate
Research Associate
Technician
Graduate Student
Graduate Student

Fumio Harada
Kazuyuki Kuroki
Yutaka Hirose
Yukiharu Kido
Toyoko Kikukawa
Shunji Ishii
Masamichi Yuda

（原田
（黒木
（廣瀬
（木戸
（菊川
（石井
（湯田

文夫）
和之）
豊）
敬治）
豊子）
俊二）
昌道）

Division of Stem Cell Biology
Division Chief,Professor
Research Associate
Research Associate
Research Associate
Technician
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student

Nobuyuki Takakura
Shigetoyo Amano
Masaya Ueno
Yoshihiro Yamada
Yoriko Nakano
Wen-Ling Li
Kong Lingyu
Huang Xiaoyong
Shinya Katoh

（髙倉
（天野
（上野
（山田
（中野
（李
（孔
（黄
（加藤

伸幸）
重豊）
将也）
賢裕)
頼子）
文玲）
令宇）
暁勇）
真也）
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Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Research Fellow
JSPS Research Fellow
JST Technical Assistant
JST Technical Assistant
JST Technical Assistant

Hiroyasu Kidoya
Ivan Hristov Vachkov
Han Yonglu
Hisamichi Naitoh
Sanae Akiba
Machiko Itoh
Naoko Takahashi
Rika Okamoto
Hideto Sano
Yuri Shimizu
Kumi Ishida
Miho Sato

（木戸屋浩康)
（イバン フリストフ ヴァチ）
（韓
瑛路）
（内藤 尚道）
（秋場 早苗）
（伊藤真知子）
（高橋 直子）
（岡本 里香）
（佐野 秀人）
（清水 友里）
（石田 久美）
（佐藤 美帆）

Division of Molecular Pathology
Division Chief,Professor
Research Associate
Research Associate
Technician
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Research Fellow

Ken-ichi Yamamoto
Hiroko Shimizu
Masahiko Kobayashi
Kiyoko Take
Aki Takahashi
Makiko Ikei
Satoko Kitayama
Keiichi Muraoka

（山本 健一）
（清水 弘子）
（小林 昌彦）
（武 紀代子）
（高橋 亜紀）
（池井 牧子）
（北山 聡子）
（村岡 恵一）

Division of Cell Cycle Regulation
Division Chief,Professor
Research Associate
Research Associate
Technician
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Research Fellow
Research Fellow

Katsuji Yoshioka
Hiroshi Tanahashi
Naoko Taniura
Tomoe Ohashi
Bayarsaikhan Munkhuu
Davaakhuu Gantulga
Asuka Iwanaga
Tokiharu Sato
Masashi Shimizu
Guangmin Wang
Youichi Yamada
Jun Nishida

（善岡 克次）
（棚橋
浩）
（谷浦 直子）
（大橋 智江）
（バイヤルサハン ムンフォー）
（ダバーク ガントウルガ ）
（岩永 飛鳥）
（佐藤 時春）
（清水 雅司）
（王
光敏）
（山田 洋一）
（西田
純）

Department of Basic and Clinical Oncology
Division of Genetics
Division Chief,Professor
Research Associate
Technician

Masanobu Oshima
Hiroko Oshima
Manami Watanabe
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（大島 正伸）
（大島 浩子）
（渡邊真奈美）

Division of Experimental Therapeutics
Research Associate
Technician
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
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